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ABSTRACT 
IDENTITY AND DISCOURSAL ELEMENTS: THREE CASE STUDIES OF FIRST- 
YEAR WRITING STUDENTS 
MAY 2005 
PAMELA W. HOLLANDER, B.A., BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY 
M. Ed., RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Catherine Luna 
This dissertation examines, from a poststructural perspective, the writing of three 
first-year college students enrolled in the researcher’s basic writing course, which was 
taught from a social constructivist perspective. The goal of this research is to gain a 
better understanding of how the course may have impacted the students’ writing and their 
multiple and changing identities. Building on the idea that identity is formed through the 
use of language, the focus of this study is the discourses, and subject positions made 
available through these discourses, in students’ writing. Interviews were used to identify 
discourses and subject positions contributing to the autobiographical selves (Ivanic, 
1998) that students brought with them to the course and Critical Discourse Analysis was 
used to discover what discourses and subject positions were drawn on in students’ 
writing. 
The degree to which the case study students’ writing and identities were impacted 
by the social constructivist curriculum and course readings varied depending on how 
closely the discourses and subject positions they took up before the course matched those 
of the course. Specifically, Autoethnographic genre was found to encourage the use of 
vi 
Social Constructivist Discourse, raising the possibility that genre plays an important role 
in providing students with access to Social Constructivist Discourse and associated 
subject positions. Nonacademic discourses and subject positions were found in the 
students writing. Students’ identities were found to be sites of competing, shifting 
discourses. 
This study implies that poststructuralist ideas are useful for theorizing about 
writing. The fact that there were multiple, competing discourses found in students’ 
writing has implications for conceptualizing the first-year writing course as “dialectical” 
(Wall & Coles, 1991). Students may find other discourses more appealing than Social 
Constructivist Discourse because of their offer of comfort and optimism. The finding 
that students drew on subject positions and discourses they found in the course readings 
has implications for seeing readings as “sponsors” (Goldblatt, 1995; Herrington & Curtis, 
2000), which give students authority to draw on particular discourses and subject 
positions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND FOCUS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
As a composition instructor, I’ve found that teaching writing has been about both 
the "ideal" versions of how I believe I should teach writing and the actual individual 
experiences of students, as they write in my class. The one is balanced against the other. 
I am constantly drawing from composition theory when I am planning to teach and when 
I am teaching. My whole attitude about students all having important things to say, and 
the potential to say it well through writing, comes straight out of expressivist theory. The 
way I talk about grammar in my classes—as the rules for one dialect, Standard English— 
comes straight out of social constructivist theory. But, I also work with individual 
students as they produce texts. I see students each individually make choices about what 
to include in their texts, and I have realized that I need to know more about what is 
involved in these individual choices. 
This dissertation study is about the writing of individual first-year college students. 
My interest in the choices of individual writers has been reinforced by pilot study text- 
based interviews, which revealed discourses and genres of different types being woven 
together by students. Students seem to be able to use the standard assignment templates 
to fulfill needs of their own, by mixing them with or filling them in with stories from 
their own experiences. Researchers and teachers have seemed to come to an agreement 
that students like to be able to write about topics that they can relate to or are involved 
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with, and my findings support this, but I am interested in going beyond this idea to the 
social and political implications of students’ choices when writing. On a larger scale, 
writing, and language use in general, is responsible for reproduction and production of 
culture (Fairclough, 1995). On an individual level, writing reflects back to the writer a 
sense of what can be accomplished through writing and creating versions of the self 
through writing. To examine these issues, this dissertation study looked for discourses 
and subject positions in student writing. 
Background and the Problem 
At this point in the history of composition studies there has been a move toward 
recognizing that language is not neutral, but instead is tied up with social-political life. 
While the dominant pedagogical trend of the late 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s, 
expressivism, focused on creativity, the addition of social constructivist pedagogy 
brought notions of language as social, political and constitutive. Social constructivist 
pedagogy calls for discussion of concepts concerning political issues relating to writing, 
such as power embedded in language and competing “stories” and “knowledges”; 
however, these concepts are applied to the writing of professionals found in anthologies 
and elsewhere, and to productions of pop culture, but rarely are applied to the competing 
stories, knowledges and discourses in the students’ written texts themselves. 
Recently there have been researchers (Ivanic, 1998; Willett, J., Solsken, J. & 
Wilson-Keenan, 1999) who have focused on the power issues embedded in language and 
the constitutive nature of language, using this perspective to analyze student texts. These 
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researchers draw on critical discourse theory, especially the work of Fairclough (1995) 
and Halliday (1994) to do critical discourse analysis. The goal of critical discourse 
analysis is to elucidate aspects of language which are generally invisible to people 
because they seem “natural” (Fairclough, 1995). These researchers see students’ texts as 
sites of competing discourses and cultural reproduction, as well as resistance and 
potential change. 
This kind of research makes it possible to do close analysis of student texts to get a 
better understanding of the discoursal makeup of student texts, and combining this 
method with autobiographical interviewing allows the researcher to learn more about 
what the students’ relationship to this discoursal makeup is. Even though researchers 
have recently begun to use the methodology of critical discourse analysis for studying 
student texts at different levels of education (Ivanic, 1994, 1998; Kamberelis and Scott, 
1992) little work has been done focussing on the first-year college writing student. 
Kamberelis and Scott (1992) used critical discourse analysis combined with interviewing 
to analyze the different, often contradictory “voices” existing together in elementary 
student’s texts—voices they traced back to influences including family, media, music, 
community etc. Closest to the study I have conducted, in terms of method and 
participants, is Ivanic’s (1998) study of non-traditional college students’ writing. She 
also used interviewing and critical discourse analysis in her study. Because she wanted 
to get a sense of how different writing situations affect students’ discoursal choices, she 
analyzed the discoursal makeup of writing students completed in different college 
courses. 
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My study addresses a gap that I see in the field of composition: a lack of attention 
to the makeup of student texts in composition theory and pedagogy. Looking at first-year 
college students’ writing is especially interesting from a critical discourse analysis 
perspective because the writing is done during a time of exposure to many new 
discourses through the movement to college from high school, and to college life from 
home life. The act of writing is a complicated one. There is the context for writing, 
which in school often includes guidelines for an essay or a term paper. The context is full 
of explicit and implicit expectations. A person approaches a specific writing context 
bringing to bear on that context a whole history which affects her relationship to this 
writing task—her writing history, literacy history, cultural history, etc. Like any 
communicative act, writing involves the putting forth of some sort of presence or persona 
and is imbricated with issues of authority and status. The writer has to make choices, 
conscious or unconscious, about how to present herself and how to respond to the 
demands of the writing context. In the case of the first-year writer, as Bartholomae 
(1988) says, the student is faced with the task of writing in a context where she has little 
authority as a novice in the academy. This makes the complex task of writing that much 
more complex. Researchers such as Kamberelis & Scott (1992) and Ivanic (1994, 1998) 
have found that these issues of identity and authority are reflected in writing and can be 
identified and examined through critical discourse analysis. The writing of first-year 
college students is filled with different discourses and genres and has offered much for 
me to analyze for my study. 
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Focus of the Study 
Initial pilot studies I conducted showed interesting results about both the makeup of 
first-year student texts and the students’ relationships to these texts. At the textual level, 
different genres or language types existed together in student essays in a kind of hybrid 
form, such as poetry together with essay forms, or religious imagery with essay forms. 
This mixing of genres and language types intrigued me because it was not being directly 
modeled, but rather seemed to reflect a kind of agency on the student’s part to include 
particular genres or language types that he/she was moved to add for some reason. In 
interviewing students I was able to begin to understand that this writing was “self 
presentation” and “self building” at the same time. Students had important things to say 
and wanted to say them, the way that they wanted to, within the frameworks of the essay 
assignment they were given. These things they wanted to say, once they were on paper, 
had some impact on their developing view of themselves. 
The hybridity I talked about above sparked an interest for me because it brought 
into contact with each other discourses that don’t often appear together. These discourses 
represented, at least in part, a combination students were actively putting together— 
above I used the term “agency” to represent students’ active role. If writing is 
constitutive and will affect a student’s possibilities for identities, it is important to find 
out more about what kind of identities students are creating through writing and how they 
experience these identities. 
The above findings led me to undertake this dissertation study, in which I examine 
the discoursal elements in three first-year college students' writing, and look for any 
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significant effects these elements might have on the students' multiple and conflicting 
"identities." 
For this dissertation study I used a combination of ethnographic methods, 
interviewing, and critical discourse analysis to look at the writing of first-year college 
writing students. These methods were helpful for examining the complex nature of 
writing. They helped me to find out about students' relationships to their subject matter 
and the writing they have done. 
Below I outline the research questions, which guided my inquiry. These research 
questions depend in part on definitions that will be drawn in my review of the literature in 
Chapter Two. These questions owe in great part to the work of Ivanic (1998) and 
Kamberelis and Scott (1992), which analyzes texts of students at other levels of 
education—non-traditional adult college students and elementary students, respectively. 
The research questions are as follows: 
1. What aspects of students’ autobiographical selves do they bring to the course? 
Particularly I have focused on the autobiographical selves the students talked about in 
their interviews. At times I have used my position as an observer and researcher to add 
observational details about these selves. When students present their autobiographical 
selves-, they draw on particular discourses and subject positions associated with those 
selves. The relationship between students' autobiographical selves and their writing is 
important to my study. 
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2. What discourses and subject positions are evident in students’ writing? 
Students include autobiographical selves in their writing by drawing on discourses 
and taking up associated subject positions. They also include other academic and 
nonacademic discourses and subject positions. It is important to discover which 
discourses students draw on and which autobiographical selves and subject positions 
students take up in their writing to get a sense of what temporary composite identity is 
being presented in their writing. Each piece of writing reflects back a temporary identity, 
which not only represents students to others, but may influence students multiple and 
changing identities. 
3. How does the class influence the discourses and subject positions in students’ 
writing and therefore influence their multiple and changing identities? 
Discourses, genres, and subject positions represented through a course curriculum 
may or may not be taken up by students and used in their writing. For my study it is 
important to understand how much influence the discoursal elements of this English 111 
class had on students’ writing. For pedagogical reasons, it is important to understand 
how what is presented in the class is taken up or resisted by students in the class. 
Approach to the Study 
This qualitative study combines ethnographic methods, interviewing, and critical 
discourse analysis. The data was collected in a fall-semester first-year college basic 
writing class that I was teaching. I let my students know that I was doing research and 
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got their individual consent for participation in the study. I collected some general 
information about writing history from all students at the beginning of the semester. I 
wrote fieldnotes, recording my observations about my own writing instruction and about 
the students in the class. About a month into the class I asked for student volunteers who 
would be willing to be interviewed during the last week of class and the following week, 
twice for one hour each time. 
The first interviews covered historical background, including literacy background to 
provide autobiographical information, which was useful for analyzing students texts. 
The second interview focused on the student’s favorite essay of the semester. I asked 
students about their relationship to the essay—how they felt about it and what meaning it 
had to them. I then asked the students questions about particular sections of the essay, 
which either they or I had chosen as significant because it either was a section they 
particularly liked or disliked or could be traced back to a particular source. 
Data analysis was both broad thematic analysis and critical discourse analysis. I 
analyzed my own fieldnotes looking at my reflections on what I was teaching students 
about writing, and at my observations about students participating in study. I also 
analyzed the general background information students provided in their interviews. 
.Discourse analysis of student texts focused on identifying discourses and associated 
subject positions represented, and intertextuality, as well as sources for ideas and 
language types used in writing. 
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Significance of the Study 
The findings of this study have significance for teachers of writing and for the way 
that we view college students as learners. Students come in with their own agendas for 
learning and these agendas ground them and lead them through the writing and learning 
in college classes. The discourses representing their own commitments weave together 
with the threads of those discourses which are dominant in a college writing course. The 
findings of this study also have significance for composition researchers and scholars. 
The theoretical literature in composition offers a lot in terms of pedagogy, based on 
beliefs about what students need to learn as student writers entering college, but does not 
theorize much about individual students’ experiences as writers, with some notable 
exceptions, including Herrington & Curtis, 2000; Goldblatt, 1996; and Chiseri Strater, 
1994. The composition research literature either doesn’t deal directly with students’ 
experience of writing, or, for the most part, has not provided theory to help interpret the 
experiences reported. 
It is significant that I chose a basic writing class for my research. I chose a basic 
writing class because I wanted to focus on students who would probably be more likely 
to bring discourses from outside of the academy into the academy. Researching 
discoursal makeup seems to show potential for understanding the negotiations basic 
writers face. However, basic writing students all go on to be first year writers. 
Alongside them will be other writers who have not been classified as basic writers, but 
who still struggle with negotiating the demands of academic writing. After all, first-year 
writers are encountering new discourses at the academy. They are negotiating new forces 
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and ideas at the university. Even though I assumed I would find more extreme examples 
of these negotiations in a basic writing class, 1 believe I could do this same sort of 
research in a first-year class and expect to find much of the same sort of data. In the 
same vein, the literature I consulted for information on identity and composition spans 
basic writing, first-year writing and writing across the curriculum literature. All of these 
areas mutually inform each other. 
Any writing course students take the first year of college, basic writing or first-year 
writing, is in some ways an entry into the academy. The ground covered by this study 
will be of interest to teachers and scholars who are interested in what it means to become 
academically literate as a college student and in understanding this transition in terms of 
writing and broader political implications intricately entwined with acts of writing. 
Limitations of the Study 
Because of the research goals, the study took place over one semester with a small 
sample of participants. The first semester of college is the time period I was most 
interested in because it marks the entry of students into the academy. Although I did not 
get a longitudinal perspective, I wanted to study the writing done during this time 
particularly, and I was not attempting to study writing done over a long period of time. I 
cannot generalize my findings to all first-year writing students since I am only studying a 
particular group of students taking a particular class at a particular time. I purposely 
chose to work with a small number of participants so that I could do in-depth analysis of 
their work, which time would not permit with a larger sample of participants. Since I 
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included students in my class in my study, I was not able to set up a random or wide- 
ranging spectrum of diversity in participants. I worked with the students who were in the 
class, but at the same time, attempted to have some diversity in the interview participants. 
The dual role of researcher and teacher which I took on is a limitation of the study in 
several ways, and demanded that I be reflective and thoughtful about my role. I was in a 
position of authority, in that setting, which went beyond the researcher role. I needed to 
keep in mind the power I was perceived to have in this situation by my students. Also, I 
may have attended to different issues than if I were only an observer-researcher, and I 
might have been distracted as I was teaching, and therefore might have missed research 
opportunities. The benefit of being both teacher and researcher, and the reason I 
designed the study this way is that I was able to have broader contact with students as 
they wrote over the semester, than if I were an observer/researcher only. 
Although, as I said earlier, this study attempts to look in-depth at students’ writing and 
experience, it is a study of a particular group of students, during a particular semester. 
This means that I only had a limited chance to get acquainted with students. I collected 
historical information through interviews and became acquainted with students through 
class. I am, however, fully aware that because people have such long and complicated 
rich histories, and because they are only willing to share certain information, I was only 
able to get to know some portion of what there is to know about each individual. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Overview of Chapter 
In this chapter I review literature which supports the interpretation of student texts 
in relation to autobiographical information. I develop an understanding of what 
Kamberelis and Scott (1992) call “the constitutive relationship between texts and 
subjectivities,”—how identity shapes writing and writing shapes identity. I consult 
literature in two areas: 1.) Literature that focuses on the following postmodern theoretical 
concepts: discourse, subjectivity, hybridity, and intertextuality; and 2.) Literature that 
focuses on composition research and identity. The theoretical concepts I have outlined 
above, are used by the fields of at least interactional sociolinguistics, literacy theory, 
critical theory, feminist poststructural theory and poststructural theory to talk about 
language use. All have as their base that language is a social practice. Therefore, 
inherent in these concepts is the idea that there is a constitutive relationship between 
language use and identity. Since my study relies heavily on a conceptualization of 
identity, I have chosen to review how identity has been conceptualized in composition 
research. 
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Interpretive Theoretical Concepts 
Introduction 
As I said above, postmodern theoretical concepts have in common the basic 
principle that language is a social practice—they represent a sociocultural perspective 
on language. Sociocultural perspectives view language use as social in nature and 
inseparable from social interaction and culture. A sociocultural view of literacy has 
become a dominant view among theorists focusing on literacy over the past decade. 
Recent studies of language use have changed focus from the individual's cognitive 
processes to the social individual as he/she interacts and lives within wider 
social/cultural contexts mediated by and shaped by language (Bloome & Egan- 
Robertson, 1993; Bloome & Willett, 1991; Willett, Solsken & Wilson Keenan, 1996). 
As David Bloome (1989) states "...reading and writing are redefined as social and 
cultural processes"(p. 87). So, now all experiences are considered potentially 
relevant in terms of making sense of a person's language use. First-year students’ 
experiences are reflected in their essays. Writing these essays is a part of their 
experience too. For my study it is important that I seek out students' experiences as 
they are reflected in and connect to the writing students do. 
Sociocultural theory is based on the idea that language is only what people 
make it through use. It does not exist separately from the people who use it. It gets 
its meaning and force from being used--it is socially and culturally determined and 
always evolving. At the same time it also determines what people make of their 
experience. These theoretical concepts-language as social practice, discourse, 
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subjectivity, hybridity, and intertextuality-are well suited to making sense of what 
happens when students are writing essays in a first-year college writing class- 
whether the curriculum is expressivist, social constructivist or a mixture of the two. In 
this next section I will look at how each of these concepts can be used to examine 
students' negotiations of new writing demands in first-year writing courses. 
Discourse 
The concept of “discourses,” defined as aspects of language, which represent 
particular political or social institutions or interests, is inherent in the postmodern 
theories mentioned earlier. In the following section, I discuss particular definitions of 
discourse, which have all influenced my sense of the concept of discourse. Although 
I will define discourse specifically for the purposes of analysis later in this study, I 
have chosen to include the definitions here which represent the full spectrum of my 
understanding of what discourse is. 
Perhaps the two things that make James Gee's (1987) "identity kit" definition of 
discourse unique are that it puts language use in place among other signifiers in 
contemporary consumer culture and that it is broad enough to include ways of 
thinking and acting. Gee defines "a discourse" as "a socially accepted association 
among ways of using language, of thinking and of acting that can be used to identify 
oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or social network" (51, reprinted 
in Zamel & Spack, 1998). Gee's definition of discourse goes on to specify that 
discourses are ideological, rather than neutral, and put forth particular values and 
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exclude others, often demanding that a person turn their back on other discourses. 
Discourses have different amounts of power or status. For example, within the 
academic setting academic discourses have power, while religious discourses do not. 
According to Gee, people learn one primary discourse while growing up and then can 
acquire additional secondary discourses. It is accepted by literacy scholars that the 
difficulty of acquiring secondary discourses is determined by how different a person's 
primary discourse is from the secondary discourse (Gee, 1987, Heath, 1983). 
Poststructuralists believe that there is no "inherent meaning" or value in a text. 
So, poststructuralism does not value one discourse more than any other. 
Poststructuralists also use the concept of discourse in explaining language use. They 
draw on Michel Foucault's (1980) idea that texts get their meanings from the 
association of particular language with particular "discursive fields, which are 
"competing ways of giving meaning to the world and of organizing social institutions 
and processes" (Weedon, 1997, p. 34). They recognize that even within a discursive 
field, different discourses do not have the same "status." For example, within the 
obstetrics field of medicine, some doctors espouse more traditional ideas about 
medicine, while others have taken up a discourse which aligns them more with the 
practices of midwives. The traditional discourse associated with the medical view of 
birth has enjoyed more status than the progressive discourse associated with 
midwifery. Both discourses exist within the same obstetrics discursive field, but they 
do not have the same status (Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 1992). 
Poststructuralism sees an individual's language expression as the site of conflict 
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between different interests. Poststructuralism sees individuals as constrained and 
shaped by discourses which are available to them. Some discourses are less or more 
available to individuals because of sociocultural factors such as race, gender or 
socioeconomic level. On the other hand, according to poststructuralism, individuals 
"continue to speak/write" into existence discourses (Davies, 1993), and can resist or 
even change those discourses (Davies, 1993; Weedon, 1997). 
Critical theory, particularly Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), also uses the 
concept of discourse to make sense of language use, stressing that people are 
provided possible identities by the discourses they read and speak or write. CDA 
draws from the work of Norman Fairclough (1992, 1995). In his 1992 book 
Discourse and Social Change Fairclough defines discourse as a particular way of 
constructing a subject-matter” (p. 128). In his 1995 book Critical Discourse 
Analysis he defines discourse as “signifying a particular domain of social practice 
from a particular perspective” (p. 14). According to Fairclough and other critical 
language theorists, people are provided possible identities by the discourses they read 
and speak or write. These identities are referred to as subjectivities or subject 
positions, which I will define at greater length, and discuss, later in this chapter. 
Discourses offer different subject positions to be taken up. The language user can 
take up one of these subject positions or resist them and create a new subject position, 
either drawing on the same discourse, or another discourse or discourses (Fairclough, 
1989). For example, through advertising for prime time television shows, packaged 
as “Must See” Mondays, Tuesdays, etc., people find themselves being positioned as 
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regular television watchers. Fairclough (1989) calls this “building the consumer. 
Advertisers build their consumers by making available their ideal subject position for 
them to take up—in this case the subject position of regular “Must See” watcher. 
There are, however, a range of subject positions available through this Consumerism 
Discourse. Some people might take up the available subject position of a “casual 
sometime television watcher.” Others, might resist taking up any subject position 
made available by Consumerism Discourse, instead drawing on an Anti- 
Consumerism or Anti-Commercialized Television Discourse, and taking up a “non- 
television-watcher” or “public television watcher” subject position. 
The concept of discourse offers a way to make sense of student experiences of 
the first-year writing course without judging student writing against some “idealized 
version.” While expressivists encourage the personal voice in the form of the 
personalized academic essay and social constructivists encourage writing which 
carries authority and joins the ongoing academic "conversation" in response to texts, 
the theories of discourse I have outlined say that neither of these types of language 
has more value than the other, although one may have more status than the other. 
Discourse theory shows that individuals are constrained and shaped by discourses 
which are available to them. 
Research using discourse theory holds much promise for looking at student 
writing. Researcher Roz Ivanic (Clark & Ivanic, 1997; Ivanic, 1994, 1998) builds on 
Fairclough’s theories and focuses particularly on identity as constructed through 
writing, through discourses. Ivanic reported in her 1994 study that student writers are 
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consciously and unconsciously creating an identity through their writing, which is 
made up of multiple discourses and is dynamic, as opposed to static. She found 
through interviewing that the discourses present in student writing represented certain 
commitments the student had to multiple identities. These ranged from those closely 
aligned with the academic, to those more removed from it. These findings support the 
notion that discoursal identity in writing is complex and multiple. Ivamc suggests 
that writing teachers should pay attention to the complex and multiple discoursal 
identity students create in their writing. 
As I said earlier, the way that I see discourse is really colored by all of the 
above theorists’ definitions. For a focused definition to be used for my data analysis I 
will combine two of Fairclough’s (1992, 1995) definitions from the books I 
mentioned above: A particular way of constructing a subject-matter so that it 
signifies a particular domain of social practice from a particular perspective. This 
definition is particularly helpful for the eventual discourse analysis in this study 
because it focuses on the construction of meaning through language specifically, as 
opposed to a broader definition like Gee’s, which focuses on ways of acting and 
thinking and dressing, etc. 
Identity 
In this section I will talk about concepts important to my study that have to do 
with identity. My view of identity is informed by a poststructural view of identity, 
one that maintains that identity is multiple and changing, as opposed to singular and 
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static. Scholars speaking about identity from a poststructural perspective use 
particular words to talk about identity which connote multiplicity and fluidity. I will 
begin this section by exporing the poststructural meaning of the word identity and 
laying out the vocabulary I will use to talk about identity from a poststructural 
perspective. Then I will move to a discussion of the relationship of "writer" to 
"identity"—what Ivanic (1998) calls "Writer Identity—and lay out the concepts and 
terms in this area which are important to my study. 
In theoretical literature and research which seeks to discuss identity within a 
postmodern, poststructual or social constructivist framework, a group of concepts — 
subjectivity, subjectivities, subject positions, multiple positionings and possibilities 
for selfhood—have been used to express the notion that identity is multiple, changing 
and fluid, as opposed to static and unified (Ivanic, 1998). All of these terms link 
identity with discourse, alluding to the multiple identities people take up through 
using particular discourses, which position them in particular ways. ’ 
Feminist poststructual theory explains subject positions as identities offered by 
discourses, which represent ideologies that are at play at any one time. Available 
subjectivities are not a static arrangement, but are apt to change. Change in 
subjectivities that are available generally can't just take place at the level of language 
(Weedon, 1997) though-change has to be precipitated through language and also be 
supported by discourses and institutions. An example of this would be a national 
education campaign aimed at youth in the U.S. There have been several in the past 
10 years—environmental consciousness, drug awareness, and education about drunk 
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driving. From my experience as a teacher of high school and college students and 
just being a member of a community, I have seen the changes in the subject positions 
of many teens who grew up with these campaigns, compared with the subject 
positions of teens who grew up before the campaigns. Recycling campaigns and 
other environmental movements have made available the new subject position of 
“environmentally concerned” for young people, where before a subject position of 
“environmental entitlement” had been common. Drug awareness education made 
available subject positions related to being drug free but still “cool,” like the 
“straight-edge” subject position, an identity associated with someone who is open- 
minded and alternative as far as clothing styles and music, but not as far as drug use 
or a subject position of someone who is a well-rounded “hip” person, but has too 
much to lose to get involved with drug experimentation. These new subject positions 
offered teens alternatives to the old positions of “cool person who is open to drugs” or 
“goody-goody provincial person who is not open to drugs” as the only subject 
positions available to them. Strong education programs in the area of “drunk driving” 
have made available to young people the subject position of someone aware of what 
alcohol can do to one’s driving. As with the drug awareness campaigns, this 
approach has offered young people a positive subject position, one which is 
associated with high self-esteem, to offer a desirable alternative to taking up the old 
destructive subject position. The changes in all of these subject positions were not 
made simply through language, but were made simultaneously at the ideological level 
through national institutional changes in language and ideology. 
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Subjectivity is an alternative to the humanist representation of "identity" as a 
stable core which represents an unchanging individual (Weedon, 1997). Subjectivity 
proposes multiple identities that represent different subject positions offered by 
discourses and taken up by people. The term subjectivity comes from the idea (Marx 
in Weedon, 1997) that people are maintained as subjects of a nation or similar 
institutional body not through force, but through ideology carried through language. 
Whenever students write papers on anything that will be read by a teacher and 
peers they are representing themselves publicly (Ivanic, 1994; Clark & Ivanic, 1997). 
This public presentation involves putting forth something into the world that didn't 
exist before and this thing represents the person-like a delegate for the person to the 
outside world. This delegate is complex and, as already mentioned, not always 
entirely under conscious control of the writer. As I said in the previous section, over 
the past 15 years there has been an increased linking of discussions of writing to 
discussions of identity (Brooke, 1987; Ivanic, 1994, 1998). These discussions draw 
on the work of Erving Goffman (1961, 1963, 1969, 1981) who talked about how 
people present themselves in their everyday lives. Goffman's (1961, 1963) theory, 
according to Brooke, suggests that individual identity is not one simple consistent 
presentation-but is made up of different parts, some chosen for presentation at a 
particular moment, and some not, based on any limitations suggested by the 
environment. Ivanic (1994, 1998) extended, and politicized, Goffman's ideas, 
looking at the presentation of self as a creation of a discoursal identity. Ivanic (1994, 
1998) drew on what she and colleagues at Lancaster University coined Critical 
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Language Awareness (CLA), which maintains that the discoursal construction of 
identity is “a site of struggle.” Although students are positioned as they write by the 
discourses they take up, CLA holds that they can become aware of this process, and 
can “gain control over their own roles in discourse, and find ways of challenging 
positions with which they may not wish to identify” (Ivanic, 1998, 117). 
Subjectivity involves how texts (broadly defined to include conversation, 
written materials of all kinds, and even TV and movies) offer those who interact with 
them different possible roles or identities to take on (Fairclough, 1989). "Readers" of 
a text can take on these roles or choose to resist the roles and not take them on; 
however, this process often happens invisibly, when the positions available seem 
"natural" and then they are taken up with no reflection by the person taking them up. 
Writers of texts take up subjectivities also through the language they use and 
discourses they draw on. They may create new possible subjectivities through 
choosing, consciously or subconsciously, to represent several subjectivities at one 
time, such as the presentation of the self as student and as philosopher and as working 
class. This kind of hybridity of subjectivities represented through alignment with 
different discourses has been seen by poststructuralists and critical theorists as having 
possibilities as a form of cultural production and even resistance or movement toward 
change. Poststructuralist theory depicts subjectivity as unstable, conflicting, and 
unfinished and recreated in discourse through language (Davies, 1993); therefore, as I 
alluded to above, individuals have in theory at least some "agency" to create for 
themselves subjectivities and to name those subjectivities. 
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Subject positions are relevant to writing in terms of how much and what a 
student can represent about themselves through their writing. In terms of first year 
students who are in transition, multiple subjectivities mean that they can represent 
their changing commitments to material and stances, which they feel are an important 
part of who they are or how they want to represent themselves. This may be why 
studies have found that students like to have freedom to write about what interests 
them. Different topics and different amounts of freedom of genre and style will 
narrow or expand possibilities for multiple subjectivities to be represented. 
Ivanic’s Four Aspects of Writing and Identity 
As I've implied all along, my research is based on the idea that writing and 
identity are inextricably intertwined. Ivanic (1998) captures the sense of this 
relationship in her taxonomy which she calls "Writer Identity." In this section I will 
outline Ivanic's (1998) explanation of Writer Identity, which is made up of four 
"aspects" of the relationship between writing and identity. 
Autobiographical Self. The autobiographical self is the personal history a writer 
carries with her. Ivanic makes clear that this is not an "ideal self," but a socially 
constructed self, which is multiple and always changing as a person lives. The 
autobiographical self is constructed by the person herself, as she perceives herself, 
based on her experience of his or her own life. Ivanic writes, "The term ...captures 
the idea that it is not only the events in people's lives, but also their way of 
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representing these experiences to themselves which constitutes their current way of 
being” (24). The autobiographical self plays an important role in terms of writing. 
The autobiographical self influences the way people write and their choice of topics 
or approaches to topics. In other words, the autobiographical self represents the 
subject positions and discourses people take up before they sit down to write. These 
subject positions influence their worldviews as they are writing. These questions of 
Ivanic’s suggest how a researcher might gain insight into the effect of 
autobiographical self on writing through interviewing: 
What aspects of people lives might have led them to write in the way that they 
do? How has their access to discourses and associated positionings been 
socially enabled or constrained? More generally, how does autobiographical 
identity shape writing? (25) 
To get at the autobiographical self and answer these questions, a researcher 
needs to understand the autobiographical seifs impact on writing. One can do 
interviews with a participant focusing on general autobiographical information and on 
past and present experiences with writing specifically, and literacy in general. 
Discoursal Self. The discoursal self, according to Ivanic (1998) is the 
composite identity that appears in a text, made up through discoursal elements. The 
discoursal identity can be thought of as the composite picture a reader presents of 
herself through the combination of discourses, subject positions, intertextuality, and 
autobiographical information that appear in the writing. In order to gain an 
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understanding of the discoursal self, Ivanic suggests that a researcher ask the 
following questions: 
What are the discourse characteristics of particular pieces of writing? What are 
the social and ideological consequences of these characteristics for the writers' 
identities? What characteristics of the social interaction surrounding these texts 
led the writers to position themselves in these ways? (25) 
Self As Author. Self as author describes how the writer "claims" authority for 
herself in a piece of written work. Writers can present themselves in writing in a 
variety of ways when it comes to having authority. They can take on an 
authoritativeness or not, or take on a role that represents some lesser or greater 
amount of authority. Ivanic (1998) says that writer’s ability to present themselves as 
an authority may have to do with their autobiographical self—self esteem, access to 
sources of authority. To get a better understanding of a writer's self as author, Ivanic 
recommends the following questions: “How do people establish authority for the 
content of their writing? To what extent do they present themselves or others as 
authoritative?” (27) 
Possibilities for self-hood in the socio-cultural and institutional context. This 
concept represents the institutional context, such as a class, that is the catalyst or 
source of constraint of writing. Every institutional context, whether it be a 
composition class or writer’s group, provides a socio-cultural context, which may 
enable or limit a writer’s freedom. Below are questions Ivanic recommends 
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researchers ask to gain an understanding of the influence of a particular socio-cultural 
and institutional context on a person’s writing. A researcher would answer these 
questions through ethnographic research aimed at understanding the curriculum, 
teacher, and wider social conflict which impacts particular writers. 
What possibilities for self-hood, in terms of relations of power, interests, values 
and beliefs are inscribed in the practices, genres and discourses which are 
supported by particular socio-cultural and institutional contexts? 
What are the patterns of privileging among available possibilities for self-hood? 
In what ways are possibilities for self-hood and patterns of privileging among 
them changing over time? (29) 
As a part of my research I answered the above questions about autobiographical 
self, discoursal self, self as author and possibilities for self-hood in the socio-cultural 
and institutional context in relation to my students writing. These questions helped 
me to gain insight into the relationship between my students multiple and changing 
identities and their writing. 
Hybridity 
Hybridity has become a commonplace idea in fields where representation is 
central, such as art, architecture, design, fashion, and writing. The term is used to 
describe postmodern trends, in which forms popular during different time periods, or 
differing greatly in some other way, are combined. Indeed one of the hallmarks of 
postmodernism is the combining of old and new styles and forms to create new 
“hybrid” forms. The result of this, poststructuralists maintain, is the potential for new 
creations, the collapsing of barriers between high and low art and the resistance of 
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dominant discourses by alternative discourses (Sarup, 1989). Therefore, to draw on 
the discussion in my earlier section on identity, it is like the movement from viewing 
identity as singular to viewing identity as subjectivity—multiple and changing. The 
work of Mikhail Bakhtin (1981) is often cited in discussions of hybridity. Bakhtin 
claims here that the role of “unintentional, unconscious hybridization” has been 
central to the progression of language: 
... language and languages change historically primarily by means 
of a mixing of various “languages” co-existing within the 
boundaries of a single dialect, a single national language, a single 
branch, a single group of different branches or different groups of 
such branches, in the historical as well as paleontological 
past..(359). 
Bakhtin distinguishes between deliberate hybridity, done for art, e.g. novels, and 
unconscious hybridity, carried out through the general use of language. The 
“evolutionary” unconscious hybridity that Bakhtin speaks of is at play in the changing 
tide of language use in general, and in the specific unconscious choices of a student 
writer. Also more conscious choices about hybridity are certainly at play in the 
deliberate conscious choices made during the construction of pieces of writing such 
as essays written in a first-year course. 
Another related concept of Bakhtin’s, the interplay between “authoritative 
discourse” and “internally persuasive” discourse is relevant here to this discussion of 
hybridity. In this section of my paper the two definitions of discourse I outlined 
earlier—discourse as ideology or a world view embedded in language, which carries 
with it a certain amount of power and discourse as a language type are both invoked 
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by the word. This ambiguity seems necessary, since either could be meant in the 
sorts of examples that come to my mind from Bakhtin’s descriptions. Bakhtin 
describes authoritative discourse as discourse that is “located in a distanced zone, 
organically connected with a past that is felt to be hierarchically higher” (p. 342). 
While “internally persuasive discourse” is “affirmed through assimilation, tightly 
interwoven with one’s own word.” It’s “...half-ours and half-someone else’s” (p. 
342). Internally persuasive discourse stimulates us to continue to find within 
ourselves new and unique ideas and words to add. It also becomes a kind of stored 
knowledge that can be applied to new situations when they come up. Bakhtin says 
that an internally persuasive discourse, which is already a hybrid, can exist in hybrid 
form with other internally persuasive discourses. The significance of this for the 
teaching of writing is the implication that students have to find the combination of 
their own preferred discourses and academic discourses to be “internally 
persuasive”—the merging has to result in a satisfying “affirming” hybrid, which rings 
true to them. 
Hybridity has become a concept used in language education and composition 
research and theory. Researchers and theorists have found a rich soil in this term for 
representing language and language practices. They have found hybridity to be a 
concept which opens up many new possibilities in terms of conceptualizing language 
in educational settings (Bizzell, 1999; Canagarajah, 1999; Willett, Solsken, Wilson- 
Keenan, 1999). Many of these same scholars also discuss the limitations of this 
concept for theorizing scholarship and research. In general, these scholars feel that 
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hybridity is not the panacea as a conceptualization of, or forum for, resistance that it 
may have been thought to be. However, they do feel that a continued study of 
hybridity is beneficial (Canagarajah, 1999; Willett, Solsken, Wilson-Keenan, 1999). 
In his article, "On EFL Teachers, awareness, and agency," Canargarajah (1999) 
explores the concept of hybridity as both the positive and problematic for the field of 
English as a Foreign Language. The notion of "hybridity" has come under some 
criticism in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) literature for concerns that as 
Canargarajah writes, "Taken to the extreme, such premises can inspire one to adopt a 
cavalier attitude towards domination. They can create a debilitating apathy, 
relativism, and insularity among scholars..." (209). Canagarajah summarizes 
critiques of what is referred to as positions of Linguistic Imperialism and Linguistic 
Hybridity. Canagarajah explains that Linguistic Imperialism has become a "rhetoric" 
that claims that there is always linguistic dominance favoring one language that has 
power. Language Hybridity on the other hand maintains that there is no claim to 
absolute power for any language since all languages and power relations are in flux. 
For Canagarajah, the tensions between the two are important ground for work. To put 
stock in one or the other easily seems problematic. Canagarajah uses the classroom as 
an example of bottom up resistance as a productive way to address the issues of 
Language Imperialism and Language Hybridity. Those who favor the construct of 
Language Imperialism would say this sort of resistance is not really possible and 
those who favor the construction of Language Hybridity would say power is always 
contested in places like the classroom, so we don't need to plan for it. Canagarajah is 
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saying let's get involved and make it happen-not be frozen/immobilized by feelings 
of impotency, nor falsely optimistic or unconcerned because we believe resistance is 
always happening on its own anyway. 
As Canagarajah suggests, Willett et al. (1999) find that hybridity opens up 
immense possibilities for studying language and power. Though for different reasons 
than the ones Canagarajah cites, Willett et al. also find hybridity problematic at times. 
Willett et al. find that using hybridity as a theortical concept for interpreting 
classroom language practice, as well as using it as a model for setting up classroom 
language practice, holds promise for viewing power dynamics within the language 
practice. Hybridity invites a broader spectrum of possible world views into the 
school setting. At the same time, however, Willett et al. found that hybridity in the 
form of a language practice can leave people vulnerable and open to risk, as they 
interact in this new sort of environment, where new sorts of discourses and subject 
positions not normally associated with school emerge. 
Bizzell, in her 1999 article "Hybrid Academic Discourses," begins her 
discussion of hybrid academic discourse by critiquing her own notions of the 
"initiation" to academic writing as a "one way street.” Here and in her 2002 article 
“The Intellectual Work of‘Mixed’ Forms of Academic Discourses” in the book Alt 
Dis, she acknowledges that academics are writing for publication using hybrid 
academic discourse. She maintains that this sort of writing is "more than the sum of 
its parts-accomplishing what 'traditional academic discourse can't--accomplishing 
intellectual work that could not be done in either parent discourse" (1999, 13). 
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Bizzell describes traditional academic discourse as a “persona” that is 
“objective,” “skeptical,” “exacting” and well-informed about previous scholarly work 
on a topic (2002, 2). The characteristics of Hybrid Academic Discourse (HAD) 
Bizzell outlines include using a wider than usual variety of cultural references; 
including personal experiences; using what Bizzell calls "offhand refutations; using a 
"relatively informal and non-aggressive style;" and using an indirect style as a "stylish 
preference" to draw readers in. 
Bizzell thinks HAD has developed through the contact of academic discourses 
with so many other discourses because so many people who are non-white and non¬ 
male have been in academic settings. She feels it is important to teach her students 
HAD because it is beginning to be used in many classes and because of its value as an 
interpretive and analytic mode of writing. 
As I indicated earlier, hybridization is part of a process associated with the 
postmodern era which includes what has been called the fragmentation of experience 
and the mixing of language types. While some worry about fragmentation as the 
downside of hybridization, poststructuralists find this process to be worthy of 
celebration. (Sarup, 1989). Whereas literacy theory and critical discourse theory may 
recognize multiple literacies or subjectivities and the role of such forms in the 
challenging of dominant discourses, poststructuralism seems to do the same, but also 
to celebrate the fragmentation of experience and the mixing of language types for the 
sake of creation of new forms, whatever they may be. Poststructuralists see the 
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changing face of language as kind of a self-regulating feature, which assures the 
possibility of change. Change in itself as a process is seen as positive and resistant, in 
addition to change that directly challenges dominant discourses. While at the other 
end of the spectrum, "cultural literacy" proponents like E. D. Hirsch (1987) bemoan 
the loss of certain "pure" knowledge of common texts, poststructuralists say no one 
discourse ever occurs alone without the possibility of being in tension with others. 
Davies (1993) writes, "One writing interrupts the other, momentarily overriding, 
intermingling with the other; the new writing influences the interpretation of the old" 
(p. 11). Poststructuralists find hybridity exciting because change is always a 
possibility-language and subjectivity, as created through language, are always in 
flux. Marginalized discourses can compete with and "dialogue" with dominant ones. 
Intertextuality 
In literacy theory, poststructural theory and critical theory the concept of 
intertextuality is important. The concept of intertextuality depends on the notion of 
language as "text"-an imaginable segment of reality (White & Epston 1990). Any 
segment of reality can be seen as a "text" when it is represented through language, 
because it has a beginning and middle and an end, and so is like a complete “story.” 
As White and Epston explain, the meaning that a segment of reality has for people 
lasts over time, and therefore it can be seen to have the qualities of an actual physical 
text, without being a physical object (p. 47). This definition of text includes segments 
made up of printed words as well as segments made up of orally delivered words. So, 
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some examples of text would be poetry, articles, and email, as well as jokes, stories 
told orally, and conversations. 
David Bloome and Anne Egan-Robertson (1993), in their article "Social 
Construction of Intertextuality," build on Bakhtin's (1981) ideas that all texts exist in 
"relation" to other texts. Even if a person does not choose to make explicit this 
relationship, referred to as "intertextuality," it still exists. A speaker or writer may 
purposely call on a particular text, outside the text already "on the table," in order to 
create a particular meaning in a statement. In their discussion of the use of 
intertextuality, Bloome and Egan-Robertson (1993) discuss "entitlement rights,” 
which is how a culture determines who can draw on what outside "texts" to create 
intertextuality, or put simply, who has the authority to create intertextuality in a 
particular situation. It is interesting to consider how a person might gain authority to 
use intertextuality. There are sociocultural factors to consider such as race, class and 
gender, and contextual factors—the context of the language use-which can affect 
authority for this. For example, if the context is an assigned personal essay, personal 
experience will have at least some authority. The same seems to be true for many 
face-to-face discussions about particular topics with a particular audience. On the 
other hand, in some circumstances, like in theoretical papers or in a business meeting, 
personal experience is brushed aside, and authority is drawn from statistics or others’ 
written words. 
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Intertextuality is related to hybridity since intertextuality may involve a drawing 
on different texts in relation to each other, and even using them together. The 
authority to mix texts may be somewhat subversive to the academy because it draws 
on kinds of language use that have little to do with the university. This authority is 
supported by the existence of forms of communication that are highly, recognizably 
hybrid, or mixed. Popular magazines, writing, film and music represent this sort of 
mixing of genres, discourses and other language forms as highly acceptable. So, 
students can draw authority intertextually from their knowledge of these non- 
academic hybrids as viable communication forms. 
I think it is useful to consider intertextuality using a poststructural framework. 
First-year students draw on other "texts"—or realities—and express their ideas about 
these "texts" through language representing particular discourses, as I have already 
discussed. From a poststructural perspective "intertextuality" can enable 
marginalized discourses to resist or interrupt dominant ones. Different discourses 
with different status can exist side by side in a hybrid form. Wider identities or 
subjectivities can be created for these students as they create these hybrids. 
Summary of Theoretical Concepts Section 
The theoretical concepts in this section have shown much potential for the 
analysis of negotiations taking place in the writing of first-year students, as they 
transition from high school to college, and negotiate the use of multiple genres or 
discourses. The theoretical concepts introduced in this previous section provide a 
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way to view this negotiation. The process is not simply a swapping of one style or 
genre for another, but instead a blending of old and new. 
Identity, as it relates to writing, was one of my central concerns beginning this 
literature review, since I was interested in the histories and influences of individual 
students. Identity has also emerged as a central issue from this review of theoretical 
concepts. I turn now to consult research that focuses on identity as it impacts writing. 
I want to see how researchers have conceptualized identity in relation to students’ 
negotiations of writing. 
Identity and Composition 
Introduction 
Who someone is has seemed relevant to researchers as they studied aspects of 
writing, since the early days of composition research in the 1970s. How identity is 
conceptualized varies. Identity has been conceptualized as background information, as 
social and experiential, as the negotiation of discourse communities, as interaction, as 
literacy practices, as conflicting identities, and as self presentation. Below I will discuss 
each of these conceptualizations of identity in relation to composition studies. 
Identity as Background 
One way that identity has been conceptualized in composition research is as 
"background information" needed to construct a profile of a person. This profile is then 
used to shed light on the reasons for a particular person's writing habits and abilities. In 
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Emig's (1971) case study of high school student Lynn, Lynn's identity becomes an 
important key to gain insight into the map of her writing process. Emig's knowledge of 
Lynn included insights gained from observing and interviewing Lynn about her process, 
but also included details about Lynn's life and background. Emig's judgement that Lynn 
had trouble with writing about personal topics came from both observing her process and 
from her knowledge of Lynn over that time through interviews, as did her finding that 
Lynn did not do much prewriting when composing. 
Similarly, Sondra Perl's (1979) study of "unskilled writers,” which showed that 
these students were not seeing the process of writing as recursive, the way that more 
skilled writers did, included a lot of biographical information used to draw conclusions as 
to the origins of their ways of approaching writing. 
Although characterization takes as implicit the importance of a person's 
biographical history and identity in a discussion of their writing, it characterizes identity 
as separate from writing. Identity is conceptualized as "background information" to offer 
insights into what a researcher has already found out about a person's writing. 
Identity as Social and Experiential 
While the above studies tried to simply document what the existing processes and 
styles of students were, other researchers have conceptualized the relationship between 
identity and writing as key to understanding these different processes and styles. This 
movement followed Mina Shaughnessy’s (1977) explanation that basic writers' errors 
were not a sign of something wrong but a sign of growth. While Shaughnessy has been 
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criticized for also not making fully explicit the connection between experience and 
language use by largely overlooking the connections between class and race and writing 
in college, she did alter the way many in composition viewed basic writers. She brought 
attention to the meeting of existing language use and the new language use being taught. 
She said that when trying to incorporate new rules for grammar and usage, intermediate 
steps would be taken which would look like errors, but were really a sign of growth 
toward using the new forms fluently. Under the influence of Shaughnessy's work, a new 
attitude became prevalent in the work of others, such as Mike Rose (1989) and Hull, 
Rose, Fraser, and Castellano (1990), who looked at basic writers, not as unskilled writers, 
but as writers who had not had the chance to pick up this new way of writing and needed 
to be supported by teachers who believed in them. Rose, in Lives on the Boundary takes 
a sociocultural perpective-giving social and cultural explanations for why some, 
including himself, may be at a disadvantage when it comes to doing well at writing and 
academics in general. Identity is conceptualized as socially and culturally determined by 
these researchers as a key to understanding students' relationship to their writing and their 
studentship in college. 
Identity as Central to Negotiation of Writing Demands of Discourse Communities 
Research on students' writing in academic classes across the curriculum explored 
the attempted entrance into the discourse communities of academic fields. Writing was 
found to play a large role in this entrance. Researchers found that it is not simply a 
process of taking on a role and language—it is a negotiation between students' histories 
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and their new orientation (Herrington, 1985; McCarthy, 1987). Students need to be able 
to put themselves into their work. As the studies in the previous section had begun to do, 
these studies conceptualized identity from a sociocultural perspective, paying close 
attention to the social history of the writer and the social context for any writing. Joy 
Ritchie (1989) and Geoffrey Chase (1988) followed students through academic courses 
as they negotiated writing tasks and put their unique thumbprint on their work. They 
found that students' histories impacted their approach to writing and possible resistance to 
certain tasks. Similarly, Stephen North's (1986) study of students’ writing in a 
philosophy class explains that the three students, taking the same philosophy 110 class, 
each "made it over into his or her image" (p. 257). Particularly interesting to me was how 
one student Alyson's previous orientation of religious belief, which she chose herself, 
both helped her with her new philosophical studies and got in her way. The religious 
orientation helped her because she had experience with thinking of herself in relation to a 
"philosophy," but it also got in her way because it limited her perception of herself as 
able to "philosophize" outside the realm of the religious orientation (p. 236). These 
studies conceptualize identity from a sociocultural perspective, as evolving—acting on 
and being acted on as students approached new writing challenges in new discourse 
communities. 
Identity as Central to Interaction in the Composition Classroom 
Identity has also been found to play a role in student interactions in the composition 
classroom. Certainly as writing is very much tied to the interaction in a classroom, these 
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findings are relevant to a discussion of writing as well. Robert Brooke (1987,1991) 
studied the role of identity in the composition class and looked at identity in terms of 
social roles, drawing on the work of Goffman (1961; 1963). Goffman conceptualized 
identity as a spectrum of many aspects of the self, which are constrained by institutional 
settings. According to Goffman, when an institution seemed to call for particular 
identities and frown upon others, people operating within the institution developed ways 
of meeting the institution's expectations while still satisfying their own needs for 
maintaining identities not favored by the institution. Like those who studied discourse 
communities, Brooke found that students would resist if they could not get their full 
range of identities into the composition class, and would still portray these identities in a 
non-obvious way, such as through whispering jokes or talking about things unrelated to 
class and classmates during class. He called the resulting under-the-surface resistant 
behavior "Underlife." Similarly, Eli Goldblatt & Michael Smith (1987) found that 
identity affected how students interacted in groups in a composition class. Students' 
understanding of their previous experiences working with groups, affected how they 
would act in and react to current groups. 
Identity as Central to Literacy Practices 
The studies I have talked about so far have pointed to the importance of personal 
history and identity in relation to writing in, and being in, a course which is writing- 
centered. Descriptions of individuals’ histories in these studies, used to shed light on 
present writing, are brief, however, and they do not provide in-depth information about 
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students' backgrounds and literacy histories. And although several use the theory of 
Bakhtin (1981) to discuss "multivoiced" texts, a discussion of multi-layered discourse in 
terms of race, class and culture as they impact access and authority is largely absent. 
This next group of studies focus on students in an in-depth way, from a sociocultural 
perspective, but do not analyze data using specific theoretical perspectives. Instead they 
generally describe students' negotiations in terms of the literacy practices they engage in 
and the students’ perceptions of these practices. 
What Elizabeth Chiseri-Strater (1991) provided in her ethnographic study of both a 
composition class and writing across the curriculum, that other studies of college 
composition classrooms hadn't at the time, was students' views of what happened over the 
course of many writing assignments and other course activities. She was able to capture 
the experience of students over time in their own words, including information about 
their present lives outside of school and their general historical backgrounds in and out of 
school. Her study's focus was two-fold: students' experience of a college composition 
class and students' experience with writing in the university as a whole. The pedagogy in 
the composition class, Sophmore Prose, was a blend of expressivism and social 
constructivism. Students were encouraged to do multiple drafts, get student feedback and 
write about their own experiences, but were also expected to interact with texts in a 
critical manner. The rest of the university, on the other hand, did not use expressivist 
pedagogy for the most part. Subject matter was taught implicitly as a "discourse 
community" to be mastered. 
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Chiseri-Strater followed two students, Anna and Nick, in case study fashion, as they 
took Sophmore Prose and then moved on to take other courses at the university. Chiseri- 
Strater found that because of her experience in Sophmore Prose Anna gained confidence 
in her writing. Anna reported enjoying being able to write essays that are about herself, 
and collaborating with others in the class on projects and for peer editing. Nick also 
reported appreciating comments from peers, as well as the teacher, because it gave him a 
sense of audience, but was quite resistant to change in this area. Although he said he 
found having audience feedback helpful he almost never revised his essays, even though 
revision was something highly valued in the class. 
Perhaps the most helpful finding of this study from my perspective was the 
presentation of the tensions between the parallel strategies both Anna and Nick used prior 
to college to express themselves (what she calls "alternative literacies") and the accepted 
strategies for expression in academic disciplines in college. Nick's alternative literacy of 
journaling and Anna's alternative literacies of art and dance did not seem to help them 
directly in their academic pursuits and even may have gotten in their way of assessing 
what needed to be done in particular academic situations. Both students seemed to have a 
strong need to include these alternative literacies within their academic lives. Nick 
seemed to be quite savvy about figuring out and delivering the particular version of 
analytical academic writing professors wanted, and he didn’t seem to need to work his 
alternative literacies into his papers. He did, however, constantly participate in the 
alternative literacy activity of journaling, which intersected with school in that he 
planned out his academic life and processed the academic ideas he learned in classes 
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through doing the editorial cartoons and drawings in his journal. Anna tried to 
incorporate her visual way of presenting information by writing an art history essay using 
a very descriptive approach, but received a low grade for not being more analytical. 
Although their influence on the writing for the students' classes was curtailed, these 
alternative literacies were outlets for both students, offering them ways to cope with their 
feelings and need to be creative while taking classes that offered them little chance for 
creativity. The study shows that students' preferred forms of expression often have little 
formalized currency in a university setting, but students will still hold to their 
preferences, either trying to insert them directly or continuing to use them in less direct 
ways outside the actual texts produced for classes. 
Linda Miller Cleary's (1991) qualitative interview-based study of high school 
students shows that students' perceptions of themselves as writers are not stable and 
although they may have believed themselves good writers in the past, current and future 
teachers can shatter that perception. According to the study, students perceive that each 
teacher wants something different in terms of writing. If students have found satisfaction 
from writing a particular way in the past and perceive that a teacher does not want them 
to write that way it is particularly discouraging. Students in the study reported liking to 
write about topics that were meaningful to them, which generally meant that they were 
able to choose the topic. Encouragement from teachers was reported helpful by students 
of all levels, and freedom to write what they know was reported as very helpful from 
"basic writers." This study showed that students have long complicated histories with 
writing and literacy in general and that history comes with them each time they begin a 
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new assignment for a new teacher, and that history can be revised in a positive or 
negative way based on new experiences with writing. The study also shows that students 
like to "get themselves into" a writing task—writing about what interests them and what 
they know. 
Michael Morgan's (1993) dissertation includes college students' voices on the topic 
of writing, also placing writing in the context of lifelong experience with writing in and 
outside of school. He had students reflect on writing they had done from elementary 
school through college, in order to gain an understanding of their experience of writing 
during the college years. He found that there was an inherent tension built into most 
writing situations in college caused by concerns about grades and criticism. Even in 
classes where drafting and revision was encouraged, it was all still within a system that 
counted most highly—the product. Students were negative about writing fraught with 
this sort of tension—they often just "cranked it out" without much pride in it or 
procrastinated doing it. On the rare occasion that a student-professor relationship was 
lifted out from this tension, students found writing more pleasant. This seemed to occur, 
according to the students, when teachers focussed less on "student texts" and more on 
"student persons" and when writing felt like an "experience" as opposed to an "academic 
task to be mastered" (186). This study seems to echo Chiseri-Strater's (1991) study in 
revealing the frustration students feel when a writing task seems to be all about a product 
that should look a predetermined way, and the students are not seen as people who are 
unique. The students appreciated a writing task that encouraged them to "bring 
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themselves" to the task and create writing which does not have to look like a 
predetermined text that exists in a teacher's mind already. 
Although Thomas Fox’s (1990) ethnographic study is similar to the studies in the 
previous section in that it focuses in-depth on students’ literacy practices, it differs in that 
it focuses on issues of race, class and gender as they impact a person’s writing. Fox 
emphasizes how inseparable these sociocultural issues are from writing. Like North 
(1986), Fox found that students’ identities shed light on their experiences with writing. 
He found that students have come to expect that their “identities” beyond being a student 
are not “welcomed” in their essays by teachers. He found that students may either work 
to hide their social identity, or work hard to make sure it is expressed through their 
writing, depending on how safe they feel. Fox encouraged his students to include 
identities outside their “student identity” in the writing they did for him. Fox’s study is 
similar to the other studies in this section in that it is an in-depth ethnography that focuses 
on writing, and conceptualizes identity as multiple and changing. Fox’s study is different 
in that it draws on a critical perspective for a theoretical framework to make sense of 
issues of power as they relate to writing. In that way Fox’s study is similar to the studies 
in the next section; however, the other studies in that section frame their studies at least 
partially in terms of discourse theory, while Fox’s does not. 
Identity as Conflicting Identities 
Some researchers have conceptualized identity as a process of conflicting identities 
coming into contact with each other. Anzaldua (1999) has described this view of identity 
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as "mestiza consciousness." Researchers in composition have used terms like "mestiza 
consciousness," "struggle," or "contact zone" to depict a heterogeneous identity 
constructed through contact between different perspectives—perspectives that are often in 
conflict with each other. Lu and Brodkey are two composition scholars who have 
conceptualized identity as conflicting identities coming into contact with each other. 
Lu (1992) uses Anzaldua's concept of "mestiza"—to argue against the idea that a 
person rejects any of the discourse communities or cultures she is a part of. Instead 
Anzaldua feels that these coexist, and the conflict one feels when they rub against each 
other gives birth to whole new perspectives and ideas. 
Lu and Brodkey intersect in seeing the necessity and value of approaching the 
academic orientation or academic work, like writing, from, as Brodkey puts it, "the bias" 
of one's own viewpoint, even if that viewpoint conflicts with the values of academia. Lu 
characterizes identity as a "mestiza" identity of multiple and conflicting orientations. 
Brodkey characterizes identity as very much retaining the bias one begins with-that bias 
affecting the way one approaches new material. Both scholars talk about how these co¬ 
existing multiple and conflicting identities within one’s writing may represent different 
amounts of power and different worldviews. 
Identity as Self Presentation: Discourse and Commitments 
Researchers who have focused on the discursive nature of writing, such as George 
Kamberelis and Karla Danette Scott (1992), Ivanic (1994), Ivanic and Clark (1997) and 
Lucia Thesen (1997), have contributed quite a bit to the conversation about identity and 
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writing. These researchers apply a theoretical framework that draws from at least 
poststructural theory, feminist theory, Marxist theory, critical discourse theory, and 
literacy theory. They come at identity from the perspective that it is multiple and 
conflicting, as opposed to unitary and constant. As some of the writing across the 
curriculum researchers did, they also draw on the work of Bakhtin (1981), which says 
that text is a many-layered heteroglossia and that certain kinds of language or 
combinations of kinds are "internally persuasive" and therefore more satisfying than 
others. They extend the discussion of heteroglossia by including a discussion of 
particular discourses and power issues involved in language. 
Kamberelis and Scott's (1992) discourse analysis study traced back the influences 
of "voices" in the written texts of two African-American fourth graders. Through 
interviews and discourse analysis they were able to interpret what alliances students had 
and what assumptions students made about their audiences. The biographical 
information researchers knew from students gave the researchers insight into sources of 
discourses, ideas and language styles students were drawing on in their own writing. 
They found that often these different alliances conflicted—the conflicts making the texts 
both powerful on one hand and at the same time getting in the way of a cohesiveness on 
the other. This combination, whatever the effect, was the one that was achieved, and 
seemingly was most satisfying to the writer at the moment. 
Ivanic (1994), in her discussion of writing by Donna, an African-British non- 
traditional aged college student, found multiple strands in Donna's writing that signaled 
her alliance to particular identities—African-British woman, feminist, student etc.-as per 
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information she obtained from interviews. Ivanic stresses the performative aspect of 
writing—that when writing you are putting a version of yourself out there. This makes 
writing a much more weighty task than might generally be thought. In her 1998 book 
Writing and Identity Ivanic further examines the connections between writing and 
identity in terms of discourses and subject positions. She interviews subjects about their 
writing, and analyzes in great detail the discourses and subject positions represented in 
their writing. In addition to her theory about writing being a temporary presentation of 
the self, she concludes that discourses and subject positions taken up in writing actually 
affect a person's ever-changing identity. (For a full discussion of this see chapter VI) 
Thesen (1997) uses discourse analysis and interviews in her ethnographic study of 
transitional first-year university students in South Africa to get a sense of what students 
think about their transition into "university-based discourses" from other discourses. 
Although her study does not focus particularly on writing, it does focus on the meeting of 
discourses within the life of a first-year student. Thesen's study serves as a critique of 
critical discourse analysis, showing that she could use critical discourse to analyze 
students statements, but students' own assessments of their situations showed how closed 
and static categories suggested by discourse analysis were. Also, students showed more 
agency than is generally suggested by critical discourse analysis. Perhaps the most 
striking thing here is how one student distances himself from the world "disadvantaged." 
While a researcher might define a student as disadvantaged, if a student does not see 
herself that way-the researcher might wind up with an analysis which does not 
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accurately reflect the student's own perception. This is a wake up call to those of us 
doing discourse analysis since we often are the ones doing the categorizing and 
interpreting. We might be proceeding from a view that identity is multiple and 
conflicting and yet we may identify people in ways that are too simplified ourselves. 
Against the backdrop of the composition field’s general distrust of anything that is 
too personal or too sentimental or “Romantic,” Anne Herrington and Marcia Curtis 
(2000) report findings from their study of four college student writers that point to the 
role of identity in writing. They show that even if student writing is personal it is not 
aimless—that students write to be taken seriously and to contemplate serious issues in 
their writing, even if it is personal. They trace these issues in the writing of the students 
enrolled in basic writing (Nam, Lawrence, Francis) and college writing (Rachel) as they 
write in their writing courses and other courses in college. 
The students pursued the orientations important to them in their writing— 
championing their own concerns and presenting themselves the way they wanted to while 
they also took the writing assignments seriously and tried to communicate with their 
audiences. Herrington and Curtis draw on Heinz Kohuf s (1984) notion of “selfobject”— 
an endless variety of possible people, ideas, world views etc. that seem to “contribute to 
his or her sense of self’ (Kohut in Herrington and Curtis) and the idea of “discourse” 
based on ideas of Foucault and poststructural and critical theorists, applying these ideas 
to the “voices” or “world views” or “subjectivities” students include in their writing. 
In each case there was a trajectory of concerns that each student included in the 
writing over time that was unique to that individual and could be understood based on 
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interviews to be of the utmost importance to the way students viewed themselves and 
what was important to them. Nam, who felt like an outsider because English was not his 
first language, wrote to connect with others who might also feel themselves to be 
outsiders and to make sense of conflicting forces in his life. He did not find satisfaction 
in scientific writing, which did not leave room for him to do either of the above. 
Lawrence signaled a gay identity in his writing, insisting this be a part of his writing, 
even public academic writing. Rachel used writing to keep working on her own view of 
herself—looking at past events with present knowledge. She used the academic 
discourse of behavioral psychology to eventually discuss the issues of others, while her 
own concerns were very much still a part of her work. The last student Francois, 
described by Herrington and Curtis as the most resistant to academia, wrote about 
“struggles,” which he, as non-white “minority’ student, had. He was frustrated at how 
teachers seem to refuse to look “into” a student’s writing as they would a novel, working 
hard to interpret its meaning. He did not see why he should have to change his writing 
because others might have trouble understanding it. Herrington and Curtis make a 
connection between this conflict with the teacher as audience and the writing he did in 
other classes that was about the social and political struggles of underrepresented people 
who, like him, struggle to be “heard.” 
My Study in Relation to These Studies 
In-depth studies of students’ writing and writing histories have become more 
common, since in order to find out about someone’s life you need to spend some time 
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focusing on their experiences and perceptions. Studies have recently become more 
theoretically grounded-drawing on theory from sociocultural perspectives and critical 
perspectives of language. Student language use is seen in later studies not only as 
sociocultural, but as discursive, drawing on critical theoretical frameworks which allow 
for the study of the discursive nature of writing. Presentation of “self ’ in writing has 
become a focus of research. 
While there are studies which look in-depth at student writing and student 
histories using an interpretive framework which casts language as sociocultural or 
discursive, there has been little emphasis on the transition from high school to 
college. My study focuses on a semester-long composition course, which is a part of 
this transition. I conducted my research in a first-year composition course, "English 
111: Basic Writing." As the researchers in the last two sections of my review did, I 
interviewed students to gain access to biographical material and used discourse 
analysis to learn more about the written text as a meeting place of multiple genres and 
discourses, and the relationship of identity to the writing of such texts. 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I outline the theory I will use to ground my study and the 
research that has informed my study. The postmodern theoretical concepts I outlined 
create a framework that I can use to theorize the relationship between identity and 
writing. I can use this theory to both ground my study and for my analysis of student 
texts. The studies I have reviewed here have shown the evolution of the 
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conceptualization of identity as it relates to research on writing. 1 have located my 
study among those reviewed, as being able to fill help the gap where there are few 
theoretically grounded in-depth studies focusing on the writing of first-year writing 
students, which also include close study of student texts through critical discourse 
analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Overview of the Chapter 
This dissertation is a study of the discoursal makeup of student writing in a first-year 
writing course and students’ relationship to this makeup. I have created a theoretically 
grounded way of studying the various discourses and subject positions that co-exist in 
first-year students’ writing. This study combines the methodologies of ethnography, 
interviewing and critical discourse analysis. The research questions guiding my study 
are: 
1. What aspects of students’ autobiographical selves do they bring to the course? 
2. What discourses and subject positions are evident in students’ writing? 
3. How does the class influence the discourses and subject positions in students’ 
writing and therefore influence their multiple and changing identities? 
Discourses, genres, and subject positions represented through the course text and , 
pedagogy may or may not be taken up by students and used in their writing. For my 
study it is important to understand how much influence the discoursal elements of the 
class had on students’ writing. For pedagogical reasons, it is important to understand 
how what is presented in the class is taken up or resisted by students in the class. 
This chapter will outline in detail the methodology for my study. I will describe the 
context of the study and explain the methods for data collection and analysis. I will 
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present analysis of a students’ text as an example of how I will operationalize my method 
of data analysis. 
The Context of the Study 
In this section I will describe the context for this study, including information about 
the school, the program, and the class, as well as the participants. 
The School 
This study was conducted at a large University in the Northeast. During the Fall of 1999 
when the study was conducted the number of reported male undergraduates attending 
four-year programs was 8,756 and the number of reported female undergraduates 
attending four-year programs was 8,768. The breakdown of reported ethnicity of 
enrolled undergraduates for Fall 1999 in both two and four-year programs is as follows: 
82.2% White, Non-Hispanic; 7.2% Asian/Pacific Islander; 4.8% Black, Non-Hispanic; 
4.7% Hispanic; 0.6% Cape Verdean; and 0.5% American Indian/Alaskan Native 
(University of Massachusetts, 1999). 
Curriculum of Writing Program/English 111: Basic Writing Class 
The basic writing class which was the site for my study is part of the university’s 
writing program. (A more detailed description of the course will follow in Chapter IV.) 
The writing program teaches a multi-draft "process” approach for all levels of classes. 
Also peer feedback and publishing of student work are common pedagogical tools 
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undertaken by all instructors. The writing program has three levels of courses: basic 
writing, first-year writing and honors first-year writing. Placement is determined by a 
placement test. Students who it is determined would benefit from an extra semester of 
writing are placed in basic writing. Basic writing classes are capped at 20 students. 
Classes are held in computer networked classrooms and run for two hours and five 
minutes twice a week. .The basic writing course uses a course textbook with reading 
organized around the theme of the social construction of knowledge. The book is split 
into sections, called “Units,” on issues of identity, language, race, gender and sexuality. 
Students are encouraged through the writing of essays which include both personal 
"stories" and quotes and ideas from the readings to "dialogue" with the writers in the 
course book. 
As I mentioned earlier, the course is made up of a series of cycles—themed units. 
Each unit consists of two subsections. Each subsection includes two or three readings on 
the issues of that themed unit. Classes meet for class discussions about the readings. 
Each subsection also includes “guided writings” which are questions which students 
answer in writing. These answers provide the kernels of ideas or even large pieces for 
the unit essays. The essays for each unit are done in three drafts—a rough draft, which 
draws on ideas in guided writing answers, a mid-process draft and a final draft. Students 
get peer response at the rough draft stage. The final drafts are published for the class. At 
the end of a unit, a unit portfolio with all drafts and peer response is collected by the 
teacher for a grade and comments. The guided writings for each unit are also graded for 
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completeness. At the end of the semester students create computer-generated portfolios, 
called “oeuvres,” containing their essays, reflections on their writing and graphics. 
Coursewide, teachers require students to use quotes from readings in at least the third, 
fourth and fifth essays. Exactly how many quotes, and in which essays varies among 
classes. The first essay can be exclusively students’ own stories and analysis, and often 
does not include quotes from readings. Before the second essay the basic writing 
program director presents a handout which outlines other requirements of including a 
personal story and at least one metaphor or simile in each essay. The requirements 
suggested by the course director are often modified by individual teachers. How teachers 
present and require particular genres of essays varies. Some teachers explicitly teach 
particular genres like the exploratory essay and the persuasive essay. 
In my class I required quotes and personal stories and metaphors/similes in all of the 
essays except the first essay and last essay. For the first essay I only required a personal 
story and basic essay elements, such as an introduction and thesis. For the last essay I 
left it up to students what to include in their essays. I followed other course-wide 
procedures for unit work. I supplemented the readings and course work I have described 
with various activities meant to help students process the reading, such as group 
discussion and analysis of issues or artifacts related to the issues we were reading. 
Participants 
Participants in this study include students in the basic writing course described above 
and myself as the teacher of this course. I chose this class to do research in for several 
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reasons. I chose it because of its diverse population and because the nature of the course 
means students will be responding to others’ "voices" or "ideas" with their own "voices" 
and "ideas." This "dialoguing" with authors seemed fruitful for my study of the 
complexities of representation of one’s "self' in a text. I decided to conduct research in 
my own class because I thought I would have more contact with my participants as they 
wrote than if I researched in someone else's class. The class was made up of students 
from a wide range of backgrounds—African-American, Asian, Latino and white 
European-American. The majority of students were foreign-bom, having immigrated to 
the United States as children or teenagers. There were 16 students in the class, four 
females and 12 males. I gathered some general data from all of the students, but I asked 
for volunteers to participate in interviewing about their general literacy background and 
specifically about the writing they had done during the semester. Six students 
volunteered to be interviewed, three males and three females. I chose three focal students 
for this study, two males and one female. The reason I chose these students was that they 
represented a compelling range in terms of their relationship to discourses and subject 
positions made available by the course. 
The Research Design 
As I mentioned earlier, ethnographic methods, interviewing and text analysis were 
used in this study. I collected information about the cultural norms established in the 
writing class using participant observation as described by Ely (1991). I used a 
combination of autobiographical interviews with text analysis of student texts, based on 
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Ivanic's (1998) method. The first interview includes a general historical interview 
focusing on the literacy background of the student and on general autobiographical 
background. My approach to the personal history interview draws on Seidman’s (1998) 
in-depth interviewing. The second interview was a discourse-based interview and is 
conducted around an essay chosen by the student as the most favorite or satisfying for the 
semester. The information from the autobiographical interview provides a key to help 
with analyzing the essay. Students' histories are important for understanding writing they 
are doing in the present (Ivanic, 1997; Kamberelis, 1992). The historical information 
provides insights helpful for textual analysis, which is an attempt to identify, and then 
trace back to sources, discourses and genres in the text. 
Gatekeepers 
I received permission from both the Director of The Writing Program and the 
Director of the Basic Writing Program to conduct my study in my English 111 class 
during the Fall 1999 semester. 
Consent 
I explained my dual role as a researcher and teacher to my class the first day of 
classes and obtained signed consent forms from them giving permission for me to use 
written material generated for class and general information about students as members 
of the class, for my study. I also included in this form a place to indicate interest in 
volunteering for interviews about their writing to be conducted at the end of the semester. 
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Students who volunteered to be interviewed signed a second consent form which gives 
permission to use interview transcripts for my research. 
I have felt all along that is important that I am particularly reflective about my dual 
role as researcher and teacher and the ethical implications of such a dual role. The 
student volunteers may have felt that their role in this study may have had an impact on 
their role and my evaluation of them as students in my class. Although I told them that 
this was not the case, I need to be aware that this may have been an issue. If they felt that 
their role in the study would affect their role as students, this may have influenced their 
responses to interview questions. 
In some ways my concerns highlight one of the general ethical concerns that comes 
up in interviewing and participant-observation research, that is the perceived power 
differential between the research participants and the researcher (Oakely, 1982; Patai, 
1991; Seidman, 1998). Researchers can often appear “powerful”—they come and go as 
they please, they stay distanced and observe, they are very often white and middle-class 
when participants may be non-white and working-class or poverty-class. I don’t think we 
as researchers can completely eradicate these inequities, but I think we can make strides 
toward more ethical research through awareness and reflection about our roles. 
Data Collection 
In this section I will outline the types of data collection used for the study. This 
includes collecting data on the setting and participants, conducting interviews and 
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collecting student written texts, and course artifacts (syllabus, assignment sheets, 
textbook). 
Collecting Data on Setting and Participants 
The study began with the use of ethnographic methods of participant observation and 
taking fieldnotes to track the cultural norms I set in my class, especially when it came to 
what advice I gave students about writing and how I as the teacher presented issues 
concerning writing. I then continued writing observations of students as they wrote and 
engaged in class activities. I collected artifacts from the setting, such as “unit syllabi” 
for the class, class assignments and class readings. 
Collection of Student Written Material 
I collected writing histories from all students in the class during the second class. I 
collected copies of all materials related to essays for interview participants at the end of 
the semester, including all drafts, peer reviews, self assessments and the final “oeuvres” 
(collected works/portfolio). 
Interviews 
Both the procedure for interviewing, and the actual questions used, were adapted 
from the in-depth interviewing of Seidman (1998) and the text-based interviewing of 
Ivanic (1998). Interviews were conducted the last week of classes and the first week of 
the final exam period, when most of the work for the course was completed. Each 
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participant was interviewed two times, for an hour each time, during consecutive weeks. 
The first interview focused on literacy history and general autobiographical information. 
I asked students about memories of reading and writing during elementary school years 
through high school. I asked them about the role of literacy in their family. In addition I 
asked questions to get a sense of their backgrounds, interests and influences, including 
“What sorts of activities does your family enjoy doing together?” and “Who have been 
the most influential people in your life?” and questions about hobbies and interests. 
At the end of the first interview I asked student participants to rank their essays from 
most satisfying or favorite to least satisfying or favorite. I asked them why they chose 
this ordering. I asked them to focus on their favorite essay and then mark parts that were 
“particularly interesting or troublesome” for them (Ivanic, 1998), and parts which they 
can trace back to an original source. 
I then took home the marked up essay and looked over what the participant had 
marked, to prepare for the next interview. I marked any additional sections that seemed 
to come from a particular source. 
During the second interview I focused on the favorite essay, asking general questions 
about the context of the student’s relationship to the essay and moving to more specific 
questions about self presentation and sources of material in the essay. The questions 
related to the student’s relationship to the essay are “How did you approach writing the 
essay?” and “What were your practices and processes for writing the essay?” and “What 
are your feelings about the essay?” Then I asked general questions about the makeup of 
the essay as follows: “Did anyone influence you as you were writing the essay?”; What 
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did you feel strongly about putting in your essay and not putting in your essay?”; and 
“What are the voices in the text? Your own? Other voices?” 
I then moved to look at and ask questions about the specific areas marked by students 
or myself, asking: “What is the origin of this “part”?”; “What is the “part’s” meaning to 
you?” and “What sort of person are you being when you say this?” 
Data Analysis 
For this study, I used three types of data analysis: thematic analysis, macroanalysis 
using critical discourse analysis, and microanalysis using critical discourse analysis. I 
used thematic analysis to examine my fleldnotes and student interviews. I used 
macroanalysis to analyze the course text, and microanalysis to examine student texts. 
Thematic Analysis 
Excerpts of fleldnotes or interviews that seem interesting or significant were given a 
label to describe them. These excerpts were grouped into categories and examined for 
what Seidman (1998) calls “connecting threads and patterns among the excerpts within 
those categories and for connections between the various categories that might be called 
themes” (p. 107). In my analysis of the fleldnotes I looked for patterns in my own 
description of the characteristics of academic writing, to inform myself about what 
discourses I was I drawing on and what subject positions I was taking up. Through the 
examination of themes in my fleldnotes I moved toward an answer to my fourth research 
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question “How does the class influence the discourses, genres, and subject positions in 
students’ writing.” This work moved me toward answering this question not through 
microanalysis of discoursal elements, but by providing a starting point for thinking about 
some of the overall themes of my teaching and the class, which would inform my 
analysis of the course text later. The thematic analysis of student interviews, together 
with my reading and analyzing student essays became the basis for my answering my 
first research question “What aspects of their autobiographical selves to do students bring 
to the course?” 
Critical Discourse Analysis 
The goal of critical discourse analysis was to elucidate aspects of language which are 
generally invisible to people because they seem “natural” (Fairclough, 1995). These 
aspects include at least the following : 1.) the way language positions those who read and 
write it, so that they take on available identities, referred to as subject positions; (2) the 
way language draws on particular discourses—worldviews associated with institutions or 
groups having different amounts of power are expressed through language; (3) the way 
that language in a text may refer to other texts—referred to as intertextuality; and (4) the 
way that language is constituitive—shapes the user’s identity and what subject positions 
are available generally (Fairclough, 1995; Ivanic, 1997). 
The goals of critical discourse analysis illustrated above will be enacted in this study 
through the methodology of microanalysis. Microanalysis allows the researcher to study 
a piece of text at the micro-level without losing sight of the macro-level. The researcher 
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gains insight into the micro-level through categorizing small units of text, while at the 
same time, because the categories are inherently tied to larger “big-picture” ideas, the 
researcher can gain insight into the macro-level (Bloome and Egan-Robertson, 1993; 
Willett, Solsken & Wilson Keenan, 1998). The approach to microanalysis used in this 
study is informed by work done by Bloome and Egan-Robertson (1993) and Willett, 
Solsken & Wilson Keenan (1998). Sections of students’ texts were chosen for 
microanalysis because of a strong connection either to students’ “autobiographical 
selves” or to the course readings. The following categories were used in the 
microanalysis of student texts: 
Line: Represents each sentence. 
Ideology: Beliefs embedded in language that are generally unconsciously 
accepted—“naturalized.” (Fairclough, 1995). Example: Ideologies embedded in 
Sentimental Discourse assert the value of “connectedness” and “happy endings.” 
Discourse: A particular way of constructing a subject-matter so that it signifies a 
particular domain of social practice from a particular perspective. (Fairclough, 
1992, 1995) 
Example: “External influences, like the media... add to the struggle of womens’ 
attempt to achieve equality in society.” (From Maria’s Essay “The World Was 
Placed in the hands of Men”) This is an example of Social Constructivist 
Discourse. 
Genre: A well-used language form that has some socially agreed upon basic 
structure and use. Example: An essay can be a “Personal Narrative Essay” or a 
“Polemic Essay, or a “Hybrid Essay” which has features of these other two genres. 
(See note about genre in Data Analysis section at beginning of this chapter.) 
Intertextuality: Implicit or explicit connection or reference to a text outside the 
essay text. Example: The student Maria borrows some themes and discoursal 
elements from an excerpt from Judith Cofer’s “Silent Dancing” when she writes her 
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own essay. (See note about intertextuality in Data Analysis at beginning of this 
chapter.) 
Subject Position: The way the writer positions herself or others or is positioned 
through the writing. Subject positions are made available through discourses. 
Example: A subject position made available by Sentimental Discourse is 
“Nostalgic Person.” 
Procedure for Microanalysis 
In this section I will explain the procedure I went through as I conducted 
microanalysis of student writing. Before I conducted microanalysis of student writing, I 
did a broader discoursal macroanalysis of the English 111 course text. The volume of the 
textbook did not allow for microanalysis of readings in the course text. During this 
analysis I read through each of the five units of the course textbook to determine the 
major discourses, ideologies and subject positions which were represented by the 
readings and assignments in each unit. My approach was to “boil down” each reading 
and/or assignment to one or more “major” discourses, and then proceed to from there to 
figure out what the major ideologies and subject positions were. When I then approached 
the microanalysis of student writing, I was able to compare the discoursal elements in the 
student writing to the discoursal elements of the course text. 
I began my examination of student papers by reading over the favorite essay of a 
student. Since the goal of the study was to understand the relationship between students’ 
identity and their writing, I felt that spending time with an essay they felt close to might 
be particularly significant. I then followed the same procedure with the students’ other 
essays. I was looking for passages where students took up discourses and subject 
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positions from their interviews (autobiographical self) or from readings in the course text. 
I then used microanalysis on representative passages. The microanalysis allowed me to 
spend time mapping out discourses and subject positions, and also ideologies embedded 
in these discourses, and intertextual links with other texts and genre. Below I show an 
example of how microanalysis helped me to answer my research questions. I chose this 
excerpt from Maria’s essay “Flowers Always Bloom” because it shows how 
microanalysis can help to parse out different and even conflicting discourses sharing the 
same paragraph in an essay. The essay “Flowers Always Bloom” is about Maria’s cousin 
Isabel, who is shunned by her Puerto Rican family for marrying a white man and dressing 
and acting in a way they consider very “non-Puerto Rican.” Maria uses Maria’s story to 
make sense of her own story because she feels that she too has assimilated through her 
attempts to excel at school. Maria’s thesis is that to be whole she needs to be both 
successful in the American academic world and connected with the Puerto Rican cultural 
world. 
Table 3.1. Excerpt from “Flowers Always Bloom” 
Line 
46 I feel like I have only accomplished one part of my task in life because I too 
like Isabel am living in a world that cannot let a person be proud of their 
ethnicity and culture, but instead judge and label them (sic.). 
47 I feel like a rose bud that can only truly show off its beauty once it has 
bloomed. 
48 In fact, I know I can continue to have pride in my culture and continue with 
my success. 
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Clearly, to answer my research questions I need to be able to list the discourses and 
subject positions that I see in the essays. However, I also begin to see patterns from 
laying out the information in these charts. From filling in microanalysis charts, like the 
one in table 3.2,1 can see more clearly places, even conflicting discourses, like Social 
Constructivist Discourse and Liberal Humanist Discourses in Lines 46 and 47, coexist 
next to each other in a student’s writing. I can then keep a running record of how the 
ideologies embedded in the discourses change as well. The same way, I can keep track of 
how subject positions and the discourses they are associated with change, sometimes 
dramatically like from Line 46 to 47. In Line 46, drawing on Social Constructivist 
Discourse, Maria first takes up the subject position of someone who is conscious of how 
she is “held back” by cultural homogeneity. Then, in line 47 she switches to the subject 
position of an optimist drawing on the discourse of liberal humanism. Charting 
microanalysis allows me to see patterns, such as these, within small sections more easily, 
as well as relationships and patterns occurring between essay sections and even between 
different essays. For instance, looking across Maria’s essays, this sort of shift back and 
forth from optimist to social critic is common. 
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Table 3.2. Microanalysis of Excerpt from “Flowers Always Bloom” 
Line Unit of Analysis: 
Flowers Always Bloom 
Before They Die 
Discourse Ideology Genre Intertext- 
uality 
Subject 
Position 
46 1 feel like 1 have only 
accomplished one part 
of my task in life 
because 1 too like Isabel 
am living in a world that 
cannot let a person be 
proud of their ethnicity 
and culture, but instead 
judge and label them. 
Social 
Constructivist 
Important to look at 
personal experience 
in terms of culture. 
Autoethnographic Person held 
back by 
cultural 
conflict. 
47 1 feel like a rose bud that 
can only truly show off 
its beauty once it has 
bloomed. 
Liberal 
Humanism 
One cannot truly be 
fulfilled until one has 
the opportunity to be 
self realized. 
Personal Narrative Optimist 
48 In fact, 1 know 1 can 
continue to have pride in 
my culture and continue 
with my success. 
Cultural 
Empowerment 
It is possible to be 
bicultural and be 
successful. 
Autoethnographic Bicultural 
person 
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CHAPTER 4 
DEFINITION OF DISCOURSAL ELEMENTS IN THIS STUDY 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the nine major discourses evident in the students’ writing in 
this study (see Table 4.1). In order to answer the research questions of this dissertation, 
clear definitions of each discourse are provided, as well as examples from students’ 
writing. The following several chapters will refer to these discourses in order to describe 
1) which discourses were presented in the English 111 class, 2) which discourses are 
evident in the students’ writing, and 3) the ways in which the class appeared to influence 
the discoursal make-up of the students’ writing. Also included here are definitions of the 
major genres that appeared in the course and in students' writing. Ivanic (1998) defines 
discourses as “...a culturally recognized way of representing a particular aspect of reality 
from a particular ideological perspective (17). Genres, according to Ivanic are “shaped 
by institutionally defined purposes, roles, and the social relationships associated with 
them.” Discourses, Ivanic writes, are “shaped by subject matters and ideologies” but not 
by specific social contexts (46). A genre such as "political speech" is usually associated 
with particular sorts of contexts, such as a Presidential Convention, whereas a Feminist 
Discourse represents particular ideologies, but does not embody particular sorts of 
contexts. Some genres have close associations with particular discourses. For example, a 
religious sermon will often draw on Transcendental Discourse. Other genres, such as the 
political speech can be “filled” with many different discourses, such as Conservative 
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Discourse or Liberal Humanist Discourse, or a progressive discourse, such as 
Environmentalist Discourse. 
Table 4.1: Dominant Discourses in the Study 
Discourses Class j Students' Writing 
Liberal Humanist ✓ 
Social Constructivist V 
Cultural Empowerment V 
Cultural Pride V 
Puerto Rican Cultural ■/ •/ 
Transcendental 
Sentimental V ■/ 
Assimilation V •/ 
Conservative 
Discourses 
Liberal Humanist Discourse 
Liberal Humanist Discourse expresses value for the individual's freedom and 
rights. The value for individual pursuits is an extension of this, as is the belief that 
people have the freedom to fulfill their quests for fulfillment of these pursuits.Liberal 
Humanist Discourse is the dominant cultural discourse at this time, although it has been 
under attack by poststructuralists. Although long ago Liberal Humanism began as a 
critique against pre-enlightenment violence and oppression, today it has itself come under 
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attack by poststructuralists and is viewed as a problematic discourse by poststructuralists. 
Liberal Humanism is often used to justify capitalism in the name of individual 
opportunity for success. An example of this sort of thinking would be "If you work hard, 
you can succeed." Liberalism, Villenueva (1993) writes, is an "ideology that has at its 
base the belief that change is an individual matter, a matter of pulling one's self up by the 
bootstraps, that all that is needed is to provide the conditions that will facilitate the pull, 
enough elbow room."(120) 
The students in my study drew quite a bit on Liberal Humanist Discourse in their 
essays. Liberal Humanist Discourse probably appeared in class readings since it is so 
pervasive, but it was not highlighted in the dominant message of the curriculum. The 
Social Constructivist Curriculum of the English 111 critiques Liberal Humanist 
Discourse by calling for an understanding of reality as constructed as opposed to an 
understanding of reality as essential truths about how to be successful. Dawn 
Skorczewski (2000) writes in the recent CCC article that Liberal Humanist Discourse is 
the font for most of the cliches our students use in composition papers. Skorczewski 
points out that even when students draw on other discourses outside this discourse, they 
often will end their paper going back to this dominant discourse--as if they want to 
reassure themselves by using the optimistic tone of this discourse. This discourse 
includes statements such as the one mentioned above, "If you work hard, you will 
succeed." and "Education is important for a successful life." This discourse mixes liberal 
attitudes that mandate freedom and agency in a call for expressing oneself with the 
constraints of a person’s need to work hard and adhere to the requirements of Western 
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educational goals, which often mean to assimilate to the dominant culture and language. 
This discourse addresses the immigrant experience in the U. S, urging people to work 
hard to assimilate in order to succeed in school, which will lead to more generalized 
financial success which will in turn lead to a more fulfilling personal life. The sort of 
subject position made available by this Liberal Humanist Discourse is "successful 
student." An example of writing that draws on Liberal Humanist Discourse is this line 
from Maria’s essay “Silencing Our Language”: “Most people would agree that education 
is the key to success...” 
Social Constructivist Discourse 
This is the central discourse students are introduced to in the basic writing course 
I teach. The course text presents essays presenting social constructivist concepts. The 
other readings, memoirs, personal narratives, and essays are viewed through a social 
constructivist lens. The essential idea behind social constructivism is that there is no one 
way to view world events or knowledge-instead any view is constructed socially and 
therefore is constantly being negotiated (“White and Epston, 1990). This discourse is 
very different from Liberal Humanist Discourse. While Liberal Humanist Discourse 
maintains that individuals have certain rights and freedoms, Social Constructivist 
Discourse maintains that these rights and freedoms are socially constructed and unevenly 
distributed, according to power relations among people at any particular time. In his 
article "Social Construction, Language, and Knowledge" Bruffee (1986) defines a social 
constructivist (refers to it as “constructionist”) world view this way: 
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A social constructionist position in any discipline assumes that 
entities we normally call reality, knowledge, thought, facts, texts, 
selves, and so on as community-generated and community- 
maintained linguistic entities-or, more broadly speaking, symbolic 
entities-that define or 'constitute' the communities that generate 
them... (774) 
Because reality is socially constructed, it follows that there are no essential 
"truths," only the stories people tell to explain "reality." Since there are no essential 
"truths," the truth is always being negotiated, and therefore the power—control over 
which version is seen as truth—is always being negotiated. The parties whose stories are 
accepted as true in a particular realm have more power in that realm. That is why Social 
Constructivist Discourse does not value the uncritical acceptance of cultural practices or 
beliefs. Cultural practices or beliefs may simply have come to be through their 
associations with those who have power. Other practices or beliefs may have been 
subjugated or left out because of their association with those with less or no power. 
Therefore Social Constructivist Discourse places value on "revising" versions of history 
by finding out about and including subjugated stories (White and Epston, 1990). This 
discourse can provide a way to look at one's own personal history with the goal of 
revising the way one used to imagine it, as well. Other discourses, such as Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse and Feminist Discourse share the Social Constructivist beliefs 
about the social construction of reality and how this relates to the distribution of power. 
These discourses extend from this argument to specifics related to cultural and gender 
issues. An example from student work that draws on Social Constructivist Discourse is 
this line from Maria's essay "The World Was Placed in the Hands of Men,”: "Women 
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find it difficult to gain equality because society, not man, has molded and created the idea 
that men are the superior being..." 
Cultural Empowerment Discourse 
This discourse comes out of the belief that to reclaim one's roots means to gain 
the power from regaining lost knowledge about one’s ethnic background and from 
connecting with others of the same background. Although the late 1970s movie "Roots" 
based on Aldus Huxley's own story of looking for his roots, seemed potentially to be a 
landmark for the popularization of this discourse, the discourse seems to be 
overshadowed by Cultural Pride Discourse, which does not highlight struggles for power, 
but instead focuses on celebrating the uniqueness of one’s ethnicity and its symbols. 
Movements that have brought this discourse forward-the Latino /Chicano empowerment 
movement, African American empowerment and Native American empowerment 
movement—have been somewhat marginalized in popular culture, but have received 
more attention in academia. 
Although probably most widely read in college classes, American ethnic literature 
(fiction and memoir), which explores issues of cultural experience and tensions between 
dominant and personal cultures, has probably given more people access to Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse through reading they do on their own, outside of a classroom. 
This discourse, stresses not only the importance and value of learning one's "native" 
language and enacting and maintaining cultural traditions, such as eating cultural foods, 
wearing cultural clothing and attending cultural events, but the tensions and power 
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relationships invoked when doing so (Anzuldua, 1999; Jordon, 1985; hooks, 1994). The 
essential value underlying this discourse is that there is individual and group 
empowerment to be gained for bicultural people in the United States from cultural 
identification, in addition to identification as an American. An example of writing that 
draws on Cultural Empowerment Discourse is this line from Maria’s essay "Silencing 
Our Languge": "Eventually when I began to understand that language is a representation 
of one’s culture; I began to feel apart fro the individuals within by ethnic group." 
Cultural Pride Discourse 
This discourse represents a set of beliefs and values associated with being proud 
to be a member of a cultural or ethnic group. Individuals promote symbols associated 
with their culture that they are proud of, like cultural foods, music, sports, art, rituals or 
customs. Cultural Pride Discourse has special significance in the United States where 
mainstream American culture threatens to overshadow other cultures. Often people draw 
on Cultural Pride Discourse in response to the way they are positioned by mainstream 
culture through stereotypes. People gain access to Cultural Pride Discourse through their 
families and through mainstream media, which has taken up this “feel good” cultural 
discourse, which is not connected with discussions of power like Cultural Empowerment 
Discourse. 
The difference between Cultural Pride Discourse and Cultural Empowerment 
Discourse is that the latter puts an emphasis on "empowerment" through connection to 
culture. Embedded in Cultural Empowerment Discourse is the belief that there are ways 
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that people of marginalized cultures can gain power through their connection to their 
culture. Cultural Pride Discourse can expresses the pride people feel for their culture, but 
it does not explore issues of power related to culture. If the focus of a symbolic cultural 
event, such as a parade or other celebration is on gaining cultural pride through the 
display of cultural food, art or music and no effort is made to examine how the 
participants are empowered through this event then the discourse being drawn on more 
dominantly is Cultural Pride Discourse. If, however, an effort is made, either through 
self-reflection or through group-reflection to explore how this event empowered those 
who participated by strengthening their cultural voice and giving them more power then 
the discourse being drawn on is Cultural Empowerment Discourse. 
Puerto Rican Cultural Discourses 
Puerto Rican Cultural Discourses represent the values and beliefs embedded in 
Puerto Rican language and symbols. The assumption is that each language represents not 
only words used to communicate, but specific values and beliefs that are associated with 
that culture. There are many Puerto Rican Discourses. Puerto Rican writers, writing for 
English audiences, including Maria, draw on Puerto Rican Cultural Discourses in their 
writing. These Puerto Rican Cultural Discourses appear alongside other discourses. 
Below I include the writing done by Puerto Rican writers who include Puerto 
Rican symbolism and language in their writing done primarily in English. Including 
Puerto Rican Cultural Discourses makes their writing feel "bicultural" in the sense that 
worldviews shared by at least some Puerto Ricans are included in their writing, next to 
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worldviews that are either multicultural or American. Puerto Rican writer Hernandez 
Cruz (in Bass, 1999, p. 134) writes in his memoir "Home is Where the Music Is," 
I was bom in a barrio with the name of a Taino fruit: El 
Guanabano. Located in the central or urban area of the town of 
Aguas Buenas, Puerto Ricao, some 35 minutes from San Juan. 
The streets of El Guanabano were not yet paved. When it 
rained everything became a mess, the downpour created a 
small river flowing down to the town, plaza, the red dirt 
making the stream appear to be guava juice. Kids would jump 
outside to play in the torrential tropical showers. 
Hernandez, even though writing for a primarily English speaking audience, 
chooses to include words and phrases from Puerto Rican Spanish. These words often, as 
in the case of "El Guanabano" and "guava juice," represent values distinctly Puerto 
Rican. El Guanabano and guava juice are symbolic of a life where one feels connected to 
the land and nature, even if one lives 35 miles from the capital city. They, in 
combination with the childhood memories depict a time of childhood leisure in one’s life 
in such a place. Guava juice is so central to the symbolic life in Hernandez's Puerto Rico 
that it seems to Hernandez make up the stream flowing through the town. The value for 
and connection to the land and these fruits comes through this Puerto Rican Discourse. 
Another example of a Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse are these lines from Judith 
Ortiz Cofer's (1997) memoir "Silent Dancing" : "It became my father’s obsession to get 
out of the barrio, and thus we were never permitted to form bonds with the place or with 
the people who lived there. Yet El Building was a comfort to my mother, who never got 
over yearning for la islci. (26). Cofer draws on a Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse when 
she writes that her mother "never got over the yearning for la isla." The value for what 
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has been lost through leaving "la isla is expressed through this discourse. Nostalgia is 
valued, while becoming thouroughly assimilated to American culture is not. 
Here in another paragraph, Cofer draws on Puerto Rican discourse and the 
embedded ideologies concerning childcare: 
Here and there you can see a small child. Children were always 
brought to parties and, whenever they got sleepy, were put to bed in 
the host's bedroom. Babysitting was a concept unrecognized by the 
Puerto Rican women I knew: a responsible mother did not leave her 
children with any stranger. And in a culture where children are not 
considered intrusive, there was not need to leave the children at 
home. We went where our mother went. (27) 
The Puerto Rican Discourse drawn on here expresses values concerning children, 
in relation to adults in Puerto Rican culture. 
These Puerto Rican writers choose to draw on Puerto Rican Discourses in their 
writing. The discourses I've shown as examples place high value on nature, community, 
nostalgia for Puerto Rico, and children as part of the community. An example from 
student writing of a Puerto Rican Discourse is Maria's writing. Maria, like Hernandez, 
focuses on the food of Puerto Rico. She writes, 
In the kitchen I start to serve the guests plates of food; although I hate 
having to act like a servant on these family occasions I still enjoy being 
surrounded by the Puerto Rican traditional foods because its is like 
getting a taste of the island. I am surrounded by the aromas of strong 
spices in the arroz con gandules, the tangy adobo seasoning in fried 
chicken, the sweet whiff of the thick Goya beans... 
Maria’s writing echoes the Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse Hernandez draws on 
when he talks about guava as well as the discourse Cofer draws on when she talks about 
her mother’s longing for the "isla." 
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Transcendental Discourse 
This discourse expresses a belief in the spiritual over the material and maintains 
that there is the "a priori’' existence of knowledge (Websters Collegiate Dictionary, 
1252). It asserts that there are essential truths that people can discover through sprituality 
and that there is more to life than money and worldly goods. The name I have given this 
discourses for the purpose of this study comes from the American philosophical 
movement involving writers such as Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry Thoreau, 
however, the body of ideas that I am trying to reference is considered "Non-Western" and 
can be found according to Fox (1994) in the philosophies of "Non-Westernized" 
countries. Helpful to consider here, I think, is the idea that the American 
Transcendentalists for whom this philosophical movement gets its name borrowed ideas 
from Eastern philosophies. Fox, in her book reporting results from her study of the 
writing of student-participants from around the world who were enrolled in college or 
graduate school in the United States, refers to this sort of way of thinking about things as 
thoughtful and "reflective." She found this sort of discourse often runs counter to a 
Westernized" analytical mode of approaching things. Students who came from Asia, 
Africa and the Middle East, she noted, used this sort of approach in their writing. Fox 
describes it this way: 
Wisdom, in the ancient traditions of most of the world, is not created-not 
socially constructed, not discovered through scientific experiment-but 
comprises great truths that have always existed and that can become 
known to people of enlightenment or superior wisdom. The traditional 
task of the student in such societies is to study various interpretations of 
these fundamental truths, to reflect on their meaning, and to apply them to 
their own lives and to society (47). 
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Fox implies that in many non-Westemized cultures, access to Transcendental 
Discourse is widespread through daily interactions with cultural beliefs and values that 
may have religious origins, but have become a pervasive societal discourse. In the 
United States, Transcendental Discourse, while not a dominant societal discourse, is used 
in religious practice and has a presence in popular culture through “new age ideas.” An 
example of student writing that draws on Transcendental Discourse is this line from Job's 
essay "True Success": "True success is from the heart and the soul, not from the ‘Power 
of Money.’" 
Sentimental Discourse 
Newkirk (1997) describes "traditions of sentimentalism" as that "which celebrates 
normative emotional reactions..." and goes on to describe the norms of sentimental 
writing this way, "These norms endorse the expressions of connectedness, care, and self- 
sacrifice that point to moral and socially useful behavior." Newkirk also talk of 
sentimental writing as having "happy endings." Along with Liberal Humanist Discourse 
this Discourse often is expressed in commonly heard expressions-what people call 
cliches." In addition to through hearing these cliches used, people gain access to 
Sentimental Discourse through many mainstream movies and television shows which 
depict human relationships in the ways that Newkirk describes. An example of writing 
which draws on "Sentimental Discourse" is from Brian's essay "At Grandpa's House": 
"She didn’t care about what she was saying; it was all from her heart. I could tell, just the 
way she chose to word it all. It meant a lot to me and I don’t think I'll ever forget it." 
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Assimilation Discourse 
Among many immigrants to the United States there is a strong belief that a certain 
degree of assimilation is highly desirable. This sort of assimilation is often connected to 
the pursuit of what is known as the "American Dream"—financial security and ultimately 
prosperity, which is promised implicitly to Americans, both native and foreign bom. In 
the pursuit of the “American Dream,” Assimilation Discourse overlaps with Liberal 
Humanist Discourse, and its promise of individual fulfillment. One of the most well 
known examples of Assimilation Discourse in composition circles is the memoir The 
Hunger of Desire written by Richard Rodriguez (1981), where Rodriguez as a boy pushes 
himself toward American culture and English and away from Mexican culture and 
Spanish. His parents encouraged him to do this, so that he could have the "chances they 
never had-an easier way" (627). An example of writing which draws on this discourse is 
from Maria's essay "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die": "I pity her because I feel 
it is not all her fault she distances herself from her family. She only wants to be * 
successful and have economic stability like everyone else." 
Conservative Discourse 
This discourse is a set of beliefs, values and views associated with political and 
social conservatism. These beliefs, values and views often are a reaction against 
progressive ideas and movements, such as feminism, gay rights, progressive educational 
movements, etc. This latter phenomena has been termed “backlash” by Susan Faludi 
(1991), particularly in reference to a reaction against feminism. The term “backlash” can 
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be extended to the reaction that some have against all such progressive movements. 
Conservative discourse is a set of beliefs which values the status quo, and resists 
progressive change. An example of student writing which draws on Conservative 
Discourse are these lines from Brian’s essay “Women Are Weird Folk” where he argues 
against eliminating gender bias from the English language: Have equal rights! Have a 
women’s (sic.) equal rights cake walk through Tian’anman Square, but don’t be the 
radical girl who wants to change a language.” 
Academic Literacy Discourse 
This is a discourse which teachers draw on to say that students need to learn the 
conventions of academic writing in order to, as I said my literature review, negotiate 
entrance into a “discourse community.” Students are taught whatever the academic 
standards for writing are at a particular level in a particular discipline, whether it is high 
school or college, social science or English literature. At the college level, Academic 
Literacy Discourse is associated with Bartholomae (1985), and his article “Inventing the 
University.” Bartholomae says that students need to learn to “join the conversations” 
going on in academia, since that is the convention for academic writing. Academic 
Literacy Discourse values what Marcia Farr calls “essayist literacy,” that is the 
underlying rules of Western essay writing, including detachment and directness (Farr, 
1993). A subject position available for teachers through Academic Literacy Discourse is 
a guide, whose job is to show conventions of academic writing.” Subject positions 
made available for students are students that can carry out the conventions of school- 
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required writing or students who cannot. Academic Literacy Discourse has a connection 
with Assimilation Discourse in that they both value learning how to blend in with a 
dominant group. Assimilation Discourse suggests the benefits of assimilation for those 
who are far outside the societally dominant group linguistically and culturally. In the 
United States this includes those who speak primary languages, including Black English, 
other than Standard English, and those whose primarily culture is different from the 
mainstream white American culture. Academic Literacy Discourse, on the other hand 
covers a broader group, including some who seem to be within the dominant group, but 
are alienated from Academic Literacy. Even middle class white students are alienated 
from Academic Literacy and the very specific languages of discourse communities within 
academia. Different fields within the academy have their own accepted ways of reading 
and writing. When Brian’s teachers tell him he doesn’t have enough “facts,” they are 
drawing on this Academic Literacy Discourse. 
Expressivist Discourse 
Expressivist Discourse represents the values of Expressivist Pedagogy. 
Expressivism has been a movement which places importance on individual potential for 
creativity and on—as Lil Brannon and C.H. Knoblach (1993) define it in Critical 
Teaching and the Idea of Literacy” ...'how' instead of‘what ‘ readers read and writers 
compose—the process as well as the product” (125-126). James Britton is often referred 
to as an important theorist whose work informed the beginnings of expressivism (Harris, 
1997). Britton (1970) takes the term “expressive” from the linguistic concept of 
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“expressive language”: “a direct expression of the speaker’s attitude towards what he is 
speaking about. Britton defines “expressive writing” as “writing that assumes an interest 
in the writer as well as in what he has to say about the world” (137). It describes a 
trusting sort of experience—one trusts at the moment one is writing that the ideas 
expressed are worthwhile and will be appreciated. 
Teachers who draw on Expressivist Discourse are indicating a value for the 
expressive writing of an individual. Teachers drawing on Expressivist Discourse might 
take up the available subject position of “optimistic writing coach.” This is a discourse 
that shares some of the values of Liberal Humanist Discourse, such as the stress on the 
individual fulfillment of potential, without a discussion of race or class, or other social 
issues. Expressivist Discourse also shares some values with Sentimental Discourse, in its 
valuing of the expression of emotion and feelings in writing. 
Genres 
Academic Writing Genres 
Academic Writing varies among disciplines but is characterized by an analytical 
distance created toward the subject and a movement from abstract generalizations to 
examples and more specific but still abstract statements. The ability to use other more 
established writer's ideas is important in this sort of writing, as is being able to document 
where the ideas came from. The goal in terms of overall tone is one of "handling- 
material with control. The writer is using all ideas and sources at her disposal in the 
service of making her own point-her thesis. Both personal essays and polemic essays for 
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the purposes of this study are considered subsets of academic writing since they meet the 
above criteria and were written to fulfill assignments asking them to do academic writing. 
Potential subject positions students will take up when writing in an academic genre will 
vary depending on whether they are doing personal essays, polemic essays or hybrid 
essays. 
Personal Essay 
The personal essay is a very open genre. It provides a structure which can be 
filled with many different sorts of writing about one's life, from experimental, poetic and 
metaphoric to more traditional "realistic" narrative. Very often the personal essay works 
through what has been referred to as a "turn," meaning some sort of lesson that was 
learned through some sort of major event. It can also be an in-depth look at a place or 
person or event that was meaningful. There are many other sorts of topics that would 
work in a personal essay as well, but the elements that all personal essays have in 
common are that they have a "thesis": statement that tells what the essay will show or 
prove, and then they will show or prove that which is stated. The personal essay shares 
with all essays the structure of introduction, body and conclusion, although they may not 
be as explicit as in other more formal essays. The discourses and related subject 
positions that students may take up when writing using this very flexible genre would be 
too numerous to list. Some common discourses used in personal essays are Sentimental 
Discourse, because of the personal nature of the material, and Liberal Humanist 
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Discourse, because of the perception that in this sort of essay you show that you have 
learned a life-lesson of the sort put forth by Liberal Humanism. 
Issues Essay/Polemic Essay/Persuasive Essay 
The Issues Essay is an essay which presents a polemic view about a social or 
political issue. This sort of essay, also referred to as a “Personal Essay,” shares with the 
personal essay the thesis, but it may or may not include personal information. The focus 
of this sort of essay is an issue, and any personal information which is included is there to 
support the opinion expressed about the issue. The tone of this sort of essay can be quite 
persuasive and committed. This essay tends not to be experimental, but instead to be 
more academic and outside sources may be quoted to support the argument established in 
the essay. Discourses often drawn on in this sort of essay are theoretical, such as 
Feminist Discourse or Social Constructivist Discourse. 
Autoethnographic Genre 
The autoethnographic genre has a close association with Social Constructivist 
Discourse. An essay written in the autoethnographic genre will have certain 
characteristics, which will make it likely that the writer will draw on Social Constructivist 
Discourse. This genre carries a set of values closely associated with the research and 
writing method of ethnography. Autoethnography comes out of the belief that one can 
observe one’s life as a kind of ethnographic researcher, looking at one's experience as a 
kind of "data." The genre expresses a value for looking at this data through the lens of 
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“culture.” As opposed to writing that is “culturally neutral,” autoethnographic writing is 
“culturally situated” (Brodkey, 1996). The autoethnographic genre values writing that is 
“culturally situated”--that is, writing which locates the writer in relationship to particular 
cultures, which the writer is and/or isn't a part of. Central to autoethnography are the 
same ideas that are central to ethnography, that is researching a setting with the goal of 
understanding culture and researching as an insider/outsider. A researcher who takes an 
insider/outsider perspective spends lots of time around the people who she is studying to 
become an “insider,” while at the same time tries to keep the “outsider” perspective of a 
researcher in order to see what people who are part of the culture take for granted (Moss, 
1992). A person engaged in autoethnographic research or writing is researching their 
own life and culture. They try to maintain some distance from their own experience so 
that they can bring the “outsider” perspective to their work. They also depend on their 
“insider” perspective as members of the culture or cultures they are writing about. 
Autoethnographic genre expresses a value for the “insider/outsider position” one can gain 
by writing about one’s life from an autoethnographic perspective. 
Putting on an ethnographer s hat and examining one's cultural experience as 
data" implies a sense of the socially constructed nature of experience and culture. This 
gives the “researcher/writer” the opportunity to study her life as culture—the way that 
ethnographers see it. In other words, culture, and behaviors associated with culture are 
all based on commonly accepted constructed beliefs. The use of this genre fosters the use 
of Social Constructivist Discourse. So, when students in English 111 were encouraged to 
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write in the autoethnographic genre, they were also being encouraged to draw on Social 
Constructivist Discourse and associated subject positions. 
Examples of writing which draw on autoethnographic genre are included in the 
following discussion of Maria’s “Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die”: 
I cannot block out the conversation, instead I find myself getting 
sucked into it and contemplating what I have heard. My mother is 
irritated at the fact that Isabel had specifically asked for a cup of 
milk instead of orange soda my mother was serving to the rest of 
the children, and how she insisted that her daughter should not get 
any candy because she would not want her to get jumpy and start 
running around and getting dirty, and what got her the most furious 
was that Isabel would not answer her back at all in Spanish 
knowing my mother has trouble with her English. 
Here Maria observes her family s cultural conflict from a distance. She unravels 
the reasons her mother, and the rest of the family as well, say they are upset with Isabel. 
Isabel is seen as turning her back on her Puerto Rican culture as well, as well as insulting 
her Puerto Rican family because she does not make an effort to fit in with them. There 
are many ways to view this conflict since it is based on a conflict between different 
socially constructed beliefs held to be true by different people. Maria points out later in 
the essay that Isabel’s side of the story is that she is assimilating to “be comfortable 
economically.” Her family’s side of the story is that they feel she is insinuating that she 
■s too good for them. Maria gathers all of these stories, but she ultimately points out that 
the conflict is really a larger socially constructed cultural conflict that is playing out 
through her family when she says: “I too like Isabel am living in a world that cannot let a 
person be proud of their ethnicity and culture, but instead judge and label them.” 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCOURSES AND SUBJECT POSITIONS SUPPORTED BY THE COURSE 
Introduction 
This section will focus on discourses and subject positions presented in the 
English 111 text and assignments and pedagogy. I am looking at discoursal elements in 
the course text and assignments because the whole course was built primarily around the 
readings and the assignments in the text. The purpose of this section is to highlight 
which discourses and subject positions appear in the readings and assignments to get a 
sense of which discourses and subject positions were underwritten by the class. An 
examination later in the dissertation of discourses and subject positions in student writing 
will show how students' writing might have been influenced by the discoursal elements of 
the text and the assignments. This chapter will also examine which genres were 
introduced in the class; it is information that is useful for the case studies, but will not be 
a major focus of this dissertation. Prior to discussing the course curriculum, I talk about 
the pedagogical discourses I drew on which influenced my role as teacher of the class. 
The Teacher 
I have been teaching composition for ten years and what has motivated my 
choices for pedagogical strategies has been a combination of idealism and pragmatism. 
This has all been influenced by my sense of my own position in the "power structure." 
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Sometimes I felt pressured to teach a particular way because of my supervisors, 
especially early on in my teaching career when I perceived myself as having less power. 
And in addition to specific pressures from supervisors, general pressure to "prepare" 
students to write in the academy has weighed on my mind. Yet the notion that writing is 
a creative endeavor and has revolutionary possibilities has also weighed on my mind. 
Teaching writing is quite a complex job. 
With all of that in mind I will write here about the conversations in the field of 
composition that I draw on in my pedagogy. I will also look at one teaching moment 
from my class as a representative sample of the conflicts I mention above. Then, I will 
look specifically at the text at the center of the teaching moment, a model introduction to 
a persuasive essay on bilingual education, and microanalyze that text for the discourses it 
draws on and subject positions it presents. This will suggest the discourses and subject 
positions made available through a particular piece of writing that I modeled. I have so 
much power in the classroom as the teacher, it would seem likely that students will take 
up the discourses and subject positions I present. However, some students may resist 
these discourses and subject positions, which in itself is an interesting story. Either way, 
it is important to look closely at what discourses and subject positions I am giving 
students access to through my own examples of writing. 
In English 111,1 made it clear that I believed that a student’s writing history had 
relevance to what they were doing now. I asked students to answer questions at the 
beginning of the semester about their writing history. In doing this, I drew on 
Express! vist Pedagogy, with its value of an individual's writing history and current 
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writing process. I drew on the optimism and value for individual fulfillment of Liberal 
Humanist Discourse as I acted as "optimistic writing coach," believing in the abilities of 
each student to make progress with her writing. I thought of my students as "writers-in- 
progress,” believing that students deserve to see themselves and be seen as "writers." 
After all, even professional writers go through the same sorts of processes as student 
writers-drafting, revising, etc. My influences for this aspect of my teaching persona 
were Peter Elbow (1973, 1981) and Donald Graves (1983). 
David Bartholomae (1988) influenced my thinking when he said that reading and 
writing in college is "joining an ongoing conversation." He stresses the importance of 
learning the rules of academic literacy as you begin to join this conversation. One rule is 
that a student needs to acknowledge that there is a conversation going on already on any 
subject matter—you are not the first to speak on any topic. One way students do this is by 
citing other sources, another is by avoiding large unsubstantiated claims, which would 
might lead them to be perceived as oblivious to the "ongoing conversation." In English 
111,1 was trying to teach students proper "manners" for writing in the particular situation 
of a college class for a particular audience, college professors. 
I often drew on ideas from a Social Constructivist pedagogy, talking about the 
socially constructed nature of language and knowledge in class. I discussed the readings 
from this perspective and we built on this idea as a class through the semester. So, for 
example, when we read June Jordan's (1985) piece we talked about how it is only as a 
result of social stigma that Black English had a low status. We discussed how no one 
language was more correct than any other. I also told students that I viewed grammatical 
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issues as issues of conventions of one dialect—not the best dialect. The influences for my 
perspective here include those theorists I have read in my own graduate education 
(Foucault (1980), and many theorists influenced by Foucault; Ivanic (1994, 1997); 
Brodkey (1996) and the readings and exercises in the text that I used to teach this class.) 
In relation to the Social Constructivist Discourse, I took up the subject position of "shaker 
of students’ sense of reality.” Social Constructivist discourse values looking at things in 
a revised way—"shaking-up" what appears to be the only true reality to make way for 
multiple realities, which are socially constructed. Students were offered the subject 
position of "revisionists" in relation to Social Constructivist Discourse. They were 
offered the possibility of seeing the old in new ways. 
These three discourses and related subject positions all influenced my teaching. 
When analyzed more closely these three perspectives are surely in conflict. As I 
discussed in the previous section, Academic Literacy Discourse can be in conflict with 
Social Constructivist Discourse. Above I talk about taking up the subject positions of 
"elder tutor in manners," while at the same taking up the subject position of "shaker of 
beliefs held to be true." One position holds up and prepares students for the status quo, 
and the other position hopes to cause social change. The subject position of "optimistic 
writing coach" is potentially in conflict with both of the other positions, as it assumes a 
value free position. In other words, it assumes that there is value in whatever students 
write. The other positions are looking for a particular sort of writing. So, as I teach I am 
negotiating between these conflicting discourses and subject positions and students are 
negotiating between the conflicting subject positions made available to them by these 
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discourses. In the next section, I look at how these three discourses play out in a teaching 
moment. 
The Moment 
I had just introduced students to an assignment to write a persuasive essay where 
they argued about bilingual education. Although we had long discussions about the pros 
and cons of bilingual education after reading about the subject, the students asked me for 
help with the practicalities of doing such an essay. I decided on the spot, that rather than 
keep to myself what I was hoping for in their essays, I would tell them directly. 
Although this was based on a belief that I held about the importance of the 
demystification of essay requirements, I hadn’t planned to write a model paragraph. 
After hearing their concern over writing this persuasive essay, which was different from 
the other essays we had written, I began to spontaneously put up on the board elements of 
a model introduction of the complex persuasive essay. I asked them to begin by 
acknowledging the other side of the argument. I had suggested they try to see their view 
as either moderate or complex --as opposed to one way or the other. It turned out that this 
was a collective experience in the class that was significant. Several students let me know 
that this direct example was very helpful to them because it told them specifically what I 
was looking for. Pieces of this paragraph were incorporated into students' writing for the 
essay it was intended to model and for the rest of the semester. I include this paragraph 
• • 
in its entirety below, and an analysis following: 
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Bilingual education has been a controversial issue for the past several years. 
Perhaps though one thing those who support it and those who are against it can 
agree on is that students feel more comfortable speaking their own language. 
Those who are against bilingual education may wonder if that is enough, but even 
Richard Rodriguez, who opposes all bilingual education admits that, ‘...it would 
have pleased me to hear my teacher address me in Spanish when I entered the 
classroom’ (98). Rodriguez says that he would have been happy to be surrounded 
by Spanish. If he felt good he would possibly have been more able to focus on 
the work of learning English. In this essay I will show the connection between 
bilingual education and increased motivation for learning in school by drawing on 
examples from published stories and stories from my experience. 
Expressivist Discourse would certainly not be drawn on in the act of putting such 
a paragraph on the board. Expressivist Discourse maintains the importance of creativity 
and would encourage students to freewrite on the topic to find out what "they know," not 
what I as the teacher know. The essay topic's call for students to include their own 
experience draws on Expressivist Discourse's value for personal experience. While 
Expressivist Discourse was drawn on in the way students were required to go about the 
process of wntmg-they needed several drafts, including a very rough draft-the activity 
of modeling draws more on Academic Literacy Discourse. 
The impulse to present this paragraph draws mostly on Academic Literacy * 
Discourse. I am trying to show students how to write a particular essay with particular 
"academic" manners. The promise of Social Constructivist Discourse however is that as 
a writer you can cause change-you can revise the way things are. Social Constructivist 
Discourse would go beyond manners. So my subject position as "shaker" takes a back 
seat here then to the more practical "tutor of manners." The assignment was to write 
about bilingual education from whatever point of view the students' wished. In light of 
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the kinds of social constructivist theory and revisionist narratives they read in the class, 
the assignment offered them the opportunity to draw on Social Constructivist Discourse. 
My approach here, however, conflicts with students' opportunities to draw on Social 
Constructivist Discourse in that I am telling them what and how to write and think. 
The position I find myself in, with conflicting discourses and subject position 
leading my way through my teaching is very common among composition instructors. 
We often feel caught between our idealism and the practical demands of helping students 
learn to write in the academy. 
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Table 5.1: Microanalysis of Model Introduction 
Line Unit of Analysis: 
Teacher Paragraph 
Discourse Ideology Genre Intertextu 
ality 
Subject 
Position 
1 Bilingual education 
has been a 
controversial issue for 
the past several years. 
Assimilation 
Discourse 
Native language 
speaking and/or 
multiple language 
speaking is 
dangerous and full 
of controversy. 
Seemingly 
objective 
newspaper¬ 
like writing 
Newspap¬ 
er/Essay 
writing 
Person who is 
knowledgeable 
about the 
conflict 
surrounding 
bilingual 
education 
2 Perhaps though one 
thing those who 
support it and those 
who are against it can 
agree on is that 
students feel more 
comfortable speaking 
their own language. 
Speaking one's 
own language 
makes one more 
comfortable. 
Seemingly 
objective 
newspaper¬ 
like 
writing/"Pers 
uasive essay" 
Newspap¬ 
er 
writing/" 
Persuas¬ 
ive Essay 
Person who is 
knowledgeable 
about the 
conflict 
surrounding 
bilingual 
education 
3 Those who are against 
bilingual education 
may wonder if that is 
enough, but even 
Richard Rodriguez, 
who opposes all 
bilingual education 
admits that, "...it 
would have pleased 
me to hear my teacher 
address me in Spanish 
when I entered the 
classroom"(98). 
Assimilation 
Discourse/ 
Cultural 
Empowerment 
Being comfortable 
is not enough 
when it comes to 
education/ 
Value for speaking 
one's own native 
langauge. 
Polemic 
Essay 
writing 
Editorial/ 
Magazine 
Writing 
Sympathetic to 
Assimilation 
Position 
Advocate of 
Cultural 
Empowerment 
4 Rodriguez says that he 
would have been 
happy to be 
surrounded by 
Spanish. 
Cultural 
Empowerment 
Value for speaking 
one's own native 
langauge. 
Polemic 
essay writing 
Editorial/ 
Magazine 
writing 
Advocate of 
cultural 
empowerment 
5 If he felt good he 
would possibly have 
been more able to 
focus on the work of 
learning English. 
Cultural 
Empowerment/ 
Assimilation 
Value for speaking 
one's own native 
langauge. 
It is important to 
learn to speak 
English 
Polemic 
essay writing 
Editorial/ 
Magazine 
writing 
Advocate of 
cultural 
empowerment 
Advocate of 
assimilation 
6 In this essay I will 
show the connection 
between bilingual 
education and 
increased motivation 
for learning in school 
by drawing on 
examples from 
published stories and 
stories from my 
experience. 
Cultural 
Empowerment/ 
Assimilation 
People are more 
motivated to learn 
when they can do 
so in their own 
language./ 
For immigrants it 
is important to do 
well in school 
because education 
leads to success. 
Polemic 
essay writing 
(particularly 
classic 
persuasive 
essay) 
Academic 
Essay 
ntroduct- 
ion 
Advocate of 
cultural 
empowerment 
Advocate of 
assimilation 
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This paragraph about bilingual education represents a compromise position 
between Assimilation and Cultural Empowerment Discourses. Assimilationist concerns 
about doing well in school and learning English are addressed, as is the Cultural 
Empowerment goal of being able to speak one's own language. In some ways a bilingual 
program embodies this compromise between these two discourses. 
On first glance I would have said that this paragraph was drawing only on 
Cultural Empowerment Discourse and the associated subject positions of advocate for 
cultural empowerment through native language use. On further analysis, however, I saw 
that Assimilation Discourse and associated subject positions, sympathizer with 
assimilationist view and advocate for assimilation, were drawn on through much of the 
paragraph. For example, in the first line, the way bilingual education is portrayed as 
"controversial" is built on an assumption that bilingual education is a problem. If only 
Cultural Empowerment Discourse was drawn on that sentence would read something like 
"Bilingual programs are important because they allow students to use their native 
language." and there would be no mention of bilingual education as "a controversial 
issue." My intention as a teacher was to show students how to acknowledge the other 
side's point of view, so that they would seem knowledgeable and even-handed. What I 
accomplished was giving them the green light to access both discourses and their 
associated subject positions in their writing. They were given permission to take up a 
compromise subject position in relation to the topic of bilingual education. Since I, as the 
teacher, had a lot of power in this context, my example paragraph represented a very 
strong encouragement to students to write their essays in a similar fashion. 
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As far as the other discourses and subject positions of the course, this piece of 
writing really didn't draw on them. The major discourse Social Constructivist Discourse 
is absent here. So, although these discourses which are considered to be "revolutionary, 
disruptive" discourses are the main focus of the reading for the course, students are not 
given access to those discourses for this essay, through my essay introduction. The "re¬ 
vision" students are encouraged to do instead is in the form of striking a new compromise 
position somewhere on the spectrum with assimilation at one end and cultural 
empowerment at the other. This sort of compromise is probably far less radical than a 
position drawn from the autoethnographic genre or Social Constructivist Discourse. 
Conclusion to Teacher Section 
In this section I have examined the discourses and subject positions that were 
represented in my teaching through my general attitudes and beliefs and through a 
specific teaching text I wrote. When I examined my general beliefs I found that they 
drew from a mixture of Expressivist, Academic Literacy, and Social Constructivist 
Discourses. When I examined the way I modeled an essay for students, however, I found 
that I drew primarily on the practical Academic Literacy Discourse and the associated 
subject position of "coach of manners." On looking at an example model text I wrote, I 
found that I modeled for students a "compromise subject position" which drew on both 
Assimilation and Cultural Empowerment Discourses. In general, in the data analysis 
chapter it becomes clear that this compromise subject position influenced students’ 
subject positions as they wrote their persuasive essays. 
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Background on the Course 
By the time I taught Basic Writing/English 111, also known as 111, the course 
had evolved to a point where it centered on an instructor-created course text The 
Composition of Our"selves." The understanding I have of the course and its purpose and 
history come mainly from meetings I attended with about ten other 111 instructors every 
other week for five semesters. The course was designed to serve students who were 
placed into the course as a result of the Writing Program placement exam. From my 
experience teaching the course I found that most of the students in the course were 
bilingual/multicultural and for most English was not their first language. Also many 
African-American students were placed in the course. The belief among the teachers of 
111 was that this was because the African-American students' writing had characteristics 
of Black English. It was understood among teachers that students might also place in 111 
because of learning disabilities, which impacted their writing, or because they did not 
receive the preparation in writing at their high schools that other students who passed the 
test did, namely how to write a clear well-developed essay under timed conditions. It 
was my experience and was also the experience of other teachers that the classroom 
population was much more diverse than the regular first-year writing course and that 
white European students were the minority and students of color of a variety of 
backgrounds were the majority. 
The course revolves around the course text, which was written in 1994 by the 
director of the basic writing program, Marcia Curtis, who also teaches the course, and a 
group of graduate assistants who taught 111. While each teacher brings with him or her 
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certain assumptions about teaching and writing and certain epistemological orientations, 
each teacher uses the course text, which guides all reading and writing in the course, and 
sets a very particular tone. 
There is one essay assignment for each unit of the course book. The essay grows 
out of the ’’guided writing questions" after the readings. Units Two and Three were the 
only units where most 111 teachers used guideline sheets separate from the guiding 
writing questions and "Unit Plans" in the book to set up expectations for readings. The 
reason for this was that in Units 2 and 3 we were introducing the "Exploratory Essay" and 
the "Persuasive Essay," respectively. Before each student wrote their essay for a unit, 
they composed a very rough draft called “Unit Plans.” The Unit Plans asked students to 
look through their guided writing answers to cull out information to begin their essay. 
The Unit Plans then ask them to organize the information into a kind of outline, and to 
begin writing their rough draft. 
At the time that the creators were assembling and writing this text, two ideas 
about teaching basic writing were at the forefront in the field: "academic literacy" and 
social constructivism." To some degree both of these ideas became important for 
composition because of growing awareness of the political nature of language, as a site of 
power relations. As I ve discussed, Academic Literacy Discourse is a discourse which 
maintains that there are conventions to master. Paradoxically, “Academic Literacy” as 
used by scholars in the field of literacy is a term which plays on the idea of "multiple 
literacies"—as opposed to only one literacy centered around the ability to simply read and 
write. From this perspective, different activities have different "literacies" one needs to 
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learn in order to be able to participate. Dance would have a particular "literacy," to be 
mastered, as would folk music, as would law. In my opinion, both views of academic 
literacy influenced the English 111 course. A value for academic literacy, as necessary 
for academic success, is represented through the guidelines for essay writing. The idea of 
nonacademic literacies, which people use to negotiate other realms of their lives, was also 
valued. We discussed the importance of nonacademic literacies in our students’ lives in 
our weekly instructor meetings, and several of the readings for the course talk about 
academic literacy and Standard English as only one literacy among many important 
literacies. 
The academic literacy perspective as it relates to composition is often associated 
with David Bartholomae who argued that college students were being asked to "join an 
ongoing conversation," when they wrote in college. Bartholomae's (1988) article 
"Inventing the University" suggested that students were faced with a difficult task since 
they had to seem like experts on topics they knew little about. Bartholomae's solution to 
this problem was to engage students in reading different essays on the same issue, to get a 
sense of the conversation, before they had to add their opinion in writing. The English 
111 teachers who created the text were very much influenced by this academic literacy 
movement and specifically by the Bartholomae and Petrosky text (1986) "Facts, Artifacts 
and Counterfacts." In "Facts" Bartholomae and Petrosky collected essays around 
particular issues in separate chapters. Students were asked to read the essays on a 
particular subject and then weigh in with their more informed opinion. Being able to help 
students learn how to "conduct themselves" when writing in the academy seemed 
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promising for their students who often came having little idea how to present themselves 
in this way. The creators of The Composition of Our “selves ” acknowledged David 
Bartholomae and co-author Anthony Petrosky—"whose ideas inspired the 
conceptualization of our own course"-in their acknowledgments of their book. 
The other perspective that influenced the English 111 curriculum is a Social 
Constructivist Perspective. This perspective, which maintains that all knowledge is 
socially constructed is not unrelated to an academic literacy approach. As I discussed in 
the “Teacher” section of this chapter, the relationship between academic literacy and 
social constructivism is complex. The two pedagogies overlap and are complementary in 
ways, and yet-as I described in the “Teacher” section of this chapter-they are also in 
conflict. As I stated in the discourse definitions chapter of the dissertation, Academic 
Literacy Discourse is based on the idea of there being “multiple literacies.” Each type of 
literacy is a symbolic system, which allows someone to function in a particular realm 
of life. This existence of this idea of multiple literacies owes to Social Constructivist 
ideas about power. In order to widen the definition of literacy from reading and writing, 
the idea of there being one literacy had to be interrogated, as a socially constructed idea. 
They are complementary in that Academic Literacy pedagogy helps students to join 
academic conversations, and Social Constructivist pedagogy gives students a language 
with which to be critical of issues within those conversations. 
While they overlap and are complementary, some students and teacher, including 
myself, may experience a conflict between the two pedagogies. Social constructivism 
offers a way to critique societal institutions and academic literacy is representative of one 
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of those sorts of institutions. One way to use this tension productively is to use social 
constructivist pedagogy in a class to present to students a critique of academic literacy as 
a socially constructed set of language and cultural practices. 
English 111 comes out of these two perspectives. The creators felt that it was 
important to help basic writing students gain access to academic literacy, including 
academic discourses, and ongoing conversations about topics often written about in the 
academy. At the same time, they felt it was essential to question the power of dominant 
discourses and institutions such as academic literacy, by engaging students in social 
critique. 
The Course Curriculum 
In this section I will be focusing on aspects of the English 111 curriculum, which 
relate to my research questions. In other words I will be attempting to show what 
discourses and ideologies are sponsored by this course and what subject positions 
students are or are not invited to take up. Below I summarize my findings in Table 5.2 
and 5.3. In Table 5.2 I list the dominant themes that run through the readings in each 
unit, as well as the major genres represented by the readings. In Table 5.3 I summarize 
the major discourses and subject positions made available in the different units of the 
course text. 
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Table 5.2. Themes and Styles in the Class 
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 
! Themes 
1 
| 
i | 
1 
Stories as ways of 
ordering experience 
Revision of stories Cultural Empowerment 
through language 
Women's Ways of 
Knowing and 
Communicating vs. 
Men's 
Sexual Stereotypes 
Identity as Multiple Dominant vs. 
subjugated stories 
Access to Power Feminism Power as Expressed 
through Fetishism and 
Fashion 
Identity as singular and 
developmental 
1 Style 
i 
i 
i 
Personal Essay Theoretical Polemic Polemic Theoretical 
Hybnd Memoir Memoir Memoir 
Collage Hybrid Essay (Personal 
and Polemic) 
Hybnd Essay Academic 
Auto ethnographic 
Theoretical 
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Table 5.3. Discourses and Available Subject Positions in the Class. 
Social 
Constructivist 
(Genre: 
Autoethnographic) 
Available Subject 
Position 
Cultural Observer 
of One's Own Life 
Available Subject ||Nostalgic Person 
Position 
Unit One 
Unit One attempts to widen students’ thinking about two concepts they are 
already familiar with: "stories" and "identity." The unit presents stories as a way to 
construct meaning from experience and knowledge and as a source of nostalgic 
memories. Similarly, the unit presents identity in two ways--as both postmodern 
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conception, constructed, multiple and changing, and consistent, less complicated way. 
These meanings of "stories" and "identity” draw on particular discourses and suggest 
particular subject positions for students to take up as they read and write. The 
presentation of stories as a way to construct meaning draws on Social Constructivist 
Discourse and makes available to students the subject position of “meaning maker” and 
“multifaceted self,” while the presentation of stories as sentimental and nostalgic draws 
on Sentimental Discourse and makes available the subject position of “nostalgic person,” 
someone who can look back at their experience for the pleasurable feeling this gives 
them. Autoethnographic genre elements, draws on Social Constructivist Discourse and 
makes available to students another subject position in relation to their own experience, 
that of “cultural observer of one’s own life.” The essays in this unit are written in the 
personal essay genre, academic essay genre, and with elements of autoethnographic 
genre. The unit essay assignment asks for students to write an introduction of themselves 
in the genre of a personal narrative. 
Social Constructivist Discourse 
The reading "Welcome to the Postmodern World" by O'Hara and Anderson 
introduces students to the concepts of postmodernism. 
All these people are shoppers in the great marketplace of realities that 
the Contemporary Western world has become: here a religion, there an 
ideology, over there a life-style. They, and millions like them, browse 
among a vast array of possibilities and in the process change not only 
their beliefs but their beliefs about belief-their ideas about what truth is 
and where it is found. They change not only their identities (I'm a 
woman, I'm a Jew, I'm a Jungian, I'm a liberal. I'm a Libra) but their 
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ideas about what identity means....The shopping is playful for some, 
deadly serious for others. (7) 
Identity is presented here as multiple and changing through the metaphor of the 
"marketplace of realities." This description draws on the discourse of Social 
Constructivism which maintains that identity is just one of many conceptualizations 
constructed by people. This, of course, is in contrast to the belief that people have one 
true identity. This discourse makes available to students the subject position of 
multifaceted person. They are offered the possibility to see themselves as having many 
identities, which can change over time. 
In the same essay students are exposed to another related message, which draws 
on Social Constructivist Discourse, that is, that reality is socially constructed by people 
through the "stories" they tell (including pop culture and media, etc.). O'Hara and 
Anderson write: 
There is no such thing as a human mind without beliefs and values; 
we are reality-constructing, valuing creatures. We many come to 
regard various belief systems-Christian, Marxist, Freudian-as 
stories, but they are stories constructed out of the human need to 
understand the cosmos and provide order to what otherwise would 
be the chaos of our lives. The stories are all we have; in a sense, 
they are all we are. (10) 
From Social Constructivist Discourse students also have the subject position of 
meaning maker available to them. They are given the opportunity to see that their reality 
has been sifted through and shaped by people, and that they shape their own reality 
through their own perceptions and meaning making. 
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Guided Writing Assignments. The guided writing questions also contained Social 
Constructivist Discourse. They asked students to brainstorm about: 
• their own multiple identities: "Who are you? (For now don't write an actual essay, 
instead, a list of ideas will do: try making as long a list as you can of short sentences, 
each one beginning with a phrase like ‘I am...,’ ‘I do...,’ T have...,’ or ‘I 
believe....’)" (19). 
• about how author Astrea Young made order with her story which was about a series 
of vans her father drove: "How does Young use her stories of ‘My Father's 
Vans’...to make order and make sense of her life for herself and for you, her reader?" 
(19). 
Both these guided writing questions draw on Social Constructivist Discourse. 
These in addition to the readings discussed above make available the subject positions of 
multifaceted self (Question 1) and meaning maker (Question 2). 
Autoethnographic Genre 
The reading, “Silent Dancing,” by Judith Ortiz Cofer, and the guided writing 
questions related to it, drew heavily on the autoethnographic genre and the related Social 
Constructivist Discourse and associated subject positions. “Silent Dancing,” taken from 
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a longer memoir by the same name, is made up of observations by the author about her 
Puerto Rican immigrant family. Her family is caught between two cultures, Puerto Rican 
culture and American culture, as can be seen in this quote from the excerpt: 
It became my father's obsession to get out of the barrio, and thus we 
were never permitted to form bonds with the place or with the people 
who lived there. Yet El Building was a comfort to my mother, who 
never got over yearning for la isla. She felt surrounded by her language: 
the walls were thin, and voices speaking and arguing in Spanish could be 
heard all day. Salsas blasted out of radios, turned on early in the 
morning and left on for company. (26) 
Her mother desperately is clinging to her Puerto Rican culture and her father is 
desperately trying to assimilate to American culture. Through her use of elements of the 
autoethnographic genre, Cofer took on the Social Constructivist subject position of 
“cultural observer of her own life,” in order to examine closely the tensions that existed 
in her family. 
Cofer drew on Social Constructivist Discourse and the embedded ideologies, 
which place a value on using one’s own experience as “cultural data,” which can be 
examined. Throughout this piece she presented and examined data from her life, * 
especially in the form of a movie of a family event, which she studied from a distance, 
piece by piece: 
In the home movie the men are shown next, sitting around a card 
table set up in one comer of the living room, playing dominoes. 
The clack of the ivory pieces was a familiar sound. I heard it in 
many houses on the Island and in many apartments in Paterson. In 
Leave it to Beaver, the Cleavers played bridge in every other 
episode; in my childhood, the men started every social occasion 
with a hotly debated round of dominoes. The women would sit 
around and watch, but they never participated in the games. 
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Here and there you can see a small child. Children were always 
brought to parties and, whenever they got sleepy, were put to bed 
in the host’s bedroom. Babysitting was a concept unrecognized by 
the Puerto Rican women I knew: a responsible mother did not 
leave her children with any stranger. And in a culture where 
children are not considered intrusive, there was no need to leave 
the children at home. We went where our mother went. (27) 
Cofer observed from a distance and analyzed this scene from a family gathering, 
not just remarking on the events, but linking these events to culture. The 
autoethnographic genre values observation of one’s cultural “situatedness” and one’s 
cultural experiences. This view of the importance of culture is an important part of 
autoethnographic genre and Social Constructivist Discourse. 
Guided Writing Questions. Autoethnographic Genre and Social Constructivist 
Discourse was represented in these Guided Writing Questions in Unit 1. 
• “Imagine that you had a home movie or video of one of your own family or 
neighborhood gatherings. List some of the particular scenes from that video you 
would stop to focus on and some of the details from those scenes” (34). 
• Reviewing the scenes you’ve listed, think about what other parts of your life 
each one points to, what other aspects of your life you might also describe in the 
way Cofer does” (34). 
Sentimental Discourse 
Other readings, however, focus more on traditional personal narrative topics 
which are individualistic and show people with consistent identities who exhibit change 
only developmentally. For example this line from a personal essay "Dragonflies” by 
former student Gianni Harris shows a man's perspective over time: There are times you 
experience moments that you wish would last forever....I see certain things and become 
sad because I know what I can never have the experience again. I take a deep breath and 
reminisce, with a smile, about my childhood memories" (21). His environment has 
changed and he has changed developmentally by getting older, but that he is still 
basically inhabiting the same one identity is not contested. This Sentimental Discourse 
offers students the opportunity to reflect about the past or about other people as they have 
developed, imagining ourselves and them as relatively consistent in terms of identity. 
Happy times can be reflected upon with nostalgia. Another example of this sort of 
discourse comes from the essay by Astrea Young "Generations." Young writes about her 
father, who did not live with her: 
The summer of 1978 was beautiful and warm on Martha's Vineyard. My 
father had a white van with read plush bucket seats. Sitting in the 
passenger seat I felt like a queen on a throne. He always had a wide array 
of girlfriends. All of them beautiful, they would braid my hair, make me 
necklaces and valentines and kiss me with full moist lips. (11) 
Young is focused on nostalgia. She casts herself and her father as one- 
dimensional characters, with identities that change little over time. She glosses any 
conflicts between her and her dad. Even here when she shows her disappointment with her 
dad, she stresses the happiness of their relationship: 
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He said now that he had a vehicle that ran so well he could finally come 
and visit me there. I told him what I had learned to always say, 'I won't 
hold my breath.' We laughed and he gave me a big sloppy kiss. For half 
the day we traveled the roads of Martha's Vineyard, not really going 
anywhere or doing anything, just being happy that we were together in a 
silver van, which on that day seemed to sparkle like a blue fish when the 
sun beams off its scales" (13). 
This Sentimental Discourse made available the subject position of nostalgic 
person to students. I do not mean to suggest that students were invited by this discourse 
to reflect critically; instead they were invited to reflect in a nostalgic way. 
Guided Writing Question. Sentimental Discourse was represented in these 
Guided Writing Questions in Unit 1. 
• One question asks about meaningful objects, people and places: "List as many such 
artifacts’ as come to mind....Choose one item from the list and tell its story 
here...List as many people as you can from your own past who stand out vividly in 
your own mind... .After reviewing the list you just made of characters from your past, 
choose one to describe more fully, one whose story you'd like to tell, and begin a 
character sketch of your own" (20). 
Another reads: "Think back over your own childhood and of places you loved to 
vistt....Choose one remembered place for your list. Then make another list, this one 
detailing the sights, sounds, and smells of the place you've chosen to describe." (34). 
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A third question represents a combination of Sentimental Discourse and Social 
Constructivist Discourse as it asks students to think about dramatic events in their lives 
and how their constructions of reality of have changed as a result of these events. 
• One assignment about important changes in their own lives: "Thinking back to your 
own childhood, list the experiences that changed you and your understanding of how 
the world works....Choose one experience that changed you—one "epiphany"—and 
describe it more fully" (35). 
These questions all draw on Sentimental Discourse. They make available the subject 
position of nostalgic person. 
Conclusion 
Unit One's essays and assignments draw on Social Constructivist Discourse, 
Sentimental Discourse and elements of the autoethnographic genre. The discourses of 
the readings, and the guided writing questions, offer students the subject positions of 
meaning maker and multifaceted person, cultural observer of one’s own life, and 
nostalgic person, through Social Constructivist Discourse, Autoethnographic, and 
Sentimental Discourses, respectively. 
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Unit Two 
Introduction 
The main theme of Unit 2 of is "Revisionist Stories. In Unit One stories were 
depicted as a method of organizing and presenting experience. In Unit Two the 
discussion is of how dominant stories are the stories which hold the most power in terms 
of forming popular opinion, while alternative subjugated stories are silenced. The editors 
of The Composition of Our “selves, ” explain: 
Dominant stories or knowledges are powerful. But their power depends 
upon our belief in them, our acceptance of them as "Truth, "our 
willingness to perform our lives according to them and thus be 
"normalized" by them....Change comes in the gaps all such stories have 
and when, in trying to perform those stories, we fill the gaps with our 
own experiences and imaginations. Change also comes when we 
uncover long-forgotten "subjugated knowledges" and tell long-silenced 
tales, thereby transferring power to them. (38) 
This idea of dominant and subjugated knowledge is shown through the readings 
and the guided writing questions at both a personal level and a societal level. A lot of 
emphasis is put in this unit on the ability of people to "uncover long-forgotten" 
knowledges through the revision of stories. The readings in this chapter, which focuses 
on revision of stories, draw on Social Constructivist Discourse. Social Constructivist 
Discourse makes available to students the subject position of Revisionist. The genres 
represented in the readings of this chapter are theoretical writing, memoir, and hybrid 
(personal essay and academic writing). For this unit students prepare for writing the essay 
by answering guided writing questions as before and then additionally are given an essay 
assignment sheet asking them to write an "Exploratoiy Essay." In this Exploratory Essay 
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assignment sheet they are asked to look at something-a story, a situation, an event— in "a 
new way." In this assignment, which draws on Social Constructivist Discourse they are 
asked to take up the subject position of Revisionist. 
Social Constructivism 
An essay by a former English 111 student Gwendylyn Milan tells her story about 
a cycle of women putting their own education and self fulfillment last in Milan's family, 
which was finally broken by the "third generation" of women in her family, including 
herself: "In contrast to what might be expected from her experience, my grandmother 
does not encourage her daughters to pursue a life different from her own. Her story 
remains untold; her mistakes, secrets. At age seventeen, her older daughter is expecting a 
baby" (41) Milan maintains that the reason she and her cousins were able to break the 
cycle was because her mother had told her the stories of the other generations. She 
writes, "The past stories of the first and second generation are finally told. It was the 
revelation of these stories that made a change, a change in our mentalities. We were 
given the opportunity to compare our lives to theirs. We have decided to pursue a 
different reality from that of our mothers" (42). This essay draws on Social 
Constructivist Discourse, which suggests that people can construct and reconstruct 
experience through stories. This essay begins with a quote by Adrienne Rich and acts as 
a model for students of how to write a personal essay which quotes and reacts to an 
outside source. This essay offers the reader the subject position of revisionist-"rewriter 
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of stories." The excerpt "From the Sweeter the Juice" by Shirley Haizlip is about how 
Haizlip's family is of mixed race background of African American and white. 
I am a black woman, but many of you would never know it. On the other 
hand, I do subscribe to the racial mythology that black people know their 
own. My skin is as light as that of an average white person. The skin of 
my sisters and brother is as light as, if not lighter than, mine. But we have 
lived as, worked as and mostly married black people. (43) 
Some of Haizlip's relatives have crossed the color line, being able to pass for 
"white." These relatives has disappeared, so to speak, across the color line, cutting ties 
with the rest of the family. Haizlip's story calls into question the definition of race, and 
shows that this definition is culturally constructed, having little to do with actual genetics: 
Ten thousand people each year cross the visible and invisible color 
line and become 'white' If a new sociological method of 
determining race were devised, equal numbers of black people 
might no longer be black. What happened in my family and many 
others like it calls into question the concept of color as a means of 
self-definition. (45) 
This essay may push students to question and revise the definition of race, 
and for that matter question the construct of race. The essay provides the subject 
position of revisionist to the reader. 
"Story, Knowledge, and Power" by Michael White and David Epston harkens 
back to the earlier essay by Anderson because it is so theoretical. It contrasts against the 
previous narratives and memoirs. This essay is probably the most challenging in the 
entire book. It introduces students to Foucalt's ideas about discourse, knowledge and 
power. White and Epson write about power: "...Foucault argues that we predominantly 
experience the positive or constitutive effects of power, that we are subject to power 
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through normalizing "truths" that shape our lives and relationships. These 'truths,' in 
turn, are constructed or produced in the operation of power" (50). They draw on 
Foucault's ideas about how subjugated knowledges can gain power: "These knowledges 
can be resurrected only by careful and meticulous scholarship; and in this resurrection, 
the history of struggle again becomes visible and unitary truth claims challenged" (54). 
This essay discusses the notion of dominant stories and subjugated stories. It also 
discusses the ideas of power relations as transmitted through language and as perpetuated 
by people through language. This essay offers students the subject position of intellectual 
or academic because it is so theoretical and so difficult. It presents on a large scale the 
idea of change being made through revisions or "performances" of subjugated alternative 
stories. While the other more personal pieces provided the subject position of Revisionist 
on a more personal level, this piece introduces the idea of revision of history in a broader 
more theoretical way. This essay introduces students to the genre of academic writing 
which is highly theoretical. 
The two personal memoirs "Invisible Fathers" by Crow Dog and "Excerpt from 
Woman Warriors by Hong Kingston show how "lost" subjugated stories can be 
reinstated as history is revised through revision of stories. Crow Dog shares how her 
family was forced to give up their language and their family customs to the detriment of 
well-being of the family. 
And so the government tore the tiyospaye apart and forced the Sioux into 
the kind of relationship now called the "nuclear family"-forced upon 
each couple their individually owned allotment of land, trying to teach 
them 'the benefits of wholesome selfishness without which higher 
civilization is impossible.' At least that is how one secretary of the 
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interior put it. So the great brainwashing began, those who did not like to 
have their brains washed being pushed farther and farther into the back 
country into isolation and starvation" (64). 
Even today many Americans do not know the suffering of Native American 
people, especially when it comes to language and family. This subjugated story has not 
been integrated into the history of Americans. The students experience how their 
learning of these events brings these events out of dormancy and into consciousness. The 
same is true for "Excerpt from Woman Warriors." Kingston shares the story of a secret 
aunt who she did not know about because she became pregnant out of wedlock and was 
shunned by her community: "On the night the baby was to be bom the villagers raided 
our house. Some were crying. Like a great saw, teeth strung with lights, flies of people 
walked zigzag across our land, tearing the rice (69)." The aunt drowned herself in the 
family well after the villagers raided her family’s home. Her family never spoke of her 
because of the shame they felt she brought on them. Kingston provides the opportunity 
for students to witness how her aunt's story was excavated from where it had been buried 
for years. Students are provided the opportunity to take up the subject position 
Revisionist from both these memoirs, as they experience lost stories being told and 
history, historical and person revised. 
Guided Writing Questions. The guided writing questions ask students to look at 
stories from different perspectives and attempt to revise those stories: 
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■ They were asked to take on the role of Revisionist in relation to their own families: 
"Think about your own family....imagine a family photograph, taken perhaps on a 
birthday, holiday or other special occasions when the who family gets together. 
Make quick notes for yourself of everyone in your picture. Now, who is not in the 
photograph....Whose story is left untold when the family tells its stories? Try writing 
that lost relative's story here. Or try re-writing your family story here" (74). 
■ They were asked to take on the role of Revisionist when thinking about their own 
"selves.": “Return to the list of ideas about yourself you made in the first guided 
writing you did for this class.... What did you leave out? What part of yourself was 
lost, forgotten, silenced or cast out of your original list? Restore that part of yourself 
to the center of your self-portrait, and begin your restorying now" (75). 
Conclusion 
Unit Two focuses on "restorying" or "revision" of stories and on the related theme 
of dominant and subjugated stories. Students are encouraged to believe that they can be 
involved in the retelling and revisioning of stories themselves. They are offered the 
subject position of revisionist. The major discourse in this unit is Social Constructivist 
Discourse. 
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Unit Three 
Unit Three picks up the notion of stories once again, this time focusing more 
directly on the language that makes up those stories. The readings show that the sort of 
language used has a lot to do with how stories are perceived. Language can have strong 
personal and political implications. Language is an important part of a person's cultural 
identity. As the editors say at the beginning of the Unit: ".. .just as we convey our stories 
in language, our stories are in our language." Also, the editors in talking about a reading 
by Walter Truett Anderson introduce the social constructivist notion that on a societal 
level, different languages hold different amounts of status, and to be identified with 
particular languages means particular things: 
In a time that Anderson characterizes as full of 'constructed' realities as 
well as 'constructed' selves, language, with its ability to define both the 
self and as Baldwin suggests, the 'other,' is the essence of such 
constructions....It can separate us as individuals when we evolve our 
unique "voices" in our writing. And it can exclude us from the 'culture 
of power,' as Lisa Delpit illustrates in her essay 'The Silenced Dialogue,' 
when our language is not the 'dominant' language. (90) 
The Unit's readings cast two opposing sorts of actions for dealing with the issues of 
language and identity. One is to embrace cultural empowerment through the use of 
cultural languages even when they are not "standard languages," e.g. English. The other 
is to assimilate to the dominant standard language. These readings draw on Cultural 
Assimilation Discourse or Empowerment Discourse and Social Constructivist Discourse. 
Assimilation Discourse makes available the subject position of advocate of assimilation 
and Cultural Empowerment Discourse and Social Constructivist Discourse make 
available the subject position of advocate of cultural empowerment. The genres 
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represented in these readings are hybridized pieces, which include both memoir and 
academic writing. The assignment for this unit was a persuasive essay, taking a stand on 
the language issues that were discussed in the readings. 
As I explained in Chapter Five, in the “Teaching Moment” section, students were 
asked to take a stand on one of the above language issues. They were reminded by me 
when I discussed the assignment with them that people will be more likely to be swayed 
by someone who is "calm" and "does not get in their face." To accomplish that I 
suggested that they tone down their argument by making a "small" nuanced argument 
instead of a wide sweeping general point. Also as I did for Unit 2,1 handed out an essay 
assignment guidelines sheet for this essay. The guidelines stress that students should 
build on techniques they used for writing the exploratory essay: "Relate your own 
personal experience and use it to express an idea or opinion you want others to 
understand and accept. But this time, instead of exploring experience in order to discover 
a message, start with your message and use the readings along with your own experience 
to make it believable and convincing." The guidelines also emphasize that students 
should be clear about their thesis: "Use one or more of the readings to help you think of 
not just an essay topic but also an opinion-a statement-you want to express about it." 
The guidelines offer examples of topics which range from direct arguments about the 
exact topics of the readings to arguments addressing applications of the general concepts 
of the readings: "For instance, after reading 'Aria, 'you might want to disagree with 
Rodriguez and persuade readers that bilingual education is good. Or you might want to 
apply Rodriguez's ideas to another educational program..." In this essay, I was hoping 
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that the students would take on the subject position of an academic or intellectual, 
constructing a complex argument which is less subject to toppling since it does not make 
huge claims. 
Although there were several different language issues that were discussed 
including bilingual education and Black English and students could choose any to focus 
on, in taking a side they were really being asked to take up subject positions of cultural 
empowerment advocate or assimilation advocate. 
Assimilation Discourse 
The excerpt from Richard Rodriguez's memoir "Hunger of Memory" draws on 
Assimilation Discourse. In this memoir, Rodriguez tells the story of how when he moved 
from Puerto Rico to the United Sates with his family, he felt he need to assimilate to 
American culture through learning the "public" language, English, as soon as possible. 
He says that although assimilation made him feel alienated from his family, it was the 
best course for him. He says that even though he might have initially felt more 
comfortable continuing to speak Spanish all the time, he would have had problems 
adjusting to his new home: 
Without question, it would have pleased me to hear my teachers address 
me in Spanish when I entered the classroom. I would have felt much less 
afraid. I would have trusted them and responded with ease. But I would 
have delayed-for how long postponed?~having to learn the language of 
public society....Fortunately, my teachers were unsentimental about their 
responsibility. What they understood was that I needed to speak a public 
language. (98) 
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Assimilation discourse is echoed again in Lisa Delpit's "Silenced Dialogue." 
Assimilation is partially represented Delpit’s concept of the importance for 
underrepresented groups to have access to the “the culture of power.” The culture of 
power is represented in part as the ways that middle and upper class white students 
approach learning in class in response to middle and upper class white teachers teachers 
methods and expectations. The idea behind this is that the way that middle and upper 
class white students and teachers communicate is based on cultural assumptions and 
learned knowledges which are not the same as those of people of other cultural groups. 
Delpit makes the case that students’ ultimate success, personal and financial depends on 
them assimilating to this knowledge. She writes "As one parent demanded, 'My kids 
know how to be Black-you teach them how to be successful in the White man's world" 
(106). While Delpit’s argument draws on some aspects of Assimilation Discourse, her 
argument is critical of power relations in a way that Assimilation Discourse is not. Delpit 
draws on Social Constructivist Discourse to critique unequal access to what she calls the 
culture of power. 
Cultural Empowerment Discourse 
The two pieces of writing "Nobody Means More To Me Than You and The 
Future Life of Willie Jordan" by June Jordan and "If Black English Ain't a Language" by 
James Baldwin explore the power relationship embedded in language use. Both call for 
cultural empowerment through language use, particularly Black English. Both essays 
take on the challenge of persuading readers that Black English is a language in its own 
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right, and offer students a perspective of cultural empowerment through language which 
runs counter to Rodriguez’s argument for assimilation. Jordan in her piece recounts how 
she taught a class on Black English where she and the students mapped out the grammar 
and characteristics of the language, finding that the language was a large part of the 
identity of so many African Americans: "Black English is not exactly a linguistic 
buffalo; as children, most of the thirty-five million Afro-Americans living here depend on 
this language for our discovery of the world" (116). And that the language offered 
different and additional possibilities for meaning and structure when compared with 
Standard English: 
Our language devolves from a culture that abhors all abstraction, or 
anything tending to obscure or delete the fact of the human being who is 
here and now/the truth of the person who is speaking or listening. 
Consequently, there is no passive voice construction possible in Black 
English. For example, you cannot say, 'Black English is being eliminated.' 
You must say, instead, 'White people eliminating Black English.'" (121) 
During that semester a student Willie Jordan's brother was shot because of 
mistaken identity due largely to the fact that he was black. Students in the Black English 
class wanted to write a letter to the newspaper decrying the blatant deadly mistake. They 
thought it would be appropriate to write the letter in Black English because of the 
circumstances of Willie Jordan's brother's death and all that they had learned about Black 
English. They realized though that Standard English is the language of power and that 
they might be more likely to be taken seriously if they wrote their letter in Standard 
English. Jordan writes "It was heartbreaking to proceed, from that point. Everyone in 
the room realized that our decision in favor of Black English had doomed our writings, 
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even as the distinctive reality of our Black lives always has doomed our efforts to 'be who 
we been' in this country" (126). They grappled with this conflict and in the end wrote in 
Black English, feeling proud of their letter and what they felt they communicated with it. 
The letter, however, did not get published. The events depicted in this essay allude to the 
conflict between Cultural Empowerment through using native/mother languages and 
Assimilation through the use and mastery of Standard English. This conflict is 
represented through vocabularies of Cultural Empowerment Discourse and Assimilation 
Discourse. Students have the opportunity to take up subject position offered by these 
discourses, since both are represented. 
Guided Writing Questions: Giving Students Room To Make Up Their Own 
Minds. In this unit questions moved students toward taking up positions as advocates of 
assimilation or of cultural empowerment, or a combination of both-but pushed them to 
come up with their own "opinion." 
• One question asked students after reading the two big "pro-assimilation" pieces 
Rodriguez and Delpit’s pieces to "take a stand on" the issues of bilingual education 
and the use of other mother tongues, such as Black English: "But what do you think? 
How do you think teachers can best help non-Standard English speaking (English as 
Second Language) children to learn?" (115). 
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• Another question asks students to think again about bilingual education after having 
read the "pro-cultural empowerment" pieces, Jordon's piece and Baldwin's piece. It 
suggests "...you may now think differently about bilingual education and the 
opinions you expressed in the first Guided Writing for this unit, "Homesick." Review 
what you wrote there and, if your thoughts have changed in any way, express your 
new views here” (135). 
Unit 4 
Unit Four introduces Feminist Discourse and draws again on Social Constructivist 
Discourse. The subject position made available by Feminist Discourse is feminist, person 
who believes women face inequities, and the subject position made available by Social 
Constructivist Discourse is person engaged in a social critique, person who not only 
recognizes inequities, but is moved to want to change these inequities. This chapter on 
gender focuses heavily on issues of inequality facing women. The chapter also attempts 
to extend this model to other groups such as underrepresented ethnic groups and gay 
people. The chapter extends the notion of social constructivism to assert that 
discrimination against women is not natural but learned and socially constructed, in being 
past through language just as solutions to the problems of discrimination are constructed. 
The idea of multiple selves is revisited with the new idea that although there is freedom 
to choose identities, these identities can be rejected by society. This leads to the 
introduction of a new sort of thinking—critical thinking. The editors make it clear that 
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they believe there is a need for critical thinking when they quote Walter Truett Anderson 
from his essay in this Unit titled "Being Someone: The Construction of Reality": "...it 
can also be a source of frustration to those of us who discover society does not like the 
self we have constructed.... These people, he suggests, have a special stake in changing 
'not only laws and power structures, but social constructions of reality'—in insisting their 
stories, their knowledges be heard” (137). In Unit Two students were asked to begin by 
being “revisionists” of personal stories, which they then were invited to connect to 
cultural issues. In Unit Four, however students are asked to consider how revision at the 
societal level could change the status of a marginalized group—in this case women. This 
is a more “critical” perspective—a new subject position for them. The readings for this 
unit included mostly polemic essays, as opposed to narrative essays. The Essay topic for 
this unit was “open,” but was to grow out of the students’ guided writing answers. 
Feminist Discourse 
The next reading “Talk in the Intimate Relationship: His and Hers” by Deborah 
Tannen is about the differences in communication styles of men and women. Tannen 
holds that conversation between men and women is “cross cultural” communication 
because men and women are socialized differently. This piece is written in a non-fiction 
style but is very conversational as compared to the very academic pieces in the course 
book. Tannen claims neutral status in her book He Said, She Said through giving equal 
time to men and women’s communication styles. 
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If they do have heart-to-heart talks, the meaning of those talks may be 
opposite for men and women. To many women, the relationship is 
working as long as they can talk things out. To many men, the 
relationship isn't working out if they have to keep working it over. If 
she keeps trying to get talks going to save the relationship, and he 
keeps trying to avoid them because he sees them as weakening it, then 
each one's efforts to preserve the relationship appear to the other as 
reckless endangerment (147). 
Tannen, who writes from a linguist’s perspective, doesn’t draw on Feminist 
Discourse, however, Feminists are interested in what she has uncovered because 
Tannen’s discovery’s are echoed in two other readings which draw much more heavily 
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from feminist discourse, particularly that which references the concept of “women’s ways 
of knowing,” that is a view that women perceive things in a way that is different from 
man, and women’s ways of knowing and being are undervalued compared to those of 
men. The Development of Thoughtfulness in College Women: Integrating Reason and 
Care by Blythe McVicker Clinchy presents the argument that women engage in knowing 
that is connected.” “They deliberately bias themselves in favor of the thing they are 
examining. They try to get right inside it, to form an intimate attachment to it" (152). 
McVicker Clinchy asserts that men engage in knowing that is “separate": "They look for 
what is wrong with whatever it is they are examining. They think up opposing positions" 
(151). Clinchy maintains that men’s way of knowing is respected in the university 
setting over women’s ways. The subject position of feminist is made available through 
this piece of writing. 
How language plays a role in keeping that status quo or enabling a new way of 
thinking is the topic of the next reading by Dale Spender “The Politics of Naming.” Here 
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again is an example of how in this course language is pushed again and again to the 
center because of its role in maintaining or changing power structures. Spender shows 
through examples that language determines how people can talk about their experiences 
and even can affect how people make sense of their experiences. A major example 
Spender uses is the rise of the term sexual harassment. Before that term existed people 
may not have been able to give words to experiences of sexual misconduct in the 
workplace, but after it had become commonplace, people could easily imagine and 
explain a name for their experience of sexual harassment. This reading connects with the 
theme in this unit of thinking critically because here is a concrete way the status quo and 
set power relationships can be changed—through the use of new language. It also picks 
up on the social constructivist discourse running through the course since it says that 
language affects and can change the construction of reality. 
Adrienne Rich’s piece “Taking Women Students Seriously” also draws heavily on 
feminist discourse and makes available a feminist subject position for students. The 
piece describes how hard it is for women to exist and do work in a university 
environment which is so male in many ways. The university Rich says is hostile to 
women in many ways, including the way women are left out of the readings in classes to 
the lack of safety for women on college campuses. 
The capacity to think independently, to take intellectual risks, to assert 
ourselves mentally, is inseparable from our physical way of being in the 
world, our feelings of personal integrity. If it is dangerous for me to 
walk home late of an evening from the library, because lama woman 
and can be raped, how self-possessed, how exuberant can I feel as I sit 
working in the library? (168) 
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Guided Writing Questions. Questions asked students to draw on 
Feminist Discourse and take up a Feminist subject position in the guided writing 
questions. For example, one question reads: "In your own words and from your 
own experience, explain the 'stake' women have 'in conversations about 'truth 
and 'reality'” (158). 
Social Constructivist Discourse 
The first reading in Unit Four “Being Someone: The Construction of Personal 
Reality” by Walter Truett Anderson revisits the issues of identity construction which 
were introduced in Unit One. Particularly the focus in this essay is the tension between 
the “myriad of selves” people can take up and society’s judgment of these selves. This 
discussion builds on what students have read about normalizing truths and dominant 
stories from Unit Two. The reading adds an appeal to students to understand the 
importance of thinking critically, of taking up a subject position of person engaged in 
social critique. They are encouraged to think about what sorts of changes could be made 
to alter power relationships with this statement: “People who are rejected by society or 
held back by society have special stake in changing not only laws and power structures, 
but social constructions of reality—insisting their stories be heard.” 
Guided Writing Questions. Questions asked students to draw on Social 
Constructivism and take up the subject position of person engaged in a social critique in 
the guided writing questions. For example, one question reads: “Define the group or 
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groups you see as having, like women, 'a stake in conversations about 'truth and 'reality’ 
especially when those conversations pertain to matters of law, education, and power 
generally" (158). 
Unit Five 
Unit 5 asks students to think about the ways that social class, gender, and 
sexuality are tied up together, and how cultural stereotypes about class, gender, and 
sexuality can have devastating effects on people. This unit is ultimately a revisiting of 
social constructivism—this time what is being constructed is beliefs about people based 
on constructions about social class and gender. Offered through the major discourse in 
this unit, Social Constructivist Discourse, the main subject position offered to students is 
that of a person who is aware of the socially constructed nature of social class, gender 
and sexuality. This subject position builds on the social constructivist ideas introduced 
throughout the text and the other subject positions which have been available to students 
through Social Constructivist Discourse. The topics of gender identity and sexuality are 
new. The readings include both theoretical academic readings and personal narratives. 
The assignment for this unit again was an open topic essay, which grew out of the 
students guiding writing answers. 
Social Constructivist Discourse 
The first reading in Unit Five is scholarly: “A Story About Stories” by Walter 
Truett Anderson. Anderson’s piece is a wrap up to the thread about the social 
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construction of stories that become our reality. The message of this piece is that even 
social constructionism is simply one more story—one more worldview. 
The constructivist worldview is a story about stories, and it is also a 
story. It is a belief, and in some ways an arbitrary one. It presumes, 
without knowing how to prove it, that there is an objective cosmos 
that we can seek to understand, even though all our understanding is 
always in a sense subjective. There are other stories, stories that 
there is no objective cosmos at all, or that it is what we create. And 
yet other stories will probably come along. (181) 
The second reading and third are stories about people who are severely mistreated 
by their peers because they are thought to embody sexual impulses thought to be 
shameful by the mainstream culture they existed in. The first “The Making of a Slut” by 
Naomi Woff shows the reader Dinah a working class girl who because of her 
voluptuousness and pride was labeled a slut. The second was the memoir of Paul Monet 
called “From Becoming a Man” which told of Monet’s experiences of watching a boy be 
beaten because bullies thought he was gay and not saying anything to stop him. 
It was Austin Singer, a meek, nervous kid who was always working too 
hard to make friends; the son of a math teacher at Phillips Academy. He 
vigorously denied the homo charge, choking it out between punches, 
which only made Vinni angrier. He growled at two of his mick 
henchboys, who pinned poor Austin's face to the wall....Vinnie and his 
boys sprang away, shrieking with laughter. Instantly I busied myself with 
my lunchbox, terrified they would notice me. As they swaggered away, 
neither I nor anyone else made a move toward Austin-slumped in the 
comer as if it would have been easier to die than survive this thing. We all 
went hurrying away to eat our waxed-paper lunches. I never, never talked 
to Austin again. But, as I hastened to assure myself, we hadn't been 
friends anyway. (193) 
Monet, himself gay, explores the Catholic church’s role as a mainstream purveyor 
of beliefs about people in perpetuating negative feelings about gay people. In both 
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readings the reader is asked to take on the subject position of a person who is aware of 
the socially constructed nature of social class, gender and sexuality. 
The remaining readers explore the topics of power and sexuality. Readers are 
shown how misleading beliefs about sexuality in the form of stereotypes led man to 
assumed his Asian male partner was actually a woman in the story that M. Butterfly is 
based on. The partner refused to have actual intercourse and the man believed it was 
because of Asian women being demure. ’’The diplomat, Bernard Bouriscot, attempting to 
account for he fact that he had never seen his 'girlfriend' naked, was quoted as saying, "I 
thought she was very modest. I thought it was a Chinese custom. "And finally the last 
reading has to do with power and fashion and how particular items of clothing carry 
messages of power and gender and how fetish items are often worn as regular clothing. 
'Self-presentation is about power,' agrees fashion scholar Elizabeth 
Wilson, and this has often meant that women's fashions have drawn on 
male prototypes. Contrary to popular belief, men's clothes (like 
trousers) are not necessarily functionally superior to women's clothes, 
but they are symbolically powerful. (205) 
Guided Writing Questions. The guided writing questions leading up to the Essay 
ask students to explore issues of sexuality and power. 
• One question asks students to think about people who they have known who have 
been shunned by their peers simply because they represent an aspect of sexuality 
which people are uncomfortable with or have unconscious fears about: "Think 
back to your own junior high and high school days, and tell the story of a class 
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outcast. Then analyze that person's situation. Why was he or she designated for 
shunning? What fears and/or desires in classmates did the person represent? 
What fears and/or desires of the community or society were voiced in classmates' 
gossip and insults?" (194). 
• Another question asks students to analyze what the relationship between power 
and clothing is in their own lives and in the readings: "Look through a variety of 
magazines and select some advertisements...From your selection, choose a few to 
"read" closely, and then discuss the types of 'fantasy selves' they convey, the 
desire they appeal to in potential buyers" (209). 
• A third asks students to "Look in your own closet...What special and especially 
significant fashions do you find there? What sorts of identities do they imitate 
and /or convey? What desire, fears, and fantasies do they symbolize" (209). 
• And another question asks students to revisit the ideas of social constructivism: 
"Using quotations of your own choosing from both Steele's essay and Hwang's 
'Afterword,' discuss the connections you see between them, especially as they 
relate to the unexpectedly blurry line between fantasy and reality, men and 
women, 'normal' and 'perverse,' as well as to the ways that line is constructed 
(210). 
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Unit Five is about the relationship between sexuality and power, discussed 
through the discourse of Social Constructivism. It is also about how people are shunned 
if they do not fit in with certain norms regarding the way they carry themselves. Students 
are asked to apply what they have already thought about in terms of dominant stories and 
subjugated stories to the realm of sexuality and roles and norms associated with sexuality 
and gender roles. The readings and the writing assignment ask students to take on the 
subject position of someone who is aware of socially constructed norms which may be 
favorable to the dominant group but not others. 
Summary 
Social Constructivist Discourse is clearly the dominant discourse of the course. 
Each unit draws heavily on Social Constructivist Discourse and/or closely related 
discourses, such as Cultural Empowerment Discourse and Feminist Discourse and 
associated subject positions. The subject positions associated with Social Constructivist 
Discourse which were made available, “multifaceted self,” “meaning maker,” 
“revisionist” and “social critic” span from observational (multifaceted self and meaning 
maker) to more critical (revisionist and social critic). The genre of autoethnographic 
writing in Unit 2, with its focus on cultural observation, also helps to make Social 
Constructivist Discourse available to students. 
Other discourses that were made available in the course included Sentimental 
Discourse and the associated subject position of nostalgic person which is prevalent in 
the first unit of the course. Sentimental Discourse is drawn on in several personal essays, 
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which in contrast to the more culturally-focused pieces and non fiction pieces, do not take 
a cultural or social constructive perspective. Instead they are focus less on culture and 
issues of power and more on personal and emotional issues on at the level of the 
individual. 
Assimilation Discourse, which appears in the unit on language, is a discourse 
valuing pragmatism. This discourse represents the concerns of immigrants and dialect 
speakers who face economic obstacles tied to the ability to speak and act “American.” It 
represents a counterbalance to Cultural Empowerment Discourse, which maintains that 
immigrants and dialect speakers will be empowered through their connection to their 
culture. In this unit students were asked to write in the genre of the “persuasive essay” 
where they took a stand on language issues they read about, once becoming familiar with 
the issues. 
The subject positions made available to students through the English 111 text are 
mainly those that ask them to observe culture and become more socially critical. There 
are however some other perspectives represented through Sentimental Discourse and 
Assimilation Discourse. 
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CHAPTER 6 
INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDIES & CASE STUDY - MARIA 
Introduction to Case Studies 
The case studies are set up to answer the research questions outlined in chapter I. 
Each research question draws on Ivanic's (1998) "aspects of writer identity." These 
aspects explain how identity functions when a student writes. The first aspect is the 
multiple and changing identities students bring with them to the act of writing, which 
Ivanic calls "autobiographical self." The second aspect is the temporary identity they 
create for themselves through writing, which she calls "discoursal identity." The third is 
how the context for their writing expands or limits opportunities for them to express 
particular identities. Ivanic calls this third aspect of identity "possibilities for self-hood in 
the socio-cultural and institutional context." These three aspects of identity are all 
interrelated. Ivanic explains that as much as they can, constrained by cultural and 
institutional forces, writers draw on discourses to create discoursal identities. Students 
autobiographical selves influence what discourses they have access to. The discourses 
they have access to are those which they “encounter in their life histories” (Ivanic, 1998, 
330). These “encounters” include those discourses they have had access to before writing 
course and those they gain access to in the course. Ivanic describes the relationship 
between the autobiographical selves and the discoursal identity this way: “Writers 
creatively recombine the discoursal resources at their disposal in order to construct the 
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unique discoursal self which they present in their writing. These creative re¬ 
combinations contribute towards discoursal change and hence new possibilities for self¬ 
hood in the future” (329). Ivanic is arguing that students’ discoursal identities affect and 
change their autobiographical selves for the future. 
The autobiographical self is made up of the identities that a student brings with 
them when they enter a writing situation. These identities may influence a piece of 
writing, but they are not the identity presented in a piece of writing. As Ivanic (1998) 
says, the autobiographical self is the self that "produces a self portrait, rather than a 
portrait that is produced." (26) The identities that are part of the autobiographical self are 
multiple, changing and socially constructed. The first research question, which is 
answered through the "profile" section of each case study, is "What aspects of students’ 
autobiographical selves do they bring to the course?" As Ivanic recommends, I sought 
answers to this questions through interviews with the students. I also depended on my 
knowledge of students from being their teacher for a semester. 
The second section of each case study presents the answer to my second research 
question What discourses and subject positions are evident in students' writing?" Here I 
am seeking to understand what Ivanic calls "discoursal identity"~the temporary 
composite identity created and presented when students take up discourses and available 
subject positions in their writing. I microanalyzed sections of students writing to find out 
what discourses and subject positions are represented in their writing. 
In the third section of each case study I am concerned with how the class may have 
influenced my students’ identities. My third research question, which I answer in this 
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section is "How does the class influence the discourses and subject positions in students’ 
writing and therefore influence their multiple and changing identities?” 
" This question draws from Ivanic's fourth aspect of writing identity: 
"possibilities for self-hood in the socio-cultural and institutional context."(27) 
Institutions, in this case, a writing class, privilege some discourses and subject positions 
over others, according to Ivanic. In this section I am interested in how the discourses and 
subject positions made available to students in class affect students' identities. 
Following are case studies of the three focal participants, Maria, Job and Brian. 
The three sections of the case studies suggest how students' autobiographical selves 
influence the discourses and subject positions they take up and how these discourses and 
subject positions made available in the course may affect the students constantly 
changing autobiographical selves. 
Profile of Maria: Autobiographical Self 
Maria took the course very seriously and didn't seem to see any other way to be. 
One of the subject positions she included in her complex and changing "autobiographical 
self' was that of "dedicated student." She had dark hair and eyes and olive skin, wore 
glasses and simple attire consisting of jeans and a button down shirt. She was often at the 
computer lab, putting in "overtime" on essays. From her interview and her writing it was 
clear that she saw herself as someone who had earned success in school and had worked 
hard to gain that success. These beliefs reflected how she was influenced by Liberal 
Humanist Discourse and the embedded ideology which says that education is the key to 
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success. She gained access to this discourse from parents who were Puerto Rican 
immigrants who were persuaded by this discourse which promised success for those who 
worked hard and studied hard. The subject position of "dedicated student" was a 
powerful subject position in the context of her family. While she also gained access to 
Assimilation Discourse from her assimilated cousin and even perhaps from her parents, 
her family did not look favorably on this cousin or parts of assimilation, beyond its 
practical value for achieving monetary stability. So, the associated subject position of 
"Assimilated American" was not a powerful subject position in the context of her family, 
although other subject positions associated with assimilation, such as "successful person," 
were powerful. 
Maria told me in our interviews that she was bom in the U.S. and had grown up in 
a small New England city that is known both for its poverty and crime and for the 
cultural richness found in its Puerto Rican and Irish communities. She grew up living in 
what she described as the "projects," although her family eventually moved to another 
area of the city. She said they were in the middle: "We're not wealthy, and we're not poor. 
We have all that we need." Even though they lived in the "projects," which to some 
would seem to be a cultural marker of the socioeconomic level of working class or lower 
class, she maintained the subject position of "middle-class." This subject position is 
made available by Liberal Humanist Discourse, and the embedded belief that all who 
work hard can achieve "success." Being "middle class" is a powerful subject position 
within Maria's family, because it represents financial stability. The subject position is 
powerful among her peers at the university since this university represents the "middle 
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class," and because in pop culture "middle class" is projected as the norm. For example 
most characters on television are depicted as "middle-class." 
When Maria entered my course, she also occupied the subject position of "Puerto 
Rican." She is proud of her Puerto Rican heritage, although she feels she has begun to 
drift from it. She feels a strong connection to Puerto Rico and to the Spanish language. 
The subject position of Puerto Rican is made available through a Cultural Pride 
Discourse. This discourse stresses the value of being from a particular culture. This 
discourse has power in communities like Maria's Puerto Rican community because it 
provides an alternative to feeling alienated by mainstream Anglo-American culture. 
Maria had gained access to Cultural Pride Discourse before she entered my class from her 
family members, including her extended family, who had a lot of pride about being 
Puerto Rican. 
There is conflict between the aforementioned subject positions Maria occupies. 
While academic accomplishments, which can be seen as a marker of “middle class” 
aspirations, are lauded in her family, it is clear that moves seen as attempts to become 
white, are not praised. Maria talks in her interview, for example, about a cousin who 
married an American—who she wrote about in one of her essays—who was resented by 
her family. They perceived she was acting like she was “white” by distancing herself 
from Puerto Rican culture. It seems, from what Maria said, that middle class assimilation 
is seen as both positive and negative within her family. 
Being a "dedicated student" is in conflict with Maria’s subject position of "Puerto 
Rican" because her academic success has made her feel cut off from her own culture and 
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language. To deal with both the conflicts between and potential complementary 
relationships between the positions "dedicated student", "middle class" and "Puerto 
Rican," Maria had begun to take on the new subject of "bicultural writer." The position 
of "bicultural writer" allowed her to feel like she could be a dedicated student and still 
maintain a strong connection to her Puerto Rican culture. Through her interview I found 
that Maria had gained access to this subject position, before starting the class, through 
reading the book When I Was Puerto Rican by Esmeralda Santiago. Santiago writes 
about her experiences in Puerto Rico and as an immigrant to the United States, drawing 
on Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse. From Santiago's biculturalism as a writer writing in 
English who infuses her writing with Puerto Rican flavor, Maria gained access to a 
"bicultural writer" subject position. In our interview, when I asked Maria about the 
source or inspiration for a line "I can feel the rhythm of the Latin beat vibrate under my 
feet sending an energetic groove up my body." where she had infused Puerto Rican 
symbolism, she pointed to the book When I Was Puerto Rican by Esmeralda Santiago, 
she had read outside of school for herself. She said, 
I think I might have gotten that from reading When I was Puerto Rican 
because after I read that I heard so much about Puerto Rico and the 
culture and I guess how she felt about it, and I would never incorporate 
things like that into my papers because I wasn't really into my culture 
and I think I might have gotten that because I literally added "Latin 
beat" because I wanted people to know what kind of music we listen 
to. And I think after I read that book is when I really decided to write 
like she does when she incorporates her culture into her outlook. 
Biculturalism in her writing fulfilled a need Maria saw for some sort of action on 
her part when she began to feel she was drifting from her Puerto Rican culture, even as 
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she found success in school. Early on, she recalled in her interview, she received the 
message in her Catholic schools that Spanish, her first language, was inferior to English. 
In one of her essays, "Silencing Our Language," she told the story of a difficult childhood 
experience with language and school. In kindergarten she recalled she was asked to give 
the name of an orange. She remembered, "I was willingly ready to answer until I realized 
I did not know what an orange was called in English. Instead, I nervously replied by 
saying,"china"\ the Spanish word for orange. The room was filled with laughter and I 
was confused because I did not intend for it to be taken as a joke." 
As Maria progressed through school she became proficient with Standard English 
and experienced academic success. She felt, however, disconnected from her own 
culture and language. When she entered a more diverse public school, where there were 
many other Puerto Rican students, she felt cut off from her Puerto Rican Spanish 
speaking classmates. She explained in her essay, "Eventually when I began to understand 
that language is a representation of one’s culture; I began to feel apart from the 
individuals within my ethnic group. This feeling was especially evident when I struggled 
to speak with peers in Spanish." Maria began to see the depth of what she might be 
giving up if she did not become more actively involved in trying to reclaim her cultural 
background. 
In summary, Maria drew on particular discourses and associated subject positions 
during her interview. She had access to Liberal Humanist discourse and the associated 
subject positions "dedicated student and "middle class" and Assimilation Discourse and 
the associated subject position of "assimilated American" and "successful person." She 
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also had access to Cultural Pride Discourse and the associated subject position "Puerto 
Rican," as well as Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse and the associated subject position of 
"bicultural writer." 
Introduction to Maria's Case Study 
Following, are descriptions of the essays Maria wrote during English 111, and 
then a discussion of which essays were chosen for microanalysis. The remainder of the 
case study answers the research questions guiding this study (see “Introduction to the 
Case Studies” at the beginning of this chapter). 
Maria's first essay "Old People Are Boring" and the second essay "Flowers 
Always Bloom Before They Die" are both about tensions between Puerto Rican culture 
and American culture and between younger and older generations. The third essay 
Silencing Our Language" is about after-school cultural clubs offering an alternative to 
bilingual education. The fourth essay "The World is Placed in the Hands of Men" is 
about sexism and the fifth essay "Labeling An Outcast" is about how people, especially 
m high school are limited by the labels others give them. 
For Maria’s case study, in addition to excerpts from her favorite essay 
“Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die,” I microanalyzed excerpts from her third 
essay “Silencing Our Language” and her fourth essay “The World Was Placed in the 
Hands of Men ” I chose the essay “Silencing Our Language” because it drew on 
discourses that were represented in the text and in all of the other students’ writing- 
Assimilation Discourse and Cultural Empowerment Discourse. I chose the essay “The 
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World Was Placed in the Hands of Men” because it contained Social Constructivist 
Discourse, which was the discourse most central to the course curriculum. 
Discussion of Essays 
This section will report findings about discoursal elements in Maria’s favorite 
essay of the semester " Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die" and two other essays. 
First, I will set up the context for and the content of each essay. Then I will report the 
discourses and subject positions I found in the essays. 
Maria’s Favorite Essay: ’’Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die” 
Background on “Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die”. In Maria's second 
essay of the semester "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die," she expresses her 
commitment to reclaiming her Puerto Rican heritage through writing about her cousin 
Isabel, who is shunned by her relatives for being too Americanized. Maria talked in her 
interview about two class readings that influenced her writing of this essay. She talked 
about an excerpt we read in class from "Woman Warrior" by Maxine Hong Kingston that 
tells of a secret aunt who was treated cruelly by the people of her village because she 
became pregnant out of wedlock. After the aunt committed suicide, her existence was 
kept a secret from the younger generation. She also talked about being influenced by the 
videotaped distanced quality of another essay “Silent Dancing,” which is also about a 
shunned relative, in this case, like in Maria’s essay, a cousin who is considered to be too 
Americanized. Pre-writing questions about the reading asked Maria to think about a 
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story in her own family that no one in the family wanted to discuss. She said, about 
picking her cousin Isabel to write about for this essay, "...I thought of her right away 
because everyone in the family feels the same way. You know they think that she has 
some sort of pride that she's better than everyone because they can tell that she's trying to 
move on and leave her culture on purpose and everyone has their story about her." This 
essay is particularly important to Maria because she saw her own struggle between the 
two cultures as parallel to her cousins. The essay addressed one of the general topics that 
was part of the second unit of the course book, that is an untold story. Isabel's story, 
Maria felt was untold in an important way, since her family's view was the accepted 
version. Maria talked about the personal connection she felt to this piece of writing. She 
said in her interview that she was glad to be able to write about her cousin's story, which 
she had been thinking about for a long time, and that "it has some hidden meaning also, it 
has to do with not just her but also about me." Since Maria's own story of negotiating 
assimilation was very much a story still being told, this personal writing had a special 
connection to her own situation. 
Discoursal Elements of “Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die”. Cofer’s 
memoir "Silent Dancing," which Maria referred to as feeling like it was “videotaped” has 
an autoethnographic quality. The autoethnographic memoir genre enables the writer to 
research and report on her own life from a cultural perspective, as if she were conducting 
ethnographic research. The author/researcher's own life becomes "data" to be observed 
and analyzed using ethnographic methods. Autoethnographic writing encourages 
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students to create distance between themselves and their cultural lives so they can act as 
’’researchers" of their own lives. This distancing process and the focus on their cultural 
lives is closely related to Social Constructivist Discourse. Social Constructivist 
Discourse maintains that reality is a socially constructed "text," which can be analyzed 
and revised. Social Constructivist Discourse also encourages students to analyze their 
experience in terms of culture and power. Autoethnographic writing provides a genre 
which lends itself to such an analysis of culture and power. 
In the first paragraph of “Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die” Maria wrote 
autoethnographically about herself and her family. Autoethnographic writing allowed 
her to collect data on her family's cultural experience. She was able to distance herself so 
that she could become an insider and an outsider to that experience. 
Table 6.1: "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die" 
1 At the start of my youngest sister Miriam’s graduation party, I walk into the 
living room where everyone in the family is gathered. 
2 My little sister and our cousins are dancing ecstatically to the song DLG as it 
blasts through the speakers. 
3 I can feel the rhythm of the Latin beat vibrate under my feet sending an 
energetic groove up my body. 
4 The younger children oblivious to those around them run pass the dancers 
laughing as they chase each other throughout the house. 
In Lines 1 and 2 Maria established herself as cultural observer of her own family, 
subject position of cultural observer of her own family. She observed the scene where 
“everyone in the family is gathered,” beginning to note cultural details, such as DLG, a 
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Latino music group. This scene, by itself, may not seem that different from any 
autobiographical writing, however, Maria is setting up an essay focused on the cultural 
conflict in her life. 
This concern with cultural experience continues in Maria’s next line “I can feel 
the rhythm of the Latin beat vibrate under my feet sending an energetic groove up my 
body.” In this line, Maria takes up not only the subject position of “cultural observer” of 
her family, taking up the position of “insider” to the cultural experience of her family, as 
she did by referencing the Puerto Rican music DLG. Like Cofer, she draws on Puerto 
Rican Cultural Discourse to take up the subject position of "Bicultural Writer." She 
establishes herself as both outsider and insider. She establishes herself as an outsider by 
observing from a distance, by describing herself walking in separately fro her family as 
they are “gathered,” and then showing the reader how she is self consciously thinking 
about her family as opposed to simply participating fully in the party. She stands 
separately, observing, contemplating. She establishes herself as an insider through use 
of Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse, and by the way she places herself “bodily” in the 
scene as the music is “sending an energetic groove up” her body. 
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Table 6.2: "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die" 
32 I cannot block out the conversation, instead I find myself getting sucked into it 
and contemplating what I have heard. 
33 My mother is irritated at the fact that Isabel had specifically asked for a cup of 
milk instead of orange soda my mother was serving to the rest of the children, and 
how she insisted that her daughter should not get any candy because she would 
not want her to get jumpy and start running around and getting dirty, and what got 
her the most furious was that Isabel would not answer her back at all in Spanish 
knowing my mother has trouble with her English. 
34 She felt that Isabel thought she was too good for everyone in the family. 
In Lines 33 and 34, Maria examined some important “data” about her cultural 
location. Her mother’s annoyance at Isabel for not fitting in with the other Puerto Rican 
relatives brings into relief the cultural clash that Maria was caught up in. Her cousin’s 
assimilated American ways and her mother and relatives’ customs, which Maria 
identified as Puerto Rican, represented the two cultures in tension, between which Maria 
located herself. 
Maria took up the subject position of insider in relation to the Puerto RiCan 
cultural material, drawing on a Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse. Because of her insider 
position she was able to let the reader know her mother’s perspective, which it can be 
assumed was the perspective of the rest of the relatives, based on what Maria said in her 
interview. She said about her mother, “She felt that Maribel thought she was too good 
for everyone else in the family.” and then added, “This is something my mom says, but 
what everyone else thinks also...” She shows both sides-her cousin’s situation and her 
relatives' concerns. She points out how power relationships are playing out in her family 
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between the dominant American culture, as represented by her cousin (and herself) and 
Puerto Rican culture, as represented by her family. 
Although Maria argues that her cousin’s motivations are like "everyone else's," 
from her family's perspective, the way her cousin chooses to live her life makes her 
someone who thinks she doesn't need them any more. Her cousin as described by Maria, 
"sits alone," alienated from her family, when she could be drawing on the strength of 
Puerto Rican culture that Maria alludes to when she writes, "I feel the rhythm of the Latin 
beat vibrate under my feet sending an energetic groove up my body." and when she 
writes about how she appreciates family gatherings for the "taste of the island." Maria, 
through her cultural observation of her cousin, herself and family, finds that she is not 
willing to isolate herself the way her cousin does. 
In Lines 41 and 42, Maria drew on Assimilation Discourse as she wrote about her 
sympathy for her cousin’s assimilation. She takes up the associated subject position of 
“advocate of assimilation” as she becomes a sympathizer for her cousin. The use of 
Assimilation Discourse and the subject position of sympathizer show Maria's positive 
feelings for some aspects of assimilation, and her understanding of her cousin's 
motivations. She feels that her family judges her cousin unfairly since her cousin draws 
on the same motivations that the rest of the family does as well, she has simply gone 
further with her assimilation. 
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Table 6.3: "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die" 
41 I pity her because I feel it is not all her fault she distances herself from her 
family. 
42 She only wants to be successful and have economic stability like everyone else 
in the world. 
In both lines 41 and 42, the ideology embedded in the Assimilation Discourse is 
that there are good reasons to assimilate that have to do with economic survival. The 
subject position that Maria takes up in both sentences is advocate of assimilation and 
sympathizer in relation to her cousin Isabel. 
Maria positions herself here as someone who understood her cousin. There is an 
implication here that although her cousin may have outwardly taken things farther than 
other family members, her actions were not extreme. After all Maria says "everyone else 
in the world" also wants to be economically stable. 
In Lines 46-48, Maria drew on Social Constructivist Discourse to continue her 
observation of her self and her family, and on Liberal Humanist Discourse and cultural 
Empowerment Discourses to end on an optimistic note. 
Table 6.4: "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die" 
46 I feel like I have only accomplished one part of my task in life because I 
too like Isabel am living in a world that cannot let a person be proud of 
their ethnicity and culture, hut instead judge and label them. 
47 I feel like a rose bud that can only truly show off its beauty once it has 
bloomed. 
48 In fact, I know I can continue to have pride in my culture and continue 
with my success. 
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The examination of her cultural location Maria had been doing through 
autoethnographic writing led her to take up Social Constructivist Discourse in Line 46. 
She points to a socially constructed “world that cannot let a person be proud of their 
ethnicity and culture..She makes it clear that she thinks that this world is constructed 
when she says that she doesn’t have to go along with what this “world” dictates: “.. .1 
know I can continue to have pride in my culture and continue with my success.” She 
takes up the subject position of a person held back by cultural conflict. 
In Line 47, Maria chose to step away from the role of a researcher scrutinizing the 
role of culture in her life, and to step toward a kind of optimism that the discourse Liberal 
Humanist Discourse provides. In Line 47, the ideology embedded in the Liberal 
Humanist Discourse is that one cannot truly be fulfilled until one has the opportunity to 
be self realized—“I feel like a rose bud that can only truly show off its beauty once it has 
bloomed.” In Line 48, this optimism becomes tied specifically to biculturalism through 
the use of Cultural Empowerment Discourse. The ideology embedded in the Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse is that it is possible to be bicultural and be successful—“In fact, 
I know I can continue to have pride in my culture and continue with my success.” In this 
line, Maria takes up the subject position of "bilcultural person." As a "bicultural person" 
she can be empowered by her connection to Puerto Rican culture as she negotiates her 
relationship to Ango-American culture. 
Maria's use of the Autoethnographic genre and Social Constructivist Discourse 
and associated subject positions allow her to create a discoursal identity of a person on 
the outside looking in at her family and culture, a person who sees the benefits and 
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problems of assimilation. Part of her discoursal identity is also the Liberal Humanist 
ideology that hard work is important and the optimism this brings with it. This brings her 
from observation and research to a person who wants to express her optimistic belief that 
things can work out for a bicultural person who does not want to give up too much of the 
possibilities each culture has to offer. Drawing on Cultural Empowerment Discourse 
finally allows her to take up an empowered "bicultural position." She believes 
"revitalizing" her Puerto Rican culture for herself will add to her success, and will make 
her a more fulfilled person. 
Maria’s Third Essay “Silencing Our Language” 
Background on “Silencing Our Language”. Once again Maria writes about her 
relationship with Puerto Rican and American cultures. This time she focuses on 
language, which she talks about as integral to one's cultural identity. She notes that she 
did not realize until she herself had drifted from Spanish that it was essential to her 
cultural identity, and not just a language she spoke. This was an important realization for 
her. 
Maria begins by echoing my compromise position from my model paragraph (see 
Chapter Five). She seeks a compromise position between Cultural Empowerment and 
Assimilation positions as I did, but she comes up with her own version. I wrote about the 
common belief that I believed both sides held, that is most comfortable speaking their 
own language. Maria wrote, "Most people would agree that education is the key to 
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success and the environment of the schools affects the steps taken to accomplish such a 
task.” 
Maria then goes on to outline the two perspectives that separate the two sides. 
She says that bilingual education aims "to prevent educational struggles and the loss of 
one's culture" and that the assimilation argument is that "acceptance in the English 
speaking community is most important." She says that from her own experience as a 
bilingual person she feels that "bilingual education and mainstream education both have 
its (sic.) flaws." She ends her introduction by saying "The controversy with Bilingual 
Education is a hopeless fight because there is a better and more effective alternative." 
This alternative she recommends is the concept of the bilingual/bicultural club, which she 
feels offered her a chance to experience her language as intertwined with her culture, to 
be together with others from her own culture, and to feel pride in her culture. 
In the body of the essay Maria draws on her own experience to show how a 
bilingual club helped her to find a balance between assimilation and being Puerto Rican. 
She recalls how she was informed early on at her mostly Anglo-American Catholic High 
School that English was the language of school by teachers who did not allow students to 
speak Spanish in class. She worked hard to master Standard English and achieved 
academic success. When she changed schools and attended a more diverse school, she 
felt alienated from other Puerto Rican students in the school. She had drifted from her 
language and her culture. She writes, "I did not realize how much one's language ties 
into one's culture and one's identity until it was too late." At the same time she saw that 
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students in the bilingual program in her school were alienated from the rest of the school. 
She writes, "bilingual education created a separate school within a school." 
Maria joined the bilingual club of the school and found that this provided an 
answer to her dilemma. She writes, "As I continued to go to these meetings I felt 
acceptance to my ethnic group and was beginning to feel in touch with my culture and 
language in the school setting that I once needed to put aside for my learning English." 
From this experience Maria began to see that she could bring her first language into her 
school-life. She writes, "This transition of the language into the school environment had 
convinced me that my native language was not constrain[ed] only for home with family." 
The bilingual club provided a place where Maria could feel connected to her Puerto 
Rican culture within the school setting. At the same time the club offered students in the 
bilingual education program an antidote to their alienation from those not in the program. 
Maria feels that joining a bicultural club is empowering for bilingual/bicultural students. 
She writes, "...eliminating the idea that language is a just mere form of communication 
and emphasizing the cultural aspect of language enable[s] the Bilingual students to feel a 
sense of acceptance among the whole student body." 
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Table 6.5: "Silencing Our Language" 
Line 
1 Most people would agree that education is the key to success and the 
environment of the schools affects the steps taken to accomplish such a task. 
2 Languages create an environment of diversity that can be used as a tool to 
identify with ones culture, which also becomes an obstacle because it can 
conflict with learning Standard English. 
3 For this reason, Bilingual Education was created to prevent educational 
struggles and the loss of one's culture. 
4 I have had the opportunity to experience Bilingual Education indirectly in my 
high school as I went through my own mainstream education. 
5 Bilingual Education and mainstream education both have its flaws. 
6 As Rodriguez states,. .it would have pleased me to hear my teachers address 
me in Spanish when I entered the classroom.. .and for how long could I have 
afforded to delay? -learning the great lesson of school, that I had public 
identity"(398). 
7 Rodriguez suggests that he felt some comfort attachment to his native 
language, yet the acceptance in the English speaking community is most 
important. 
8 He also faintly adds the importance of the role of the teacher to help make the 
student feels welcome to use his own language; this creates a comfortable 
learning environment for the student. The controversy with Bilingual 
Education is a hopeless fight because there is a better and more effective 
alternative. 
Discoursal Elements of_Silencing Our Language”. In Line One Maria draws on 
Liberal Humanist Discourse, and the embedded ideology that says that school is the key 
to success. Drawing on Liberal Humanist Discourse, she takes up a compromise subject 
position between Assimilation Discourse and Cultural Empowerment Discourses and the 
associated subject positions of advocate of assimilation and advocate of cultural 
empowerment. From this compromise position she points out that both sides of the 
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bilingual education debate agree that school is very important to a person s ability to 
succeed. 
Maria continues to take up a compromise position in Lines Three to Eight, 
between Cultural Empowerment Discourse and Assimilation Discourse when explaining 
bilingual education. The way that Maria describes bilingual education, it is the 
embodiment of this compromise subject position—"created to prevent educational 
struggles and the loss of one's culture" (italics mine). 
In the first part of line 20, she takes up the subject position of “Puerto Rican,” 
drawing on Puerto Rican Pride discourse, as described in her autobiographical identity 
section. She is "disturbed" by the teacher's demands because she does not understand 
how speaking Spanish could cause someone such problems in school. 
Beginning in the second part of Line 20, Maria reflects on the subject position she 
occupied, that of a person who felt she needed to assimilate linguistically. 
Table 6.6: "Silencing Our Language" 
16 As I sat silently in social studies class listening to the teacher ramble on about the 
history around the Declaration of Independence, the sudden change in the teacher's 
voice startled me. 
17 The chatter of a couple of students, who were speaking in Spanish, he felt was 
disrupting his class. 
18 I stared along with everyone else towards the direction of the accused students. 
19 The teacher then added, "This is America so speak English." 
20 I found this to be very disturbing, yet I took his advice as if the idea was reflected 
towards me. 
21 Since that incident I had been afraid to speak Spanish in school and made an effort 
to speak the language that was demanded by all teachers; that is Standard English. 
This incident led me to believe that Standard English was the only lead to success. 
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In the above excerpt, Maria shows that the “linguistically assimilated” subject 
position gave her the most power in school. She thrived academically in school by taking 
on this subject position. She even says in a later line that "Even though I would probably 
been able to preserve my native language in a Bilingual Education [program] I would not; 
however, (sic.) have had the opportunity to push myself to strive at learning English 
perfectly." 
Maria takes up Cultural Empowerment Discourse and associated subject positions 
when she is driven to seek and find ways to reconnect with her Puerto Rican cultural 
identification. This process for Maria had to do with realizing that one’s language is not 
an isolated simple thing that one "gives up," but instead language is a meaningful and 
powerful part of one's culture. Giving up her native language actually put her in the 
disempowered position of being cut off from her peers who were Puerto Rican. In the 
following lines Maria draws on Cultural Empowerment Discourse as she takes up the 
subject position of someone beginning to see how her language, as an integral part of 
culture, can be empowering. 
Table 6.7: "Silencing Our Language" 
40 Eventually when I began to understand that language is a representation of one's 
culture; I began to feel apart from the individuals within my ethnic group. 
41 This feeling was especially evident when I struggled to speak with peers in 
Spanish. 
42 Struggling with the language created a sense of isolation between my ethnic group 
and myself. 
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Above, in Lines 40-42, Maria draws on Cultural Empowerment Discourse and 
shows the empowerment one can gain from one’s language and culture. Maria s new 
understanding of language as “representative of one’s culture,” moves her from a 
personal perspective to a cultural perspective, which includes issues of power. 
Table 6.8: ’’Silencing Our Language" 
74 Along with, the school taking part in these organizations help created pride and 
ability to identify with one's culture when surrounded by people of the same 
ethnicity and other ethnicity. 
75 For example, Puerto Rican Week, organized by the Bilingual Club, was an event 
that allowed the whole student body along with the teachers to take part in. 
76 After the days events I was astonish and delighted to her individuals of other 
ethnicity discussing positively this event. 
77 For the first time I was hearing words of respect of my culture. 
78 It does not make the language seem inferior if the culture is respected. 
79 Feeling comfortable in the school and among the student body makes learning a 
more comfortable learning process. 
80 As opposed to the National Honor Society where culture and language were 
suppressed and the Hispanic members felt isolated and inferior. 
In lines 74-80 Maria is drawing on Cultural Pride Discourse and taking up the 
subject position of one who is proud of being Puerto Rican. Maria saw the positive effect 
of the Puerto Rican Week event as the "respect" it gained for her and other Puerto Rican 
students. This "respect" made it easier for them to take up the subject positions of proud 
Puerto Ricans and proud Puerto Rican Spanish speakers. Cultural Pride Discourse, in 
contrast to Cultural Empowerment Discourse, does not focus on issues of power. 
In line 79 Maria takes up the subject position of empathic person concerned with 
students' comfort in the educational setting. The empathic subject position, like the 
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Puerto Rican Pride Discourse, does not value a discussion of power, but instead 
maintains the belief that one can do intellectual tasks better when encumbrances such as 
criticism (from others as well as from the "self') are removed. In my model paragraph, I 
presented this same discourse and subject position when I talked about the effect students' 
comfort in school can have on their success. Maria's essay draws heavily on my model. 
(See Ch. 5 for a discussion of my model paragraph.) 
Maria draws on Cultural Empowerment in the last line where she talks about how 
Hispanic students in the National Honor Society "felt isolated and inferior." Again here 
she alludes to the absence of "power" one may have when cut off from others from her 
cultural background, especially in a situation where their language and culture are 
stigmatized. Sonia Nieto (2004), found from her multiple case studies of bicultural and 
multicultural youth, Affirming Diversity, that staying connected to their ethnicity was 
empowering for her participants. She writes, “The young people’s reliance on their 
native culture and language may provide a shield from the devaluation of their identities 
by schools and society” (367). When Maria began to rely on her native culture and 
language in the school setting, in the form of a bicultural club, she reports that the results 
were positive. Not only did she and her cohorts feel supported by each other, but they 
were also able to affect the environment at school through sponsoring events like Puerto 
Rican Week. 
It is interesting how Maria weaves together different discourses and subject 
positions as she discusses her experiences with language and culture in the school setting. 
She draws on Assimilation Discourse to discuss the practical decisions she made to 
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master Standard English, based on the lack of power her language carried in the school 
setting. Then, counter to Assimilation Discourse, she draws on several discourses that 
value native-speakers' ability to speak their own language in school. Each discourse has 
different ideologies embedded, which place value on the right to speak one's native 
language for different reasons. By drawing on Cultural Pride Discourse she is saying that 
personal dignity, or respect is important for a bicultural student. By taking up an 
empathic subject position she is maintaining that students' general feeling of comfort is 
important for a bicultural student. In the sections where she draws on Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse, the underlying message is that the power one draws from 
forming a "union" with others who share their culture is important. 
Maria takes up a compromise position in terms of what discourses and subject 
positions she draws on in this essay, as I did in my model essay. She takes up both an 
assimilation position and a series of positions that run contrary to that position, offering 
good reasons to occupy both the positions of both sides at the same time. What she does 
that I don't do in my essay, is she takes up subject positions made available by Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse that are concerned with "power." She moves beyond seeing the 
issue of native-language use in school as only a personal issue. 
Maria's use of Cultural Empowerment Discourse is different from her use of 
Cultural Pride Discourse in the previous section. Being culturally empowered means that 
she is moving beyond having personal pride in her culture toward drawing empowerment 
from her culture. She is taking up the subject position of "culturally empowered." She is 
empowered by her reconnection to her Puerto Rican culture. Having pride in one's 
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culture may or may not empower someone socially or politically. Being empowered the 
way Maria was when she reconnected with and saw how she drew power from her 
connection with other Puerto Ricans constitutes social political empowerment. 
Maria’s Fourth Essay: “The World Was Placed in the Hands of Men” 
Background on ‘The World Was Placed in the Hands of Men”. This essay "The 
World Was Placed in the Hands of Men" is about the relationship between men and 
women, and focused on "machismo," which Maria identifies with Puerto Rican culture 
but also other cultures as well. 
Table 6.9: “The World Was Placed in the Hands of Men” 
Line 
3 Women find it difficult to gain equality because society, not man, has molded 
and created the idea that men are the superior being; therefore the world 
belongs in the hands of men not women. 
4 As stated in Anderson's book entitled Reality Isn’t What it Used to 
^"...differences between the female and male sexes may be inborn but 
differences between feminine and masculine genders are constructed" (138). 
This quote suggest (sic.) that what separates men from women is not mainly 
gender, but other external influences. 
6 External influences, like the media and family values, add to the struggle of 
women s attempt to achieve equality in society. 
Djscoursal Elements of the Essay “The World Was Placed in the Hands of Men”. 
Maria drew on Social Constructivist Discourse in her fourth essay “The World Was 
Placed in the Hands of Men,” taking up the subject position of social critic. Ultimately, 
Maria’s message in this essay is a feminist message, that women and men are not treated 
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equally. Certainly, the subject position of social critic could be made available by several 
discourses, including Feminist Discourse or Cultural Empowerment Discourse. As a 
matter of fact, these discourses share much in common with Social Constructivist 
Discourse in that they all question one "truth" that benefits those in power. In this case, 
however, I am arguing that Maria takes up the subject position of social critic, drawing 
on Social Constructivist Discourse. Maria draws on Social Constructivist Discourse’s 
beliefs about the socially constructed nature of knowledge and “truth,” in this case as it 
relates to gender. 
In Lines 3-5, Maria drew on Social Constructivism and the embedded ideology 
that asserts that “Truth” is socially constructed and negotiated. In Line 1, this can be seen 
in these words, “Women find it difficult to gain equality because society, not man, has 
molded and created the idea that men are the superior being...” and in Line 4 
“...differences between feminine and masculine genders are constructed.” and finally in 
Line 5 “.. .what separates men from women is not mainly gender, but other external 
influences.” In all of these lines, Maria took up the subject position of a person engaging 
in a social critique from a social constructivist perspective. 
In Line 6 Maria again drew on Social Constructivism. This time she drew on the 
embedded ideology which says that it is important to look critically at socially produced 
materials when she wrote “External influences, like the media and family values, add to 
the struggle of women’s attempt to achieve equality in society.” She again took up the 
subject position of person engaging in social critique. 
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In this essay “The World Was Placed in the Hands of Men” Maria engaged in 
social critique. She said that women’s inequality is not a permanent or inherent 
condition, but a socially made one. She drew on Social Constructivist Discourse to make 
her argument. Through taking up the subject positions of person engaged in social 
critique made available through the use of Social Constructivist Discourse, Maria 
presents a discoursal identity of someone who sees the power relations within gender 
relations, in addition to the power relations in language issues of her previous essay. She 
sees gender relations in the context of culture as well. 
Conclusion to Discussion of Essays 
This section summarizes the discoursal elements which appeared in Maria’s 
writing. The major discourses revealed were Social Constructivist, Assimilation, 
Cultural Empowerment, Social Constructivist, Cultural Pride, Puerto Rican Cultural and 
Liberal Humanist Discourses. The discoursal identities created through the essays Two 
and Three were of a person who has observed and analyzed her own cultural experience 
and found it important and possible, although challenging, to merge her cultural alliances, 
beginning to analyze critically what it means to be "bicultural." The last essay creates a 
discoursal identity of a person who is using her knowledge of social constructivism to 
critique the gender roles she sees around her. The discourses and subject positions Maria 
took up and the discoursal identities she was able to create through writing her essays 
helped to strengthen her subject position as a social critic. 
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Many of these discourses and embedded ideologies, and subject positions were 
made available by the English 111 class. The following section will describe the 
discoursal elements in the class which appeared in Maria’s writing. 
Discoursal Elements From the Class in Maria’s Writing 
Maria drew on many of the discourses that were presented in the class. This 
section will answer the third research question, describing the discoursal elements from 
the class that appeared in Maria’s writing (see Table 5.1). 
Unit One 
Maria was influenced to write Autoethnographcally Judith Cofer’s memoir "Silent 
Dancing." "Silent Dancing" told the story of a cousin who was ridiculed because she had 
aspirations of becoming as Americanized as possible. The cousin dressed in current 
American fashion and was dating a married American man. Maria's cousin Isabel in her 
essay "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die" has already become very assimilated. 
The female relatives gossiped about her just as Maria's relatives gossiped about her. Both 
"Silent Dancing" and "Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die" are about Puerto Rican 
culture in tension with American culture. They both show family gatherings where 
people were dancing and they both deal with a family member who was shunned and 
made an example of her because she was too "Americanized." What Maria finds through 
her autoethnographic observation leads her to take up Social Constructivist Discourse, 
which also appeared in the Unit 1 readings, at the end of her essay. 
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What makes Cofer’s piece an example of autoethnographic writing is that she 
writes in a distanced way about her experiences as they relate to culture. She achieves 
the insider/outsider stance of an ethnographic researcher. She is an insider, because she 
is writing what she knows about, herself, yet she is doing so with the intent of stepping 
back and observing her cultural experience. This “stepping back,” which is integral to 
ethnography and autoethnography, aids one in rediscovering one’s experience, or making 
“the familiar strange” (Moss, 1992, 161).” Both Cofer and Maria are trying to dig 
deeper than the surface of their experience to interrogate the stories told in their families 
about the relationship between American and Puerto Rican cultures. Brodkey writes, 
Autoethnographies are produced by people who acknowledge their multiple affiliations 
and realize they are strategically poised to interrupt the negative effect of what passes for 
common sense (28). 
In the memoir “Silent Dancing,” Cofer documents the power struggle between 
American culture and assimilation to that culture, and Puerto Rican culture in this 
excerpt: 
It became my father's obsession to get out of the barrio, and thus we 
were never permitted to form bonds with the place or with the 
people who lived there. Yet El Building was a comfort to my 
mother, who never got over yearning for la isla. She felt 
surrounded by her language: the walls were thin, and voices 
speaking and arguing in Spanish could be heard all day. Salsas 
blasted out of radios, turned on early in the morning and left on for 
company. Women seemed to cook rice and beans perpetually-the 
strong aroma of boiling red kidney beans permeated the hallwavs 
(26) 
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Cofer’s father was interested in trying to assimilate at least somewhat to 
American culture, while her mother was comforted by things that reminded her of Puerto 
Rico, and may have even had dreams of returning. Cofer grows up in the context of 
temptations to assimilate to American culture and attempts to hold on to Puerto Rican 
culture. The power struggle inherent in this position comes through even in this little 
excerpt. Puerto Rican immigrants lived in El Building, which through her father's eyes 
was substandard to housing outside the barrio. The power of the dominant culture and 
the subjugation of other groups to ghettos is clear here. 
Cofer shows herself looking at and reacting to a home movie of her family. She 
is analyzing her experience from a distance, again a characteristic of autoethnographic 
writing. One views a movie from a distance, as opposed to being part of its action. Cofer 
introduces the movie: 
We have a home movie of this party. Several times my mother and 
I have watched it together, and I have asked questions about he 
silent revellers coming in and out of focus. It is grainy and of short 
duration, but it's a great visual aid to my memory of life at that time. 
The movie opens with a sweep of the living room. It is "typical" 
immigrant Puerto Rican decor for the time: the sofa and chairs are 
square and hard-looking, upholstered in bright colors (blue and 
yellow in this instance) and covered with the transparent plastic that 
furniture salesmen than were so adept at convincing women to 
buy.... 
In the home movie the men are shown next, sitting around a card 
table set up in one comer of the living room, playing dominoes. 
The clack of the ivory pieces was a familiar sound. I heard it in 
many houses on the Island and in many apartments in Paterson. In 
Leave it to Beaver, the Cleavers played bridge in every other 
epison; in my childhood, the men started every social occasion with 
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a hotly debated round of dominoes. The women would sit around 
and watch, but they never participated in the games. 
Here and there you can see a small child. Children were always 
brought to parties and, whenever they got sleepy, were put to bed in 
the host's bedroom Babysitting was a concept unrecognized by the 
Puerto Rican women I knew; a responsible mother did not leave her 
children with any stranger. And in a culture where children are not 
considered intrusive, there was no need to leave the children at 
home....(27) 
The relatives in the home movies are silent, but here in this excerpt Cofer 
imagines what they might say if they were speaking: 
The young girl with the green stain on her wedding dress is la 
novia—just up from the Island. See she lowers her eyes when she 
approaches the carera, as she's supposed to. Decent girls never 
look at you directly in the face. Humilde, humble a girl should 
express humility in all her actions. She will make him good wife; 
but if he waits too long, she will be corrupted by the city, just like 
your cousin there. 
She means me. I do what I want. This is not some primitive 
island I live on. Do they expect me to wear a black mantilla on my 
head and go to mass every day? Not me. I’m an American 
woman, and I will do as I please. I can type faster than anyone in 
my senior class at Central High, and I'm going to be a secretary to 
a lawyer when I graduate. I can pass for an American girl 
anywhere—I ve tried it. As least for Italian, anyway--I never 
speak Spanish in public. I hate these parties, but I wanted the 
dress.' (27) 
Cofer uncovers some of the cultural values of her Puerto Rican extended family. 
They are family oriented and they are proud of their Puerto Rican culture. There are very 
stnct roles followed by the men and the women in her family. She then also uncovers the 
cultural conflicts buried under the surface. Her father and her cousin represent the 
pressure to assimilate to the dominant culture. Her mother and her extended family hold 
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on to their Puerto Rican cultural identities and look down upon those who talk of 
assimilation too much. 
Like Cofer, Maria draws on the Autoethnographic writing genre. She presents her 
cultural experiences in the same way as Cofer, analyzing from a distance as she surveys 
the family gathering. She talks in her interview about how she tried to achieve the 
“videotaped quality” Cofer does in “Silent Dancing”: “.. .1 got like the way I wrote it I’m 
kind of like taking a video about everything, and critiquing it, and so I kind of got some 
of that writing style, and everyone else is a “silent dancer,” because they don’t know that 
I’m judging them, so kind of they don’t know that I’m, I’m thinking these ideas, and are 
kind of like innocent bystanders kind of.” 
Maria, like Cofer, explores the cultural conflict present in her experience with her 
family. Stepping back and analyzing her experience enables her to see the tensions 
between assimilation and Puerto Rican culture for her family members. Using 
Autoethnographic writing led Maria to draw on Social Constructivist Discourse to 
describe this conflict. She writes, “.. .1 too like Isabel am living in a world that cannot let 
a person be proud of their ethnicity and culture, but instead judge and label them.” She 
implies here that the version of reality enjoying favor right now is one where people are 
not encouraged to hang on to their ethnicity. 
Maria’s use of the autoethnographic genre seems to have encouraged her toward 
Social Cosntructivist Discourse and the subject position of social critic. Using this 
distanced approach, Maria is less attached to any one reality and is able to see multiple 
realities, including her family’s view of the situation, her cousin’s view, and her own 
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view. Other possible influences in the class was Maureen O’Hara and Walter Truett 
Anderson’s essay “Welcome to the Postmodern World.” O’Hara and Anderson write, 
“We may come to regard various belief systems—Christian, Marixist, Freudian—as 
stories, but they are stories constructed out of the human need to understand the cosmos 
and to provide order to what otherwise would be the chaos of our lives (10)” Maria was 
probably also influenced by our early class discussions where we discussed the practical 
implications of reality being constructed. Maria begins to draw on Social Constructivist 
Discourse in this essay and take up the role of social critic, and she continues to do so in 
her other essays. 
Unit Three 
In her third essay, Maria drew on the conflicting discourses of “Assimilation 
Discourse” and “Cultural Empowerment Discourse.” These two discourses were the 
major discourses of Unit 3. 
Assimilation Discourse in relation to language assimilation was represented 
clearly in the excerpt from Hunger of Memory by Richard Rodriguez (1982). Rodriguez 
draws on Assimilation Discourse when he explains his reasons for assimilating 
linguistically to English as a young boy. He writes, 
Without question, it would have pleased me to hear my teachers 
address me in Spanish when I entered the classroom. I would have 
felt much less afraid. I would have trusted them and responded 
with ease. But I would have delayed-for how long postponed?-- 
having to learn the language of public society. I would have 
evaded-and for how long could I have afforded to delay?- 
leaming the great lesson of school, that I had a public identity. (98) 
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Cultural Empowerment Discourse had a great deal of power within our class. 
Many of the memoirs and essays we read advocated for cultural empowerment through 
native language use or through reconnecting with one's "roots." Cultural Empowerment 
Discourse was represented by several class readings throughout the course. In Unit 2 
Cultural Empowerment Discourse in conjunction with Social Constructivist Discourse 
was drawn on in the optimistic end of a grim representation of forced Assimmilation of 
Native Americans in Invisible Fathers by Mary Crow Dog and Richard Erdoes. The 
author pursued her lost roots by seeking out elders in her community who still knew the 
old ways of her people. One of those people was her aunt, who she called the turtle aunt 
after her aunt’s habit of carrying turtles, considered a good luck, with her. She writes 
about her aunt who died in manner which made the author suspect foul play against her 
as a Traditional Native American: “This turtle aunt of mine was one of the traditionally 
strongest “women of her generation. To bring back what knowledge she had is going to 
take time. It will take another generation or two to bring it back.” This idea that the 
subjugated knowledge” of the traditional Native Indian ways can come back, and that it 
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is important for her to leam traditional Native Indian cultural ways and language is 
representative of both Cultural Empowerment Discourse and Social Constuctivist 
Discourse. 
Cultural Empowerment Discourse was also represented in the class reading 
’’Nobody Means More To Me Than You And the Future Life of Willie Jordon" by June 
Jordon (1985). In this essay Jordon tells the story of how studying Black English 
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empowered a group of African American students. These students used Black English in 
their everyday conversations, but because of internalized stigmatization of the language, 
they did not recognize themselves that they spoke it, and they had not given thought to 
what the language consisted of. Jordon gave them food for thought when she brought up 
the topic of Black English in the context of reading The Color Purple. She reflected back 
to them appreciation for the language, and discussed some of its rules, and they wanted to 
know more. When she offered a class on Black English, many of those students took the 
class. Together, Jordon and her students, mapped out the rules and patterns of Black 
English and the students deepened their appreciation and respect for their own language. 
When one of their schoolmates' brother was mistaken for a criminal and killed by police 
they wanted to write a letter to the newspaper, protesting this negligence based on race. 
Although they knew that their letter might not ever be published they chose to write the 
letter in Black English as a tribute to young man who was killed. These students had 
become empowered by their straightened connection to their language, and thereby their 
culture. Brian hardly draws on Cultural Empowerment Discourse, and the overall 
discoursal identity he presents is not one of a person who believes strongly in the idea of 
cultural empowerment. As I said earlier, he is an outsider to this discussion, in that he is 
an Anglo native-English speaker, so he has not had access to experiences and discourses 
that would make him predisposed to this discourse. 
It seems that these readings probably influenced Maria’s use of Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse in her Unit 3 essay. Cultural Empowerment Discourse and 
associated subject positions helped to strengthen her bicultural subject position by 
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enabling her to express the pride she felt for her culture and by connecting her to other 
people who feel the same way. Through the readings in our text and our discussions, this 
was a powerful discourse in our classroom. In the larger society, this discourse is a 
marginal discourse. Gloria Anzaldua’s multi-genre work about her struggle to stay 
connected to her language and culture, which has been anthologized for many first-year 
composition classes, is a good example of another source drawing on this discourse. But 
her text is not that widely circulated, I would guess, outside of academia. This discourse 
is potentially powerful, as it can empower those who connect with it. Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse is a discourse which is threatened by homogenizing forces 
which draw on Assimilation Discourse and Conservative Discourse (see Ch. 4 for 
definition of Conservative Discourse). 
Unit Four 
In Unit 4, Maria drew on Social Constructivist Discourse for her essay “The 
World Was Placed in the Hands of Men.” Social Constructivism was one of the major 
discourses represented in Unit 4 of the course text. This discourse carried a lot of power 
in our course. In some ways, this discourse embodied the "point" of the course text-to' 
reconstruct" some long held ideas about some topics. Social Constructivism holds a lot 
of power within academia as the emerging paradigm for humanities and the social 
sciences. It does not, however, seem to hold much power outside the academy, where it 
IS a marginal discourse, dwarfed by Liberal Humanism, Assimilationism and 
Conservativism. 
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Students read two readings early on which introduced them to Social 
Constructivism and Social Constructivist Discourse and associated subject positions. 
These two readings were Maureen O’Hara and Walter Truett Anderson’s (1991) 
’’Welcome to the Postmodern World” and Michael White and David Epston’s (1990) 
“Story, Knowledge, and Power.” (See previous section, “Unit 1 for discussion of 
Welcome to the Postmodern World.) Both pieces were theoretical essays, but they 
influenced how students read other more narrative essays about people’s lives 
“Story, Knowledge, and Power”(see Chapter Three for more discussion) is the 
most challenging reading in the course text. It uses concepts drawn from Foucalt, about 
discourse and power, which even graduate students would find challenging. This essay is 
important because it brings the concept of “power” into the discussion of social 
construction of reality. Whereas Maria probably came away from “Welcome” with an 
understanding of the concept that reality is socially constructed, from “Story” she is 
influenced by the idea that the dominant group’s, version of reality has more power, and 
is often accepted as a “truth.” White and Epson write, . Foucalt argues that we 
predominantly experience the positive or constitutive effects of power, that we are 
subject to power through normalizing ‘truths’ that shape our lives and relationships. 
These ‘truths,’ in turn, are constructed or produced in the operation of power” (50). 
Mana picks up on this when she writes about “society” perpetuating the ideas that men 
are superior” to women. She realizes that it is not the act of individuals alone, but the 
“normalizing truths” that are societally constructed through the “constitutive effects of 
Power.” More obviously Maria is encouraged to draw on Social Constructivist Discourse 
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by her reading of an excerpt in the Unit 4 from Walter Anderson Truett Anderson’s 
(1990) book Reality Isn 7 What It Used Be. The excerpt applies Social Constructivist 
thought to power issues between men and women. Maria quotes Anderson’s excerpt in 
her Unit 4 essay. 
Conclusion: How This Case Study Contributes to the Developing Story 
Maria’s case study provides answers to the questions posed by this research 
project. The findings in the case study shed light on the relationship between students’ 
writing, their identity, and the course curriculum. Maria's autobiographical self 
underwent a change as a result of the work she did in English 111. She examined her 
identity as a bicultural person more critically as a result of using the discourses and 
associated subject positions made available through the course. 
The case study provided an answer to the first research question: What aspects of 
students’ autobiographical selves do they bring to the course? Maria brought with her the 
subject positions of "dedicated student, and "middle class," which were made available 
by Liberal Humanist Discourse. She also brought with her the subject positions of 
"Puerto Rican" and "bicultural," which were made available through her use of Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse, which she also brought with her. 
The case study provided an answer to the second research question: What 
discourses and subject positions are evident in students’ writing? The discourses and 
subject positions make up the "discoursal selves" presented in her writing. In her writing, 
Maria drew on Social Constructivist Discourse, which enabled her through the subject 
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position of "cultural observer" and "social critic" to step back and look at her cultural 
experience and gender roles more critically. Maria's experience as a bicultural person led 
her to draw on both Assimilation Discourse, taking up the subject position of 
"Assimilated American" and Cultural Empowerment Discourse, taking up the subject 
position of "advocate for cultural empowerment" to justify her support for a 
bilingual/bicultural after school program. Even though Maria was supportive of 
reconnecting with one’s native culture, she sees the practical benefits of assimilation. 
She draws on both of these discourses, and the available subject positions associated with 
them, to try to imagine a situation where one could reap the benefits of a bilingual 
program, while avoiding some of the pitfalls (such as alienation and division among 
people of the same culture). Drawing on Cultural Empowerment Discourse also enabled 
Maria to take up the subject position of a person who has drawn power from reconnecting 
with her culture. She had expressed an interest to me, in occupying such a position early 
in the course when she was consciously working on including more Puerto Rican 
symbols in her first essay of the semester. Maria also drew on Liberal Humanist 
Discourse in her writing. Liberal Humanist Discourse makes available a subject position 
of dedicated student. This subject position enabled Maria to see a future where she 
could be successful. 
The case study also provided an answer to the third research question: How does 
the class influence the discourses and subject positions in students’ writing and therefore 
influence their multiple and changing identities? The course influenced the subject 
Positions and discourses Maria used and therefore changed her identity in poststructural 
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terms. Particularly significant were the ways that subject positions and discourses in the 
class enabled Maria to analyze her subject position "bicultural person" and to see her 
reconnection with her Puerto Rican culture as empowering. 
Maria’s personal agenda of reconnecting to her Puerto Rican culture fit well with 
the kinds of readings presented in English 111. Many of those readings dealt with people 
with cultural identities outside mainstream White-America. The idea of Social 
Constructivism was introduced early on in the class. One of the main points of Social 
Constructivism is that because truth is constructed, subjugated stories can be reclaimed. 
Maria’s project was in many ways about reclaiming her subjugated story of being Puerto 
Rican. Another main point of Social Constructivism is to highlight the role of power in 
cultural realtionships. Maria took up subject positions associated with Social 
Constructivist Discourse, which enabled her to analyze power relationships related to 
being bicultural. 
Through two of the three essays discussed in this study, Maria took the 
opportunity to take up the subject position of person who has reconnected with her 
culture. One of the ways Maria found to enact her biculturalism before she got to my 
class, was through infusing Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse and Puerto Rican Pride 
Discourse into her writing and general language use. She built on this practice of 
including Puerto Rican symbols and cultural expressions in her writing for English 111. 
Maria said in her interview that she also wants to strengthen her connection to her 
Puerto Rican culture by infusing Spanish into her general language use. She wants to 
speak Spanish more with her friends and "slip up on purpose" when she is speaking 
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English, mixing the Spanish words and phrases into the English. Just as she took on a 
bicultural subject position in her writing, she planned to do so in her general language use 
as well. Bicultural language theorists and Composition Scholars have written about the 
empowering nature of reconnecting with one's native language and incorporating it into 
their English writing, even academic work (Anzuldua, 1999; hooks, 1994). Others have 
made it clear they think that it is important by just simply including Spanish, Black 
English, or other languages or dialects when they write for scholarly publications in 
English (Guilyard, 1991; Jordon, 1985; Villanueva, 1993). 
Maria also began a more critical examination of what being bicultural means for 
her. The course offered Maria the opportunity to develop a new subject position of 
"social critic" by introducing her to the discourse Social Constructivist Discourse, which, 
enabled her to observe her own cultural situatedness and think critically about issues of 
culture in her life. These new subject positions and discourses gave her the chance to be 
more consciously aware of the issues she faced as a bicultural person. Although Maria 
uses her new subject position of social critic in her essays, she still includes subject 
positions associated with Liberal Humanism. These new more critical subject positions 
are in tension with the subject positions Maria still occupies that are associated with 
Liberal Humanism. The subject positions associated with Liberal Humanism do not 
encourage Maria to engage in social critique; they encourage her to work hard and assure 
her that if she does she will succeed and overcome obstacles. 
Moving beyond taking up the subject position of bicultural, Maria takes up the 
subject position in her writing of someone who is culturally empowered. In addition to 
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taking up the subject position of someone proud to be Puerto Rican through Cultural 
Pride Discourse, she realized that in addition making her feel proud, reconnecting to her 
culture could actually empower her. She can draw on the power of her connection with 
other Puerto Ricans, as she did in the case of the bilingual club. Sonia Nieto (2004) 
found from her multiple case studies of bicultural and multicultural youth, Affirming 
Diversity, that staying connected to their ethnicity was empowering for her participants. 
She writes," The young people's reliance on their native culture and language may 
provide a shield from the devaluation of their identities by schools and society (367).” 
In conclusion, Maria's identity, in poststructural terms, shifted as she wrote for 
English 111. Her autobiographical self, made up of multiple and conflicting subject 
positions and discourses, evolved over the course of the semester. She was receptive to 
using the discourses and subject positions related to Social Constructivism in the course, 
including the Cultural Empowerment Discourse. This was probably at least partially 
because she had so clearly defined what she was looking for and recognized it in the 
reading and the values of the class. The course material was a partial answer to the 
question she had begun to ask herself: how could she reconnect to her Puerto Rican 
culture? 
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CHAPTER 7 
CASE STUDY - BRIAN 
Profile of Brian: Autobiographical Self 
"Freedom,"--the sort of freedom that means a person can say or do what she 
wants to-was a theme that ran through Brian's essays and interview, and an important 
aspect of Brian's autobiographical self. The first book he enjoyed, he said, was The 
Catcher In the Rye by J. D. Salinger, which he read in the tenth grade. He enjoyed "the 
freedom that Salinger used in this book..." For many high school students Salinger's 
book is the first school-sanctioned book they've read, which includes the sort of freedom 
Brian talks about, such as curse words and the open expression of sexuality. Brian draws 
on Liberal Humanist Discourse and its embedded values and beliefs, such as the value for 
individual freedom of expression, and the belief that people are "free" to do whatever 
they want to, unconstrained by race, class or gender. He takes up the associated subject 
position of "individualist." He has gained access to this powerful discourse through the 
popular culture media. This discourse is arguably one of the strongest discourses in the 
United States today. Liberal Humanist Discourse is very appealing because of the 
optimism represented in its message of individual self-determination. 
Brian also draws on Liberal Humanist Discourse when he talks about valuing the 
"freedom" to be creative and artistic. Drawing on Liberal Humanist Discourse, he takes 
up the subject position of "creative person" when he aligns himself with his role models. 
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When I asked about role models, he answered, Stan Lee, influential comic book writer 
and publisher. He said he admired the creativity and originality of the stories and artwork 
of Lee and his partner Jack Kirby. 
Then he added, "Dare I say it Marilyn Manson." He described Marilyn Manson 
as "very free and artistic." Brian was aware of the position goth "shockrocker" Marilyn 
Manson occupied in pop culture, simultaneously holding the attention of fans because of 
creativity and a unique message, and gamering the criticism and anger of those who felt 
his message and delivery were dark, demonic and negatively influential. Brian echoed 
Marilyn Manson's own response to critics when I asked him what he thought Marilyn 
Manson was saying through his art. ".. .1 don’t think he has one statement that he is 
saying-but pretty much he is trying on-either making fun of the world or have them 
open their eyes I guess. Here Brian aligns himself with alternative pop culture. He sees 
himself as someone who understands the satire in Manson’s music. Alternative pop 
culture criticizes mainstream culture, and/or offers alternative views on all sorts of 
societal or social issues. Alternative pop culture changes as trends change, but seems to 
draw largely on Liberal Humanist Discourse, calling for more individual freedom. Brian 
would wear tee shirts with the names of alternative bands on them and he came into class 
with pink dye in his close cropped blonde hair and left it that way for a while. That 
seemed a natural extension of his quiet "alternative" subject position. Alternative pop 
culture tends to have the most power within youth subculture. 
A particular subculture that Brian was a part of was that of the comic book world. 
He was an insider to this world, having taken up the subject position of "comic book 
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aficionado." The comic book world values the independent hero, drawing on Liberal 
Humanist Discourse. Although there are a few comic books that present alternative 
characters and stories that resist the dominant story of the independent superhero who 
saves the day from the evildoers, most reproduce the dominant cultural ideologies 
embedded in these stereotypical characters and culturally dominant storyline (Wolf- 
Meyer, 2003). 
Brian was absolutely cooperative as a student. He seemed like he was really 
engaged in the readings and the work for class. He was somewhat quiet, but his work 
and his comments and questions when I stopped by to see how he was doing let me know 
that he was working hard and was involved. Like Maria, Brian worked hard, but unlike 
Maria he did not make it explicit that it was important to him to do well. He did not take 
up the subject position of "dedicated student" who is trying to be successful. He took up 
the subject position of learner, thinker" who is doing well because he is interested in the 
topic and interested in doing well for himself only, not because of what it "means" to do 
well. He drew on Liberal Humanist Discourse here, drawing on its value for 
individualism and individual creativity. 
Like Maria, Brian also drew on Liberal Humanism when he took up the subject 
position of "middle class." He said he is of French Canadian and English background. 
He grew up in a suburb of Boston. His father left when he was twelve. He did not have 
many memories of his mother or father reading or writing. He remembered his 
grandmother who lived with them reading mysteries. He had some early interest in 
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creative writing in elementary school when he got to mix a story he wrote with artwork 
he did. He has maintained a strong interest in drawing all along. 
Brian came to English 111 taking up the subject position of "subpar writer." In 
taking up this subject position he drew on Academic Literacy Discourse, which held 
power through his high school teachers. His teachers told him that his writing was not 
adequate for reasons having to do with academic standards. Brian talked in his interview 
about how he became discouraged by his teachers' comments, when he "would usually 
get only Cs and sometimes Ds." He seemed to explain their concerns in terms of 
quantity: "They would say that I needed to expand more on everything and I really didn't 
have much fact." 
Brian also draws on Sentimental Discourse, when describing how he felt like he 
couldn't express himself in writing. Brian gained access to Sentimental Discourse 
through the school literary magazine, which valued and published creative pieces about 
people's feelings and experiences. He talked in his interview about admiring the often 
emotional poems and short stories in the high school literary magazine. He read the 
writing in the magazine and really admired the work, but he felt as if could not write like 
they did. He said, "...I was never really confident about my writing...I had just seen it 
[the literary magazine] and a couple of my friends would submit stuff and I would read 
what they wrote and then I would what I wrote--and I didn't think much of it." 
Discourses and subject positions associated with an individualistic perspective, as 
opposed to a cultural perspective, dominate Brian’s autobiographical self, at the 
beginning of the course. He is interested in personal freedom and artistic expression, 
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which are individualistic concerns. Although Brian enjoys certain privileges because he 
is a white male, and he sees himself as "middle class," he comes to the class as a 
marginalized person in his status as basic writer. He sees himself as a "subpar writer." 
Brian's lack of access to "self expression," as it blocks his access to fluent personal essay 
writing (one form of academic literacy) seems to be at least one cause of his marginal 
status. It seems from the way that he tells his story that his teachers positioned him as a 
writer whose writing lacked "quantity" and "facts," therefore marginalizing him. He, 
instead of seeing this as a temporary position, saw it as a permanent one, and therefore he 
positioned himself as a "subpar" writer. His comparison of his own writing to the writing 
of his peers in the literary magazine only reinforced this subject position. 
Introduction to Discussion of Essays 
Below is a description of the essays Brian wrote during English 111, and then a 
discussion of which essays were chosen for microanalysis. The remainder of the case 
study answers the dissertation’s research questions. 
The first two essays Brian wrote were about his experiences with his relatives. 
The first essay "Staying at Grandpa's House" was about how he enjoyed going to his 
grandfather's house until he had a falling out with his grandfather. The second essay 
"The Uncle I Never Knew I Had" was about a minor character in the first essay, his 
grandfather’s son Billy who Brian found out, when he was old enough to understand, was 
an alcoholic who eventually recovered. The third "Do You Have Any Comics" and 
fourth essay "Women Are Weird Folk" are about the social issues of bilingualism and 
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sexism in language, respectively. The fifth essay "People Are Not Who They Are" is, 
like Job's paper, an essay encouraging openness and a live-and-let live attitude about 
harmless fetishism. 
For Brian's case study, in addition to excerpts from his favorite essay "At 
Grandpa's House," I microanalyzed excerpts from his third essay "Do You Have Any 
Spanish Comics" and his fourth essay "Women Are Weird Folk." The reason I chose to 
microanalyze "Spanish Comics" was the existence of a strong tension between 
Assimilation Discourse and Cultural Empowerment Discourse. I chose to microanalyze 
"Women Are Weird Folk" because I wanted to investigate the Conservative Discourse 
that was drawn on. This discourse seemed to come out of nowhere. Brian did not 
present as someone who would draw on this discourse, nor was the discourse prevalent in 
our course text. 
Discussion of Essays 
This section will report findings about discoursal elements in Brian's favorite 
essay of the semester "Staying at Grandpa's" and two other essays, "Do You Have Any 
Spanish Comics" and "Women are Weird Folk". I will first set up the context for and the 
content of each essay. Then I will report the discourses and subject positions I found in 
each essay. 
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Brian’s Favorite Essay: ’’Staying At Grandpa’s” 
Background on "Staying at Grandpa's". Brian’s favorite essay of the semester was 
his first essay titled "Staying At Grandpa's." In this essay Brian writes about his 
experiences centered around visiting his grandfather. When I asked him about why he 
liked this essay he answered, "Because it was real easy to write about, because it was all 
memories of this time. It came up real easy, just nice memories I guess, fond memories 
of childhood." He shows through his experiences how relationships and people change. 
Despite Brian's statement about the essay, there are some difficult times, along with the 
fun times, documented in the essay. 
The essay covers several periods of time. The first part of the essay covers 
Brian's early visits to his grandfather's, the introduction into the picture of two children 
from his grandfather's new marriage (Sue and Rich) and Brian's subsequent friendship 
with them. The middle part of the essay was about a period when the world around his 
grandfather s place falls apart due to his own conflicts with his grandfather, and Sue's 
own rebellious and arrogant adolescent ways. In the last part of the essay all of these 
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issues are resolved. This essay was written in response to the assignment asking students 
to introduce themselves by writing about meaningful people, places, or objects. Brian's 
essay shows a great deal of influence from a nostalgic student essay in our text called 
''Dragonflies" by Gianni Harris. "Dragonflies" also covers a large period of time-the 
"growing up" period-in a boy's life. 
The beginning of "At Grandpa's" details the happy times Brian spent visiting his 
grandfather with his brother. They would help his grandfather take care of his horses and 
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spend time with his two uncles. Then his grandfather remarried a woman named Kay 
who had two children of her own, Rich and Susan. Brian had new playmates. They all 
enjoyed each other’s company when Brian visited. As the children hit adolescence, the 
grandfather, according to Brian, began demanding Brian act like an adult and yet treated 
him like a child. Sue began getting involved with alcohol and drugs and acting like she 
was too good for Brian. The universe of "grandpa's” became unbalanced, things were out 
of orbit. Brian s solution to dealing with all of this was to withdraw himself—he stopped 
going to his grandfather s. When he finally reconnected with his extended family after he 
graduated from high school, he found that they all suddenly treated him more like an 
adult. He was comfortable again with them. Sue also had changed—she now regretted 
the ways she had acted and told him so. 
Discoursal Elements in "At Grandpa's". Brian writes about issues of conflict and 
connectedness in his experience with his own family drawing on Sentimental Discourse. 
Brian takes up the subject positions of "emotional person” and "connected person," which 
allow him to write in the emotional way he admired in his high school literary magazine. 
Below in lines 68-78 is an example of Brian's use of Sentimental Discourse. 
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Table 7.1: "At Grandpa's" 
68 At my going away party, two days before I was leaving, everyone had done at least 
a one hundred degree turn. 
69 It's not like a complete turn around, but it was definitely a noticeable one. 
70 Relatives weren't concerned with what they were saying in front of me anymore. 
71 They were using more explicit language than I think I've ever heard them use. 
72 The thing I remember most about that evening is the last thing Sue said to me 
when I was leaving. 
73 She wasn't [was] candid about her feelings for the first time in a long time. 
74 She came out and told me how she missed how we'd come over and just hang out 
like we used to. 
75 I couldn't believe how she was talking. 
76 She didn't care about what she was saying; it was all from her heart. 
77 I could tell, just the way she spoke and the way she chose to word it all. 
78 It meant a lot to me and I don't think I'll ever forget it. 
In lines 68 and 69, Brian takes up the subject position of emotional person, 
drawing on Sentimental Discourse and its embedded ideology which values personal 
drama. He says dramatically "everyone had done at least a one hundred degree turn." 
Similarly, in lines 72 and 73, he takes on the subject position of Emotional Person, 
drawing on Sentimental Discourse and the embedded ideology which values "expressing 
one's feelings." In line 72, he takes up the subject position of emotional person and 
builds up the drama by using dramatic phrases like "The thing I remember most" about 
that evening is the "last thing Sue said to me." In line 73 he takes up the subject position 
of emotional person, focusing on his friend's "candid feelings." Again, he takes up the 
subject position of emotional person in lines 75-78, drawing on the embedded ideology 
valuing emotions and drama. He uses dramatic phrases such as "I couldn't believe how 
she was talking," "She didn't care about what she was saying;" "I could tell, just the way 
she spoke" and "I don't think I'll ever forget it." 
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The other subject position Brian takes up through his use of Sentimental 
Discourse in this essay is "connected person." He draws on Sentimental Discourse and 
the embedded ideology, which values relationships with people. In Lines 70 and 71, he 
shows how he became accepted by a group of adult relatives in a way he hadn't as a 
younger person. In Line 74 he shows how he values his connection to his friend. He was 
moved when she said that she missed how they used to spend time together. 
Brian's use of Sentimental Discourse allows him to take up the subject positions 
of emotional person and connected person. Through taking up these subject positions 
Brian was able to tap into emotions and details which give his essay the depth and 
creativity that he admired from his high school literary magazine. 
Brian presented a discoursal identity of a person who is emotional, enjoys 
connectedness, with people who treat him well, and is in touch with his feelings about 
people and relationships. Brian was not able to draw on Sentimental Discourse or take up 
the subject positions of emotional person or connected person in his writing in high 
school. Through reading the essays in the English 111 text Brian was provided access to 
Sentimental Discourse and the subject positions of emotional person and connected 
person. Because, however, this discourse and these subject positions are so prevalent in 
mainstream culture, I think I would be overstating my case to say he "gained access" to 
these for the first time in my class. This brings up the difference between public 
identities presented in writing-discoursal identity- and discourses and subject positions 
a person draws on and takes up in general. It is possible that Brian had access to 
Sentimental Discourse and these associated subject positions in his thoughts and even in 
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speech, but he did not access them in his writing in high school. Writing creates a public 
as well as personal "discoursal identity" for the writer, and subject positions one may take 
on in private, one may not take on in public. In high school he may not have been ready 
to take up such revealing discourses and subject positions in such a public way. I could 
speculate on many reasons for this having to do with the repressive nature of societal 
norms for boys when it comes to expressing emotion. I would guess Brian was more 
open to Sentimental Discourse in my class because he found college to be a more open 
accepting environment in which he could safely consider expressing himself. The essays 
Brian read in English 111 which drew on Sentimental Discourse and the subject positions 
of emotional person and connected person seem to have provided him with access to 
these discourses and subject positions as well as a model for presenting them publicly in 
writing. 
Brian’s Third Essay: ”Do You Have Any Spanish Comics” 
Background on "Do You Have Any Spanish Comics". In Essay Three, Brian 
writes about feeling uncomfortable when people around him speak their own language- 
that is not English. He says he understands why they speak their own language, 
understands the comfort and meaning it has for them, but says he is still bothered "by not 
being able to understand people when going down the street." He says he would 
probably feel the same way that the people speaking their native language feel. He really 
seems to empathize, but still he shows his discomfort with other languages being spoken 
around him. 
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Table 7.2: "Do You Have Any Spanish Comics" 
1 It is no longer uncommon that children in America are bilingual. 
2 It's not the white kids that are bilingual its everyone else. 
3 These Spanish, Cambodian, Chinese, French or whatever speak English as well 
as their native language. 
4 They may be able to speak both languages, but they'll always (at least I think and 
have been taught) feel more comfortable with their own language. 
5 I know that I have had six years of French and am in no way ready to try to 
converse with a French man. 
6 I wouldn't feel adequate. 
7 I feel I don't know that language well enough and that would stop me from 
speaking. 
8 This is probably true with bilingual people today. 
9 They speak English when necessary, but any other time they don't. 
10 Richard Rodriguez states in his essay that, "In an instant, they agreed to give up 
the language (the sounds) that had revealed and accentuated our family's 
closeness"(99). 
11 When he couldn't speak his native language with his own family, Rodriguez felt 
stolen from. 
12 No longer could he feel comfortable in his own home. 
13 These people need to speak their own languages, if not to feel comfortable then 
to remember who they are. 
Djscoursal Elements of "Do You Have Any Spanish Comics". Brian begins here 
in the early lines of this introduction to his essay by drawing on Assimilation Discourse. 
He then moves to a kind of empathic position which is not Assimilation, where he 
empathizes with non-native English speakers comfort speaking their own language. It is 
only in the last line of the introduction where he seems to draw on Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse, recognizing that language is important because it connects 
people to their culture. 
In Lines One through Three Brian draws on Assimilation Discourse and the 
embedded belief that people should speak English because it is the dominant language. 
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Brian "others” the people who have other native languages when he says "these Spanish, 
Cambodian, Chinese, French..(italics mine). He takes up a subject position of a person 
speaking the "right" language. He separates himself from "these others" who speaks 
other languages. 
In line 4 he draws on the idea of people feeling "more comfortable" speaking their 
own language. There are two places he has heard this idea for this idea and he is now 
drawing on it somewhat tentatively--he puts in parenthesis "at least I think and have been 
taught." He is only partially taking ownership of the idea, which he has been taught. He 
is referring to my statement of this idea in my model essay. Then in Lines 5-8 Brian 
moves to a position which is not that of an advocate of assimilation, but is not an 
advocate for cultural empowerment either. He moves to a position which is empathic and 
less distanced than the earlier lines. He puts himself in the position of those who speak 
other native languages when he says, "I feel I don't know that language well enough and 
that would stop me from speaking." 
Brian continues to take up this tentatively empathic position in Lines 9-12, 
including what Rodriguez says about how he would too be more comfortable speaking 
his own language. Then in Line 13 he draws on Cultural Empowerment Discourse when 
he moves beyond the idea of a person's comfort to a language’s role in helping people to 
"remember who they are." Cultural Empowerment Discourse and the associated subject 
position of advocate for cultural empowerment represent an understanding of language as 
something which can empower people by allowing them to draw strength from their 
cultural background. 
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In this next section, Brian continues to draw mostly on both Assimilation 
Discourse, though he moves again, briefly, to a position of empathy, from which he does 
not call for people to speak only English, and yet does not draw on Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse. His emphasis in lines 14-21 is on his own experience as 
someone left out when Spanish and Cambodian speakers speak their native languages. 
He draws on Assimilation Discourse here, as he complains about their not speaking 
English. He shows his annoyance with a group of kids who spoke other native languages 
in his description of them as a "fog scurrying down the stairs.He sees their language 
use as an affront to him-he feels "strangled" by hearing them speak their languages. He 
takes up the empathic position again in lines 22-23 when he says that he would do the 
same thing if in their shoes in another country. The dominant feeling in this section, 
though is resentment toward non-native speakers. 
Table 7.3: "Do You Have Any Spanish Comics" 
14 I worked at Larry's Comics, located right in the middle of Lowell, 
Massachusetts. 
15 Kids would come in and out of there all the time. 
16 There was a certain few I could remember, but there were groups that I always 
knew when they came in. 
17 It was like a fog scurrying down the stairs to the basement-like setup of the store. 
18 They would blow in and they'd speak these fast languages (mainly Spanish, and 
what I think was the Cambodian language). 
19 I'd feel strangled in the way I couldn't understand what they were saying. 
20 At the time I thought it was rude. 
21 I knew that they could speak perfect English and then they'd just speak Spanish 
to each other. 
22 If put in a similar situation; I'd probably still feel the same exact way. 
23 If I were out with my family. I'd probably speak English if in another country. 
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Brian uses personal experience to discuss the topic of bilingual language use. His 
experience seems to make him feel that it is important for non-native English speakers to 
speak English, mainly for the convenience of people like himself. He does, however 
attempt as my model introduction prompted him to see both sides of the issue. He tries to 
empathize with non-native speakers at times and even mentions briefly that non-native 
speakers' language connects them with their cultures. His reasons for empathizing are 
self-centered reasons. It made him feel uncomfortable when they spoke their native 
language, and his recollection of this discomfort makes it hard for him to overlook the 
non-native speaker's own discomfort, so he winds up empathizing with them. 
Brian presents a discoursal identity of someone who thinks non-native speakers of 
English should assimilation linguistically, so as not to inconvenience people like him, or 
make them feel uncomfortable. However Brian is also able to draw some similarities 
between himself and the non-native speaker when he realizes he may be himself some 
day in another country. He realizes that he too is most comfortable speaking his own 
language, and this empathy gives him the ability to take up an empathic position. He 
gives the impression that he is being empathic, partially because he is being pushed to be. 
Brian’s Fourth Essay: ’’Women Are Weird Folk” 
Background on "Women Are Weird Folk". In his fourth essay, Brian aligns 
himself with a conservative perspective, when he challenges the call for changes to the 
English language which would lessen the sexism many women feel is embedded in it. 
This essay is less based on an emotional struggle, but instead more on logical argument: 
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"There would be a whole new language we'd have to learn." I remember that I got 
involved as he wrote this essay, and my concern about his early draft was that he not 
present himself as extreme. I was drawing on Academic Literacy Discourse when I 
became concerned with the way that students present themselves in relation to the issues 
they write about. I wanted them to present themselves as savvy college students who 
know about the "ongoing conversations" going on about a particular issue (Bartholomae, 
1988). Part of presenting oneself as savvy is knowing how to present subtle differences 
of opinion and to not rely on overstated points of view. For these reasons I was hoping 
to influence in Brian what I saw as his unexamined opinion that the English language 
should not be changed to make it less sexist. I made the suggestion that he tone down his 
blanket statements about this topic to reflect that he was only problematizing an extreme 
position that some people hold. In other words, I was hoping that he would point out 
problems he saw with changing the language, but would also concede to some benefits 
this change might have. His response was to indicate throughout that he only has a 
problem with what he sees as "extreme views" held by "radicals" about changing the 
English language to make it less sexist. He never contemplated any other point of view 
about this topic. This was not the influence I was hoping to have. I was hoping that he 
would question his own argument about how under no circumstance should the English 
language be changed. Instead, Brian conceded nothing there, but complicated the idea of 
women as a group, so that he splits women into "extreme" women and "non-extreme" 
women. 
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Whereas my idea of the compromise subject position seemed to influence Brian 
when he wrote about language issues in a way that had him questioning his own subject 
position as a person who advocated assimilation, here my influence seemed to have 
backfired, as far as my intent was concerned. He did not really move from his original 
subject position as a person who held conservative beliefs about feminism. He did make 
some effort to camouflage his beliefs as more moderate views though. He may have been 
making some effort to accommodate my comments through this camouflage, but it 
doesn't seem to be a real shift in subject position. 
Table 7.3: "Women Are Weird Folk" 
1 Some women talk about how they need to be more accepted and 
involved in society, but some of these women are radicals 
2 These groups of women rally together for women's rights. 
3 Have equal rights! Have a women's (sic.) equal rights cake walk 
through Tian'anman Square, 
4 but don't be the radical girl that wants to change a language 
5 Who takes radicals like that seriously? No matter what they may say, 
people will be turned away by their extremist ways 
Discoursal Elements of "Women Are Weird Folk". Like he does in relation to 
non-native English speakers in his essay "Do You Have Any Spanish Comics," Brian 
positions women in this essay as "the other" by his use of "these" in Line Two: "These 
groups of women who rally together for women's rights." Brian not only draws on 
Conservative Discourse to make his point, but tries to couch his argument in a call for 
moderation, alluding to Liberal Humanist Discourse by drawing on words associated with 
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that discourse in line 3: "Have equal rights!" Although Brian uses words associated with 
Liberal Humanist Discourse, he draws on a Conservative Discourse and conservative 
ideology, which says that women gaining more power in relation to men is not necessary. 
Liberal Humanist Discourse values basic human rights, and therefore would place value 
on the basic rights of women. However, Liberal Humanist Discourse would not place a 
conversation about how language disempowers women within its values. It is this very 
claimed neutrality when it comes to issues of power that has left Liberal Humanism open 
to critique from poststructural theorists (Surber, 1998). Brian introduces a new element 
in this essay, sarcasm, which reinforces the use of the Conservative Discourse, 
downplaying the influence of Liberal Humanism Discourse. His use of exclamation 
marks in sentences such as "Have women's equal rights!" and the over-the-top acceptance 
in "Have a women's equal rights cake walk through Tian'anman Square, but don't be the 
radical girl that wants to change a language." show this sarcasm and a casual style, which 
seems resistant to academic writing. The line "Don't be the radical girl that wants to 
change a language," draws on a version of Conservative Discourse. This version might 
be called "Backlash Discourse," based on the idea of young men "backlashing" against 
the feminism they feel is now uneccessary (since women have appeared to have won 
some battles in terms of inequality). This line is particularly dismissive because it 
addresses an imagined female reader directly and refers to her as a "girl," not a woman. 
Brian presents a discoursal idenitity in this essay of a resistant conservative young 
man who feels he is being very reasonable when he challenges changing sexist language. 
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He draws on very different discourses, Conservative and Liberal Humanist Discourses to 
present this discoursal identity. The sense of resistance to the class discourses, Critical, 
Feminist, and Social Constructivist Discourses, is reinforced by his use of words like 
"these groups of women" (italics mine) and casual writing style. For example, he writes 
in Line Three, "Have equal rights!” as if he is shouting, or having a heated conversation, 
not writing an academic paper. 
If he had drawn on the class discourses relevant to the topic of gender and 
language, Feminist Discourse or Social Constructivist Discourse, he would have 
presented a very different discoursal identity-one of a young man who sees the need for 
changing the language to make it less sexist. He would have presented himself as 
someone who was progressive, rather than conservative. 
Conclusion to Discussion of Essays 
This section described the discoursal elements which appeared in Brian’s writing. 
The major discourses found were Sentimental, Assimilation, Cultural Empowerment, 
Conservative, and Liberal Humanist Discourses. Many of these discourses and 
embedded ideologies, and subject positions were made available by the English 111 
class. 
Discoursal Elements From the Class In Brian’s Writing 
The following section will focus on the influence the class had on Brian's multiple 
and changing identities. I will examine in more depth the discourses and subject 
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positions which he drew on in his writing to show how they may have changed his 
identities (See Table 5.1 for a list of all major discourses and subject positions from class 
curriculum). 
Unit One 
Although it is not connected to the Social Constructivist Discourse or the related 
discourses, which motivated the creation of the English 111 curriculum. Sentimental 
Discourse was one of the main discourses presented through the course text for Unit 1. 
In "At Grandpa's House," Brian draws on the ideologies embedded in this discourse as 
presented in this unit, including a value for “emotions” and “connectedness.” He takes 
up the subject position of "emotional person" and "connected person," focusing on 
feelings and details of relationships. Drawing on Sentimental Discourse allows Brian to 
"sound" the way that he imagines good "creative" writers to sound, like the students who 
wrote for his high school literary magazine. Sentimental Discourse is powerful in the 
course through its presentation in several memoirs and essays, which focus on positive 
memories of family and life events. Sentimental Discourse is also very powerful outside 
the course, in popular culture, through its use in television dramas, situation comedies, 
movies and songs. For Brian, this discourse was particularly powerful and important 
since he admired its use in his high school literary magazine, and he wished he could 
write the way the students who wrote for the magazine wrote. He also buries the 
controversial aspects of the story in the sentimentality of the happy ending. He drew on 
the genre of personal narrative, which was also presented through models in this unit. 
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Particularly, as discussed earlier, Brian drew intertextually from the Essay “Dragonflies” 
by Gianni Harris. 
Although the authors of The Composition of Our”selves" are use elements of 
"Dragonflies" to get students to think about Social Constructivism, Harris doesn't draw 
on Social Constructivist ideologies himself. He draws on Sentimental Discourse and 
achieves what Newkirk (1997) calls a "narrative of developmental progress." Newkirk 
argues that this type of essay is the one of the major essay types students are asked to 
write. He describes it this way: 
Not only is it a progress narrative, but it is one that asks for a 
construction of experience in a particular dramatic form; it requires 
the capacity to identify critical disjunctive moments that trigger 
self-reflective growth. (22) 
In the essay "Dragonflies" the "disjunctive moment" was when Harris reflects on 
the trip he used to take, as a child, to his grandfathers' friend Jacks' house near New 
Orleans in relation to the same trip taken as a young adult. The first memory is described 
with great sensual detail and an air of happy innocence: 
From there we would go on to pass in front of Judge Perez's 
property. Perez was excommunicated because he was a 
racist... .My grandfather would always start the same story just as 
we passed Perez's mansion." 'you see that big field right there. It 
was once filled wth all white Brahman bulls. He didn't want no 
colored ones in his field. 
After passing the end of the field, it would take just a few minutes 
to arrive at Jack's. As soon as I saw a ditch on the side of the road, 
I knew that we were in front of his property. I could hear the 
sound the car tires made as we drove down the road covered with 
oyster shells. The house would always be surrounded by hundreds 
of dragonflies. (22) 
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When Harris went back later as a young adult he noted that things had changed. 
When his grandfather told the story about Perez he understood that it meant that Perez 
was a racist. Jack's garden had grown over and his neighbors had moved. Harris's last 
paragraph is particularly dramatic: 
My grandfather and Jack didn't have much to say, though they 
seemed happy to see each other. I felt bad because I kept thinking 
they both knew they were getting old. We said our good-byes to 
Jack, and he walked us to the door. When we were half way home, 
I remembered: there were no dragonflies. (23) 
Harris has the realization that things have changed, and this realization was made 
more dramatic by the juxtapositioning of a typical childhood visit and an adult visit. 
Although "Dragonflies" doesn't draw on Social Constructivist Discourse, the 
authors of Composition of Our"selves" present "Dragonflies" to illustrate the Social 
Constructivist idea that reality is socially constructed. They write about "Dragonflies" in 
the Unit 1 introduction: 
...Harris paints for us two landscapes in words. One is from his 
boyhood recollections; the other is the same setting revisited by a 
nearly grown man. There is a change, no doubt, but whether the 
change is in the scene itself or in the writer's varying constructions 
of it we can't be sure.(3) 
Although I was not a part of the planning of this book. I'm guessing that the 
writers of this curriculum included "Dragonflies" as a kind of bridge between 
"Sentimental Discourse" and "Social Constructivist Discourse." They tried to get 
students to look at what they would write in a typical "narrative of developmental 
progress,"-which according to Newkirk (1997) students would be familiar with, at least 
from writing college entrance essays-from a social constructivist perspective. By 
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focusing on how realizations in this sort of essay can be seen as new versions or 
constructions of reality, they hoped to move students toward seeing events in their lives 
as constructed. The personal essay genre seems to encourage students to use Sentimental 
Discourse. Students moved toward social constructivism to different degrees, as this 
study shows. Job took a small step closer to analyzing his realization in social 
constructivist terms. 
Like Harris, Brian draws on Sentimental Discourse without also taking up a 
social constructivist discourse to analyze his experience from a social constructivist or 
cultural perspective. He does not take up the subject position of “meaning maker” 
offered by Social Constructivist Discourse in this unit. The contrast between "meaning 
maker" and "emotional person'V'connected person" hinges on whether or not the writer 
chooses to try to examine an experience in a whole new way. It is not clear that Brian is 
looking at his experience at his grandfather’s in a whole new way. Brian is telling his 
side of the story, but he does not use Social Constructivist Discourse within the essay. 
Although Brian is clearly troubled by some aspects of his experience and is taking first 
steps to air his side of the story; he never analyzes the experience in a conscious way. He 
never steps back and talks about how retelling this story in a new way can affect how he 
understands the experience. 
Unit Three 
Assimilation Discourse and Cultural Empowerment Discourse are the major 
discourses represented in Unit 3 of the textbook. In Brian's third essay, "Do You Have 
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Any Spanish Comics" he mostly draws on Assimilation Discourse. The ideologies 
embedded in Assimilation Discourse, which stress the benefits of learning the dominant 
language of a new country for immigrants, are found in Brian’s essay. He was influenced 
to take up Assimilation Discourse by Richard Rodriguez’s excerpted text, which he 
quotes in his essay. (See Maria’s case study for discussion of Assimilation Discourse in 
Rodriguez’s text.) Brian hardly draws on Cultural Empowerment Discourse, and the 
overall discoursal identity he presents is not one of a person who believes strongly in the 
idea of cultural empowerment. 
For Brian, as opposed to Maria, his exposure to Assimilation Discourse and 
Cultural Empowerment Discourse are from popular culture and from class texts and 
conversations, as he does not have the personal experience with assimilation or cultural 
empowerment himself that an immigrant or dialect user would have. (See Maria's case 
study for a discussion of the power of Assimilation and Cultural Empowerment 
Discourse.) Brian probably had access to Assimilation Discourse from popular culture 
and the media because it is a dominant discourse. I can't say for sure what his exposure 
to Cultural Empowerment Discourse would be since it is not a dominant discourse. 
Interestingly, the pieces in the course text that drew on Assimilation Discourse 
and//or Cultural Empowerment were written from the position of an insider, someone 
who had experience first hand what it means to be a non-native English speaker or a 
dialect speaker. Brian occupied the position of an outsider, so I imagine that made it 
more challenging for him to gain access to the discourses from the text alone. 
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Unit Four 
In his essay for Unit 4 “Women Are Weird Folk” Brian draws most heavily on 
Conservative Discourse, which is a discourse not drawn on in the Unit, nor in the course 
textbook. Conservative Discourse is powerful outside the course through such media 
outlets as conservative talk radio. The discourse's power throughout the general culture 
seems to wax and wane over time, but Conservative Discourse seems to be that of a 
subculture, compared to Liberal Humanist Discourse which has more power. However, 
sometimes Conservative agendas are camouflaged by seemingly moderate Liberal 
Humanist positions, such as the slogan "No Child Left Behind." This might seem to 
draw on Liberal Humanist ideas about the importance of education, but arguably the 
policy, which includes increased testing of students, really draws on a more conservative 
ideology about the importance of testing. There is a benefit to camouflaging conservative 
ideologies within more mainstream discourses. In this case, it is harder to refute the 
mainstream Liberal Humanist ideology like the idea that all students should have access 
to a good education, but easier to refute the more controversial idea that students should 
be categorized according to ability by testing from an early age. Similarly, Brian draws 
on Conservative ideology about leaving sexism in the English language as it is, while at 
the same time drawing on Liberal Humanist ideology to say that he has no problem with 
equal rights for women. Brian is trying to portray the subject position of someone who is 
open minded and non-sexist, while at the same time is also taking on the subject position 
of someone who is conservative and sexist. 
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Brian does not draw on the two major discourses represented in Unit 4, Feminist 
Discourse or Critical Discourse. Embedded in the Conservative Discourse, on which he 
does draw, are ideologies which stress the importance of maintaining the status quo in 
terms of women’s issues. Brian takes on the subject position of “sensible moderate” 
through his argument that women who would disagree with him are “radical.” Although 
he sees himself as a moderate, he wraps himself in the ideology of conservatism. 
Ironically, I may have offered him the subject position of moderate through my model 
paragraph in Unit Three (see Chapter Five for description of model paragraph). Even 
though to me his position seems one which draws on Conservative ideologies, he also 
takes up the subject position of’’moderate" when he says "Who takes radicals like that 
seriously. No matter what they may say, people will be turned away by their radical 
ways." He is repeating back to me what I said about people who are "in your face" with 
extreme points of view, when I was encouraging them to take a compromise position in 
Chapter Three in order not to appear ill-informed on their subject matter. I modeled for 
Brian a compromise subject position in my model essay introduction, and then I 
encouraged him to be careful about being too extreme in his views in this essay. Brian 
used the negative label I gave to extremism against the feminist argument for changing 
the sexist words in the English language. This seems to have significance in terms of 
using models as a teaching strategy. Modeling seems to have a powerful effect, but it is 
not always the effect you want or imagine. Students may use subject positions you offer 
m a model in a different way than you expect. 
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Conclusion: How This Case Study Contributes to the Developing Story 
Brian’s case study contributed to this research project in providing further data on 
the relationship between students’ writing, their identity, and the course curriculum. 
Brian's autobiographical self changed as a result of the reading and writing he did in 
English 111. He began to see himself as a better writer as a result of accessing and using 
Sentimental Discourse in the class. His use of Liberal Humanist Discourse and the 
associated value for personal and artistic freedom may have caused him to resist the use 
of other discourses in the class, and therefore resist other changes to his identity. 
The case study provided an answer to the first research question: What aspects of 
students’ autobiographical selves do they bring to the course? Brian brought with him 
the subject positions of "individualist," "creative person," "middle class," and "learner, 
thinker," which were made available by Liberal Humanist Discourse. He also brought 
with him the subject position of insider to alternative popular culture, which was made 
available through Alternative Pop Culture Discourse. Interestingly, he also occupied the 
subject position of "comic book afficianado." I believe an argument could be made that 
the subject position of "comic book afficianado" is made available through both "Liberal 
Humanist Discourse and Alternative Popular Discourse. Brian also brought with him the 
subject position of "subpar writer," as a result of being positioned as such by his teachers 
in the past. 
Brian's case study provided an answer to the second research question: What 
discourses and subject positions are evident in students’ writing? The discourses and 
subject positions make up the "discoursal selves" presented in his writing. In Brian's first 
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essay "At Grandpa's" he drew on Sentimental Discourse, taking up the associated subject 
positions of "emotional person" and "connected person. In his third essay "Do You Have 
Any Spanish Comic Books?" he drew on Assimilation Discourse and Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse, taking up the associated subject position of "advocate for 
assimilation" and "advocate for cultural empowerment." In his fourth essay "Women Are 
Weird Folk" Brian draws on Liberal Humanism, taking up the associated subject position 
of "supporter of some version of woman's rights,” and on Conservative Discourse taking 
up the associated subject positions of "opponent of changing sexism in language." 
The case study also provided an answer to the third research question: How does 
the class influence the discourses and subject positions in students’ writing and therefore 
influence their multiple and changing identities? The subject positions of "emotional 
person" and "connected person" enabled Brian to access dramatic and emotional 
language, which was a desire of his. As I have discussed earlier he wanted to write in the 
way his friends who wrote for his high school literary magazine wrote. The pieces 
written for the literary magazine were moving and emotional. Because of his use of 
Sentimental Discourse he was able to replace the subject position of "subpar writer" with 
emotional and dramatic writer. In his portfolio review, Brian talks about this change: 
While in English 111,1 have learned to be more confident in my writing and to express 
myself more flowingly.” In his interview he said his "writing skills" and his "confidence 
in his writing" had improved. He says,".. .everything that I was told to do in high school, 
I have gotten better at." Whereas in high school Brian sat on the sideline, admiring 
writers who could do what he wished he could, at the end of the semester he saw himself 
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being able to write in a way that pleased him. He saw himself as having begun a process 
of developing as a writer. When I asked him to describe himself as a writer at the end of 
the semester he said, "Like just starting off I guess, just really getting my feet-starting to 
walk I guess." Before, in high school he sat on the sidelines and watched his friends and 
others write in a way that he wished he could. He enjoyed the creativity of drawing, 
comic books and movies, but did not attempt writing creatively for enjoyment. 
In conclusion, unlike with Maria, I didn't see a big change having to do with 
Brian's cultural identity in his writing. Brian's orientation toward Liberal Humanist 
Discourse and Alternative Popular Cultural Discourse before he came to the course, may 
have influenced the way he interacted with the course material. His identity development 
is most obvious along the lines of his individual expression, as opposed to Maria's which 
was more focused on her cultural position. 
Brian did not see himself mirrored in the curriculum the way Maria did, with the 
exception of the "Dragonflies" essay, which is a "coming of age" story. Maybe Brian 
even felt antagonized by readings, which attempt to privilege marginalized groups. The 
tone of his two issues-oriented essays make this seem likely. He is able to empathize on 
an individual level with the people whose native languages are not English at the end of 
his essay "Spanish Comics; however, he is operating from an individual level, not from a 
cultural one. 
A student like Brian represents a challenge to a teacher who is trying to get 
students to think and write from a social constructivist perspective. He does not draw on 
discourses or take up subject positions connected with social constructivist ideas. A 
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student like Maria who is already seeking new discourses and subject positions which are 
related to social constructivism may easily take to Social Constructivist Discourse, and 
related genres, such as autoethnographic genre. Students have needs based on their 
identities as they enter a course. In the case of Maria, this need was to find a way to 
integrate her two cultural identities. In the case of Brian, this need was to find a way to 
strengthen his identity as an expressive writer. Maria's need was one she associated with 
culture, while Brian's was a need he associated with individual expression. While Maria's 
general orientation was cultural, Brian's was about being an individual. 
Brian is getting some important needs met, even if they do not include his use of 
discourses and subject positions related to social constructivism. So, Brian is getting 
some important needs met, then what if any loss is there for him as the student, or for me 
as the teacher, if he does not embrace or at least "try out" discourses and subject positions 
associated with a social constructivist curriculum? Many composition scholars who 
support a social constructivist curriculum have argued that writing classes should be 
about "disrupting" students' sense of what is "true" (Brodkey, 1996; Lu, 1992). 
According to these scholars, Brian is losing out, losing out on a chance to be "disrupted" 
by his education. The only disruption to his subject position seems to be his empathy in 
relation to non-native English speakers, and that movement is slight. He refuses to 
rethink his position in relation to the feminist issue of language bias. 
But what if Brian's world had been disrupted? What if Brian had done an 
autoethnography like Maria did? Perhaps he would have looked at his own cultural 
Position, or perhaps he could have done an autoethnographic piece about one of the 
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comic book or alternative music subcultures he is a part of. He might have better 
understood why his extended family functioned the way it did if he analyzed the cultural 
location of his family. Perhaps he would have begun to understand the role of culture 
and power in his own and others' lives. Maybe he would begin to reflect on his lack of 
access to academic literacy, and on the privileges he has had as a white male. An 
autoethnography about the comic book world or the alternative music subcultures he is a 
part of could have been fascinating. If Brian had stepped back and looked at these 
hobbies as cultures, it could have led him to see them in a critical way as opposed to 
simply as a consumer. An exploration of comic books would probably show many places 
where comic books were simply reproducing beliefs in dominant "truths." However, a 
few comic books may be resisting these dominant "truths" (Wolf-Meyer, 2003). 
If Brian took a more critical look at either his family or the subcultures he was a 
part of, this might have provided a bridge to the social constructivist ideas presented in 
the curriculum. The question is, what could have started Brian in this direction? Perhaps 
including a required autoethnographic essay about a cultural community-family, hobby, 
subculture-each student is involved with would help. It is possible that for some 
students it might be easier to achieve the sort of distance one needs to achieve for writing 
an autoethnography, if it is about a hobby or subculture one is involved, as opposed to 
one’s family. Probably, a discussion about subcultures in relation to dominant culture, 
and cultural production and reproduction would be helpful as well. 
Brian didn't see himself reflected in the curriculum readings as Maria did. 
Perhaps if he had read about a student, who like himself had been positioned as 
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academically underprepared by those who had power over him, he may have become 
curious then about the other ways that power plays out in a socially constructed reality, 
when those in power tell the dominant story. He may have been moved to gain further 
understanding of culture and power, and take up the subject position of "social critic" to 
"talk back to power" about this issue. 
My own contradictory subject positions as a teacher as I hoped to simultaneously 
empower students by a.) offering them access to academic literacy, and b.) teaching them 
to disrupt and deconstruct cultural constructs like academic literacy may have 
contributed to Brian's choice not to take up Social Constructivist Discourse. Perhaps my 
support for the more conservative Academic Literacy undermined my support for the 
more disruptive Social Constructivist agenda. In my own model essay introduction for 
that essay, my compromise subject position meant to offer a subject position related to 
Cultural Empowerment and Social Constructivism presented in an academically literate 
form may have watered down my message to take up such disruptive subject positions. 
Ultimately, Brian seemed to resist both subject positions I had hoped would be 
empowering for him. He resisted Academic Literacy Discourse as much as he resisted 
Social Constructivist Discourse in his casually written essay on gender and language. 
Unlike Maria, Brian did not come to class asking questions that would be 
answered so well by Social Constructivist Discourse and associated subject positions. He 
came to class as a person interested in individual creativity and the subcultures of comic 
books and alternative music. There is a connection between these subject positions and 
those associated with Social Constructivist values for understanding culture and power, 
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but it would have taken a real "disruption,” a significant shift in Brian's autobiographical 
identity for this connection to be made. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CASE STUDY - JOB 
Profile of Job: Autobiographical Self 
When I first met Job, I observed him to be young, black and Haitian. Job was 
enthusiastic, formal and polite in his approach to the class and to me as a professor. He 
wanted strongly to contribute to class discussions, and when he did his comments had a 
sophisticated nature to them, but he had trouble making himself understood in English. I 
wrote in my early fieldnotes that I had a hard time understanding Job during class 
discussions. Although much of his use of English syntax and his general speech patterns 
were hard to follow, I could tell that he had a more mature sense of philosophy than many 
of the students. Job was very interested in the ideas of the course, and very interested in 
communicating with classmates and myself orally and in writing. Like many students in 
English 111 he has looked at American culture from an outsider's perspective, as an 
immigrant, as well as from more of an insider's perspective after living here for many 
years. He was bom in France and then at age four moved to Haiti, where at least one of 
his parents, and some extended family, was from. He talked about extended family living 
in Haiti when he was living there, but he is not clear about whether both sides of his 
family was from there, or how long his parents were living in France. When I asked Job 
about his ethnic background, he did not give the answer I expected. I assumed that 
because much of his extended family lived in Haiti that he was of Haitian descent. He 
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talked about being descended from the Arawak Indians, Pre-Columbian inhabitants of 
Haiti, and the French. He said in his interview: 
I don't think I am Haitian. I am not French. I am not Haitian.. .but 
what I think is like I guess in a way I came from Indians or French in 
a way because these guys, they are the one to land first before 
black(s)...from Africa. So as far as ethnicity I don't really think I am, 
my background was, it's really back back back then. But when people 
ask me sometimes I do say I am Haitian or I am French....or 
sometimes when they ask me where you from, like I am half Haitian, 
half French. Sometimes I say I'm Haitian, but I don't think really I 
am, so. 
It is hard to know whether Job was being metaphorical when he talked about the 
Arawak being his ancestors or was being literal. I did a bit of research and found that 
most experts agree that very little Arawak lineage survived early colonization of Haiti 
(Stone 1975; Leybum 1980). However, there is disagreement as to whether some cultural 
aspects of Arawak life have survived in mainstream Haitian culture. As far as French 
culture, France was the colonizer of Haiti, and so has influenced Haitian culture. Also, 
Job was bom in France. I am not clear about whether one of his parents was French or if 
he comes from French lineage as a result of the French colonial presence in Haiti. I don’t 
know if Job was intentionally vague about his background, but I do know that his cultural 
ethnic identity is complex. What matters is that Job has taken up the subject positions of 
"Arawak” and "French,” while distancing himself from a Haitian subject position and an 
African subject position. Job may choose to distance himself from the subject positions 
of African and Haitian because of the lack of power these subject positions carry in the 
context in which he lives. He may choose to identify with the subject position of 
"Arawak” because of the power of the romantic "way, way back then,” similar to North 
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Americans' relationship to the Native American identity and with the French because of 
the "high" status French holds in Haitian culture. Rather than speculate further about 
why he chooses to do this, I would like to draw attention to the fact that I, as the 
researcher, had made certain assumptions about Job's identity that did not line up with 
how Job identified himself. Because this dissertation is about students' identities as they 
report them, it is important that Job's self identification be highlighted. Job's 
identification here is like when Maria reported that she was middle class, while I 
perceived her to be working class, based on where she lived. Thesen (1997) argues that 
fixed categories that researchers involved with discourse analysis come up with to 
describe their participants are limited and static and do not reflect a sense of how the 
participant sees herself. She writes, 
I argue that identity can be seen as the dynamic interaction 
between the fixed identity categories that are applied to social 
groupings (such as race, gender, ethnicity, language, and other, 
more subtle representations that are activated in certain discourse 
settings.) and the way individuals think of themselves as they 
move through the different discourses in which these categories 
are salient. (488) 
Researcher-created categories of identity categories, Discourses, and subject 
positions have their limitations. Thesen's student Mkhululi, for example, let her know 
that he did not see himself as "disadvantaged" when she interviewed him. 
Disadvantaged is a term often used by mainstream educators to describe those they 
perceive as less powerful. The educators who use the term probably mean no harm, 
but it is a term that can be seen as patronizing. It is a term that puts the 
"disadvantaged" at a lower level of power than the person who uses the term. With 
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Thesen's point in mind, whenever there is a discrepancy between my view and one of 
my participants' views, I will report both views. 
Job, unlike Maria, did not take up the subject position of someone who is 
searching for cultural empowerment. He does not report losing his ability to speak 
French or Haitian Creole, or a feeling of drifting from his family or their culture. On the 
other hand, like for Maria, language assimilation has played an important role for Job. 
When he first came to the U.S., Job, like many Haitians, moved to a predominately 
African-American neighborhood, where although he lacked access to Standard English, 
he did gain access to Black English, a language of power in the African-American 
community (Zephir, 2001). As he attended school, he found that Standard English was 
the language of power in the school setting and he attempted to master Standard English, 
and he is still struggling with this project. He argues strongly for the importance of 
assimilation to Standard English in one of his essays for my class. While Maria feels she 
has assimilated too much in ways that seem to go beyond speaking Standard English, and 
wants to work on reclaiming her Puerto Rican identity, Job is currently still actively 
concerned with assimilation to Standard English. He does not talk about assimilating to 
Anglo-American culture beyond assimilation to Standard English the way that Maria 
does. 
At least in his conversations with me. Job focuses on Assimilation to Standard 
English, as opposed to cultural identification with Haitian or French culture. There may 
be several reasons for this difference between Job and Maria. Maria had achieved a 
feeling of success in the linguistic arena of academics, while Job is still struggling with 
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this every day in his speech and his writing. As was the case for Richard Rodriguez, 
Maria's regret over assimilation does not come until after success with assimilation. 
Another possibility is that for Haitian-Americans or others of African descent cultural 
assimilation (or putting it another way, "blending in") to Anglo-American culture is not 
as easy, because of skin color, so loss of cultural background is not something that is as 
big a fear. Zephir (2001) talks about a concern some Haitians have about assimilating to 
African-American Culture and drifting from Haitian culture, but Job does not discuss 
such a concern. He does talk about how speaking Black English interfered with his 
access to Standard English; however, he then goes on to say that he learned to "code 
switch" between the different languages. Job talks about Black English being a language 
which connects him to the African-American community. He says he used Black English 
...when I'm talking to my people..." He code switches between the many languages he 
speaks, French, Haitian Creole, Black English, and Standard English and between subject 
positions of French, French-American, Haitian, Haitian-American, and African 
American. The last possibility for Job's lack of concern about "losing his culture" I can 
think of is that Job's background is particularly complex, and he is used to that 
complexity, so he is not searching for clarity the way Maria is. 
For Job, writing is both a practical concern and a spiritual one. As he navigates 
his experience as a multi-lingual, multi-cultural immigrant to the U.S., he draws on two 
sets of discourses. He draws on Liberal Humanism and Assimilation Discourses, with 
their pragmatic promises of success, taking up the associated subject positions of 
dedicated student" and "advocate of assimilation." He is guided, as well, by his use of 
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the more spiritual Transcendental Discourse, and his occupation of the subject positions 
of "spiritual person" and "intellectual." These discourses are different in many ways 
from each other, Liberal Humanist and Assmilationist Discourses are concerned with 
pragmatic concerns, while Trancendental Discourse is concerned with more intangible 
abstract concerns. They both, however, share the common belief that there is the 
existence of "truth," as opposed to Social Constructivist Discourse and others, which 
maintain that truth is socially constructed. 
Job gained access to Liberal Humanist Discourse and Assimilation Discourse, as 
it is concerned with assimilation to Standard English, from his parents, who as 
immigrants drew on the discourses' promises of success through hard work and 
assimilation. Job's family moved from France to Haiti to New York City and then to 
Boston during his childhood. His parents continued even at the time of Job's interview 
with me to work hard to reeducate and retrain (as immigrants often must to maintain 
credentials accepted for a livelihood in other countries.) Job had been encouraged by his 
parents, through their use of Liberal Humanist Discourse to be a "dedicated student," to 
gain economic security. Liberal Humanist Discourse has a lot of power among 
immigrants because of the hope for prosperity it carries. 
At the same time Job is drawing on Assimilation and Liberal Humanist 
Discourse, he is drawing on Transcendental Discourse, taking up the subject 
positions of intellectual person and spiritual person. He talked of wanting to "to 
try and pass messages to people" through his writing. He said, "...people can see 
that I want to say something; they have to really think about what I am saying..." 
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An example of this was when Job got excited about one of his ideas, a concept he 
called "Life Dreaming," which got a strong reaction from his peers. The concept 
depicts life as a "dream" and the dreamer is the "agent" of the dream, who despite 
being called "agent" often has little control over the outcome of the dream. He 
said in his interview about his peers' reaction, "I spoke to a lot of people and they 
don't understand it—they are oh—where did you get that kind of idea—it is such a 
good idea." 
From my interviews and interactions with Job I did not find out definitely where 
he gained access to Transcendental Discourse. After doing research on Haitian culture, I 
speculate that Job may have gained access to Transcendental Discourse and the 
associated subject positions "spiritual person" through his exposure to Haitian culture and 
his family's religious practice-his family attends a Baptist church. Scholars agree that 
Haitian religious beliefs, known as Voodoun, are pervasive throughout Haitian culture, 
often mixing with or existing alongside Catholic or Christian religions (Michel, 
1996;Stepik, 1998). Transcendental Discourse, and its value for non-material qualities 
over material qualities, has power in Haiti through the form of spirituality known as 
Voodoun. Bellegarde-Smith (1973) describes Voodoun as "...an overarching belief in the 
sanctity of life, not so much for the thing as for the spirit of the thing"(13). 
Introduction to Discussion of Essays 
Job's first essay "Life Is a Complete Dream" is about how perceptions of 
memories from the past are important. His second essay "True Success" maintains that 
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money is not what makes people successful. "Importance of Standard Language," his 
third essay is about the usefulness of having a common "standard" language that makes 
communication possible among people who also speak other languages. His fourth essay 
"Men and Women Are Viewed Contrarily" is about sexism and his fifth essay "Sexuality 
and Fetishism" was calling for a tolerance and openness about fetishism and sexuality. 
For Job's case study, in addition to excerpts from his favorite essay "True 
Success," I microanalyzed excerpts from his first essay "Life Is a Complete Dream" and 
his third essay "Importance of Standard Language." I chose to microanalyze "Life Is a 
Complete Dream" because of the mixture in the essay of Transcendental Discourse, 
which was significant in terms of Job’s autobiographical self, and Social Constructivist 
Discourse, which was a major discourse of the course curriculum. I chose to 
microanalyze Importance of Standard Language" because the essay draws heavily on 
Assimilation Discourse, which as the above section states was also a significant discourse 
in terms of Job's autobiographical self. 
Discussion of Essays 
This section will report findings about discoursal elements in Job's favorite essay 
of the semester "True Success" and two of his other essays, “Life is a Complete Dream” 
and Importance of Standard Language.” First, I will set up the context for and the 
content of each essay. Then I will report the discourses, subject positions and genres I 
found in the essays. 
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Job’s Favorite Essay: "True Success" 
Background Information on “True Success”. In his favorite essay "True Success" 
Job writes about learning that money is not important compared to the value of working 
hard and believing in himself He uses three examples to make this point, but the most 
detailed is the first one, which involved his own conversion to this belief. This 
conversion took place during a set of events which began one day while he was playing 
basketball as a teenager. His uncle, concerned about his discipline when it came to 
studying, offered him a wager that challenged him to get all "As" that year in high school 
for large amount of money. His uncle did not specify how much money was at stake, but 
said, "...I will give you an amount of money that you would never thought I'll offer 
you.(sic.) Job took the challenge and felt that he had to win it. He writes in the essay, "I 
thought if I win it would be fantastic, and if I lose it would be totally a miserable high 
school year for me. I spent most of my time reading and studying. I quit my job because 
of the offer, for I knew he was a generous man." This essay was written in response to 
Unit 2 of the textbook, which included essays and memoirs uncovering untold stories 
within families and defining the "self' in relation to other selves and in relation to issues 
of power. 
When he was triumphant in his goals of achieving all "A"s to win the wager he 
went expectantly to his uncle's home and told his uncle the news. In his essay Job relays 
the uncle's response to his success: "'Well son,' he said, 'you made it with patience and 
courage. I assure you are going to be very successful in life if you keep this attitude' His 
response, however, did not include giving him the promised money. He maintained that 
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he had already given Job the valuable prize of success, which he earned himself. In the 
essay Job recounts, "He did not give me the money, instead he said, 'I gave it to you son, 
now you have a better understanding of how to do things for your future, that is what I 
promised you.'" 
Discoursal Elements of‘True Success”. Job draws on Liberal Humanist 
Discourse throughout this essay and at times also draws on Transcendental Discourse. 
Job uses Liberal Humanist Discourse, making use of its assertion that hard work equals 
success, to discuss how he learned the valuable lesson that success does not come from 
money. While Liberal Humanist Discourse does value intangibles like strength of 
character, it is still primarily concerned with the practicalities of personal success, while 
the other discourse Job draws on, Transcendental Discourse concerns itself with the 
spiritual realm. He draws on Transcendental Discourse, which asserts that there are 
“essential truths” that can be uncovered through spirituality, to support his view that in 
addition to hard work, a “pure soul” is needed for success. In the first paragraph of “True 
Success” one can see this combination of Liberal Humanist Discourse and 
Transcendental Discourse. 
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Table 8.1: "True Success" 
Line 
1 Today our world is a world where money talks in which most individuals put 
their beliefs. 
2 True success is from the heart and the soul, not from the "Power of Money." 
3 The power of money is highly sufficient to make mankind feel great and even 
more powerful than they used to be at a certain moment of their lives. 
4 In fact, most people think in order to succeed and to have a good life you need 
money, which absolutely can be destructive in a way. 
In line 1 Job draws on Transcendental Discourse. Commenting on a world where 
“money talks,” Job takes up a non-materialistic subject position, criticizing people who 
“put their beliefs” in money. He draws on the ideology embedded in Transcendental 
Discourse, which says that if you follow your own spiritual path you will be fulfilled, in 
contrast to the belief that money leads to fulfillment. 
In line 2 Job also draws on Transcendental Discourse when he locates "true 
success" outside of the realm of financial success. Transcendental Discourse carries the 
ideology of the existence of essential truths which can be discovered through spirituality. 
Job refers to this spirituality through his use of the power of one’s “heart and soul” as an 
alternative to the “power of money” in the search for success. In line 2 Job takes up the 
subject position of a "spiritual person" who believes in the spiritual power “within” a 
person. 
Once again, in lines 3 and 4, Job draws on Transcendental Discourse, taking up the 
subject position of someone who sees the seductive destructive nature of money. The 
ideology embedded in the discourse is believing that money is the key to success can lead 
people to harm: “.. .most people think in order to succeed and to have a good life you 
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need money, which absolutely can be destructive in a way." The “power” felt by those 
with money this line says makes them feel “great and even more powerful that they used 
to be,” but as line 3 reverberates with line 4, it is clear that this is a power is false. In line 
4 Job also draws on Transcendental Discourse. 
In Lines 9-12 Job draws on Transcendental Discourse again, but this time also 
draws on Liberal Humanist Discourse. 
Table 8.2: "True Success" 
9 Generally, true honesty and self-confidence that lead to success come from a 
pure heart and a straight minded [mind], not from money. 
10 Every one is not the same. 
11 Everybody does not think the same way as others, and they do not have the 
same quality either personally or mentally. 
12 lam saying all these things for one particular reason, to show that to be really 
successful, you need to have a heart, self-confidence and a soul, not money. 
Even though Line 9 draws on Transcendental Discourse's value for working on 
improving oneself in the spiritual realm, there is also suggestion here in the idea of "self- 
confidence" leading to success, and the explanation of what one needs to do to be 
successful sounds like Liberal Humanist Discourse. Job takes up the subject position of a 
person who believes that strong spiritual and personal traits lead to success. 
In lines 11 and 12, Job again draws on Liberal Humanist Discourse. This time he 
draws on the embedded ideology which maintains that each person has their own 
qualities that set them apart and make them special: “Every one is not the same.” Here 
he takes up the subject position of an individualist/a person who believes in the 
significance of individual differences between people. 
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As in Line 9, Transcendental Discourse resurfaces, alongside Liberal Humanist 
Discourse when, in Line 12, Job draws on Transcendental Discourse and the embedded 
ideology that to be successful one needs to have a “soul”—a spiritual self. Again, as in 
Line 9, there is the idea that one needs to gain certain qualities to achieve success, which 
is a Liberal Humanist idea. Closely related but in a less transcendent realm is the idea of 
being “self confident,” which alludes to working hard and being educated. In these lines 
Job takes up the Transcendental subject position of person who believes the key to 
success is held within a person’s character and spirituality, not within money. However, 
Job also takes up the Liberal Humanist subject position of a person who believes that a 
person should be concerned with gaining particular qualities in order to achieve success. 
Job mostly draws on Transcendental Discourse and its concern with spirituality and 
non-material fulfillment, and makes available the subject position of "spiritual person." 
Job also, however, draws, in a more subtle way, on Liberal Humanist Discourse and its 
value for success through mastering or gaining certain characteristics (being educated, 
being a hard worker etc.). Liberal Humanist Discourse stresses the importance of each 
individual reaching his/her potential in terms of education and success in the material 
world and provides access to subject positions related to being a hardworking individual, 
who is free to improve herself. The two discourses of Transcendental Discourse and 
Liberal Humanist Discourse seem similar in that they both are concerned with the 
individual. However, the end goal for the individual is quite different in each. 
Transcendental Discourse values the goal of purity and fulfillment of the "soul" and the 
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"heart" of the individual, while Liberal Humanist Discourse is interested in the "success" 
of the individual, as defined by money and other cultural markers of success. 
Both Transcendental Discourse and Liberal Humanist Discourse and their 
associated subject positions affect the discoursal identity Job presents in this essay. He 
presents a discoursal identity of someone who believes in the value of being spiritual and 
does not believe in the worshipping of money. At the same time, he is not a fatalist. He 
does not appear to be against achieving monetary success, and he believes in working 
toward it. 
Job’s First Essay: ’’Life is a Complete Dream” 
Background on Job’s Essay "Life is a Complete Dream" In Job's first essay "Life is 
a Complete Dream he writes about the role of memories in a person's current life. This 
essay was a response to the assignment which invites students to introduce themselves by 
writing about some person, place, event or object that is important to them. 
Discoursal Elements in “Life is a Complete Dream” Job takes the point of the 
essay "Dragonflies" as the starting point for his first essay. He shows two "Dragonflies"- 
Iike examples, but goes in a different direction. The first example is a place from his 
childhood that actually changed for the better drastically, Roxbury, Massachusetts, which 
Job refers to in his essay as a place of "terror, violence, murder, drugs abused, rape and 
suicide. He describes Roxbury as a changed place when he saw it years later: "I could 
not believe the changes that the government established in Roxbury. New houses were 
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built, more police officers were circulated in the quarters and people had a better living 
condition." He says about his experience with Roxbury: "Now I have a new insight 
about Roxbury, something may look bad today, but eventually there might be a good 
chance that it will be changed." 
The second example of some place that had changed and has lost some of the 
characteristics that made it appealing—similar to the place described in the "Dragonflies" 
essay—was a farm in Haiti. He wrote about a farm that his grandfather and his uncle used 
to work on in Haiti. Job and brother would go over to the farm to help them with their 
work. He describes it this way: 
It was fun, usually during the summer time going down the alley in the 
flamboyant forest till we reach the farm. Our house was a half-mile away, 
and we frequently walked to get to the place. As a boy growing up near a 
farm, I learned how to shovel, plant seeds, and cut lots of woods with my 
grandfather's ax. The farm had several trees planted in the north end. 
Apple trees, mango, avocado and papaya for the most part were really 
vast. Habitually, on Saturday we would awake early in the morning to go 
clean the nutrient plants on the farm. It was an exciting time for me. 
When Job went back, similarly to when Harris went back to Jack's the things Job 
was nostalgic for were gone: "After, many years, I returned to the quarter and everything 
had totally changed. There were no more farms but only houses and buildings. Today I 
still remember all those fabulous times. Hellas, (unfortunately) they will never come 
back in this lifetime." 
Job connects his memories of these two places in this essay, showing how the 
realization that these places changed taught him some lessons. In the case of Roxbury, it 
has taught him that "something may look bad today, but eventually it is going to be 
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changed." In the case of the Haitian farm, it has taught him that not only had the farm 
been built over, but he had changed to. He could not, even if the farm still existed, still 
have the carefree times of his childhood: "Nowadays, I do not have these funs (sic.) I had 
as a kid. C’est la vie, it is just a modern life." 
Discoursal Elements of “Life Is a Complete Dream”. In the first paragraph Job 
draws on Sentimental Discourse and its value for reflecting on memories for the sake of 
being nostalgic. The embedded ideologies which create this value are the importance of 
connectedness and emotions. Job feels a connection to the farm his uncle worked on in 
Haiti. When he thinks about this farm he is filled with positive emotions, remembering 
the experience as all fun, and negative emotions thinking about how the farm was 
replaced by houses and buildings. Job takes up the associated subject position of 
"nostalgic person" below when he says the value of memories is the "happiness" they 
bring. Interestingly, Job acknowledges the Social Constructivist Discourse in this Unit 
of the class curriculum when in line 2 he says that "reflecting about it later it becomes 
meaningful." He makes an effort to incorporate the social constructivist idea that one can 
make new meaning of things that have happened in the past by purposefully giving them 
a particular order through writing about them in a way that is analytical. The Social 
Constructivist Discourse in this unit offers the subject position of "meaning maker" 
which he takes up here in this line, and in general by writing this essay, which "orders" 
his memories and in that way gives new meaning to them. The memories of Roxbury 
and the Haitian Farm, may have lived in his memory as two separate events, but here he 
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"rewrites" the memories as connected events, which taught him something valuable. This 
essay is not that different from Brian's essay "At Grandpa's" in that they both write 
personal narratives which draw on Sentimental Discourse that attempt to look at old 
memories in a way that will yield new meaning. Job's essay however, through drawing 
on a bit of Social Constructivist Discourse, includes the beginnings of a conscious 
realization that our memories can be reconstructed or reordered as we try to make sense 
of them differently. 
Table 8.3: "Life Is a Complete Dream" 
Line 
1 At a certain moment of your life, while you are going through a few events about 
your past. 
2 You do not notice it, but when reflecting about it later it becomes meaningful. 
3 Essentially, what really matters is how these memories can bring happiness to 
your life. 
Below is part of the conclusion to Job's essay. The body of the essay, which is 
summarized in the background section, gives the details of what happened to the two 
locations, Roxbury, and the Haitian Farm. In the conclusion, as in the introduction, Job 
works on framing his examples, but he adds a new discourse, Transcendental Discourse. 
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Table 8.4: "Life Is a Complete Dream" 
1 One major factor about human's soul is that eventually at a point during your life you 
will think back about certain things that occurred in your past. 
2 "I believe and will profoundly believe that every one on this planet who perceives 
their lives through experiences, mostly about the past, is an agent of life dreaming." 
3 Whether it is about incontestable events or antagonistic events, what really counts is 
how you view these episodes in your present lifetime and how you deal with them 
perpetually. 
In line 1 Job draws on Transcendental Discourse. The ideology embedded in this 
discourse its that humans have a soul and this soul compels them to reflect on their past. 
Transcendental Discourse is based on a value for that which is "spiritual," and discussion 
of a person s soul embodies a discussion of that which is spiritual. Job took up the 
associated subject position of "one who believes in the spiritual nature of reflection on 
one s life. In lines 2 and 3 Job draws on quite a different discourse, Social Constructivist 
Discourse. He takes up the associated subject position of "meaning-maker" and draws on 
the embedded ideology which maintains that people can make new meaning for 
themselves out of old experiences when he writes that "what really counts is how you 
view these episodes in your present lifetime and how you deal with them perpetually." 
He is struck by the social constructivist idea that events from the past can be rewritten 
and can offer lessons or corrections that can be helpful in the present. The way he applies 
this social constructivist idea is very personal, as opposed to cultural or political; however 
in Unit 1 social constructivist ideas are applied to the individual as students are asked to 
revise personal “stories.” It is clear in lines 2 and 3 that he does not approve of simply 
reflecting on memories just for the sake of doing so, this he calls being an "agent of life 
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dreaming." It is interesting that he uses the word "agent," which indicates control, but 
when matched that with dreaming, ultimately shows a lack of control, since few people 
can control their dreams, but instead have to simply sleep and "watch" them unfold. He 
creates a discoursal identity in this essay of someone who is philosophical, reflecting on 
something he has learned over the years and trying to make sense of it. 
In this essay Job looks back on his memories and collects two specific memories 
of places from his childhood which had changed. He primarily frames these memories 
using Social Constructivist Discourse in the introduction and conclusion, taking up the 
subject position of "meaning-maker" to make new connections between these memories, 
and ultimately new meaning which he can use in his present life. He draws on 
Sentimental Discourse in the introduction, showing his belief in the power of emotion. 
He also draws on Transcendental Discourse and its belief in the spiritual nature of 
memory. 
Job’s Third Essay: ’’Importance of a Standard Language” 
Background Information on "Importance of a Standard Tanguy” Job had his 
own experience to draw on in reacting to the readings we did about Standard English and 
Bilingual Education. He argued in this essay about the importance of learning the 
'standard" language of a country. He draws on his own experience as a multilingual 
immigrant to show the importance of learning a standard language, in this case Standard 
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English. He sides with Richard Rodriguez, whose excerpted memoir "Hunger of 
Memory" we read in class, on this point, drawing on his writing to make his case. 
Job uses an example from his own life to show the difficulty of not being 
understood because of a lack of mastery of Standard English. He talks about how when 
he moved to Brooklyn as a new immigrant from Haiti he learned to speak Black English, 
which was spoken in his neighborhood. When he spoke with his teachers, they could not 
understand him. He reflects on this experience and says that his lack of command of 
Standard English was a problem for him. Later, when he felt more comfortable with 
Standard English, he felt communication with people, beyond those who spoke the other 
languages he spoke, was easier. Job draws on the terms Rodriguez uses, "private 
language" and "public language" in this essay, to represent a person's native language and 
a "standard" language, such as Standard English, respectively. 
Table 8.5: "Importance of Standard Language" 
1 A Standard Language is an extremely important factor within a society that should be 
used socially, politically, culturally, and properly. 
2 In "Aria," Richard Rodriguez self-portrayal expose of his own school days and 
skirmish to leam English, Rodriguez reconvenes, "This seems to me an obvious 
point. 
3 But one that needs to be made. 
4 In recent years there have been attempts to make the language of the alien public 
language" (PI01). - 
5 Rodriguez believed that the attempts to make the language of alien citizens public are 
unfair. 
6 Rodriguez thought that he would have been happy to be surrounded by "private 
language , however; the focus of "public language" was his ideal because he thought 
it would be feasibly better to concentrate on learning English. 
In this essay I will show the importance of these Standard Language both privately 
and publicly. 
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Discoursal Elements of "Importance of Standard Language". In Line 1, Job takes 
up the subject position of Advocate for Assimilation, drawing on Assimilation Discourse 
and its value for learning English or the standard language of a culture. He is drawing on 
a subset of values and beliefs within Assimilation Discourse concerning language 
assimilation as one aspect of cultural assimilation. This is compared to Maria who draws 
on the Discourse's wider set of values and beliefs concerning full cultural assimilation. 
He continues in the next lines on the same path, drawing on the Assimilation Discourse in 
Rodriguez's writing. As I did in my model introduction (see chapter 5 for a detailed 
description of the model paragraph I wrote), Job quotes Rodriguez to make the point that 
people are more comfortable speaking their own language. Job goes in a different 
direction, however, from mine when he supports assimilation, and he goes even farther, 
arguing in his introduction that language assimilation should affect both public and 
private language use. 
Throughout the essay, as he did in the introduction, Job draws on Assimilation 
Discourse and takes up the subject position of advocate of assimilation. As can be seen 
here in lines 14-16 when he speaks of the importance of speaking a standard language "in 
order to operate systematically within a country." 
Table 8.6: "Importance of Standard Language" 
14 Good communication, which emphasizes on "public language", is usually used in 
various environments like: offices, hospitals, clinics, courthouse, etc. 
3 5 In order to operate systematically within a country, you have to know the Standard 
Language of the country. 
16 Standard English is the language spoken in most part of United States, consequently, 
it is very important to speak the current language, instead of "private language." 
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Job did take up a complicated position like I asked the students to. Not only does 
he set out to argue that Standard English ought to be used privately as well as publicly, 
(although he never supports this in his essay) but he also points out the benefits of 
bilingual education as one who has experienced it. He does not simply say bilingual 
education is bad and assimilation is good. 
Through taking up Assimilation Discourse, Job also takes up the subject position 
of one who has benefited from language assimilation" in lines 23-26 below, as he shows 
how he himself gained from learning Standard English. 
Table 8.7: "Importance of Standard Language" 
23 Growing up in New York for a few years, I learned Black English, and I used it 
inside of my conversations. 
24 I guess that was the reason why some of my teachers could not understand me 
when we conversed sometimes. 
25 After a couple of years, I started to leam Standard English because it was 
meaningful. 
26 My communication ability afterwards became much better. 
He shows that he has direct experience with the benefits of assimilation to a 
standard language and draws authority from subject position of "one who has benefited 
from language assimilation." Job presents a discoursal identity of someone who has 
learned from experience that Standard English provides access to success in educational 
situations and other interactions. 
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Discoursal Elements From the Class In Job’s Writing 
The following section will answer the third research question, describing the 
discourses and associated subject positions from the class that appeared in Job's writing 
(see Table 5.1). 
Unit One 
In his Unit 1 Essay “Life Is a Complete Dream,” Job drew on two major 
discourses presented through the course text for that unit, Sentimental Discourse and 
Social Constructivist Discourse. Job uses both Sentimental Discourse and Social 
Constructivist Discourse to talk about the value of memories in this essay. He draws on 
the ideologies embedded in Sentimental Discourse, including a value for “nostalgia” and 
“happy endings” when he writes about how memories can bring “happiness to your life.” 
The essay “Dragonflies,” which draws on Sentimental Discourse was influential for Job 
as well as Brian. (See Brian’s case study for a discussion of “Sentimental Discourse” in 
the class reading “Dragonflies.”) Through his use of Sentimental Discourse, Job is taking 
up the subject positions of "nostalgic person" and "emotional person." On the other hand, 
when Job writes about how the importance of memories is “how you view these episodes 
in your present lifetime and how you deal with them perpetually” he is drawing on Social 
Constructivist Discourse, which he encountered early in the class text in “Welcome to the 
Post Modem World.” (See Maria’s case study for a discussion of the essay “Welcome to 
the Post Modem World,” which draws on Social Constructivist Discourse.) He is 
drawing on ideologies embedded within Social Constructivist Discourse, including belief 
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in “reconstructing” or “making new meaning” of one’s own history. Here Job takes up 
the subject position of "meaning maker," or one who makes new meaning out of old 
memories. The course introduced this subject position of meaning maker through a 
social constructivist analysis of the essay “Dragonflies,” by Harris as well as the essay 
“Generations” by Astrea Young. (See Brian’s case study for a discussion of this view of 
“Dragonflies.”) Although Astrea Young’s essay is sentimental like Harris’s piece—she 
smoothes over the fact that her father let her down a lot as she was growing up—the 
course text authors use this piece as a bridge to Social Constructivist Discourse by 
pointing out how Young “constructs” her own “story” of her experience. The authors 
write in their introduction to the Unit: “As you read Young’s story, you might think 
about the ways in which this particular writer transforms everyday artifacts into symbols, 
and uses those symbols to give coherence to her narrative and a sense of continuity, even 
constancy, to her life” (3). Through drawing on Social Constructivist Discourse in the 
introductions to these essays, the authors of The Compostion of Our “selves” made 
available the associated subject position of “meaning maker,” a person who is able to, 
more consciously than Harris or Young, reorder their experience through writing about it. 
Job is influenced by the authors’ words, in conjunction with reading these two essays, to 
take up this subject position of “meaning maker” in his essay “Life Is A Complete 
Dream,” where he comments about how it is important how people choose to construct 
for themselves their “memories” of events. 
Sentimental Discourse is a popular discourse outside of the course, as I described 
in Brian's case study. As Brian experienced in his writing, Sentimental Discourse gives a 
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person access to power that has to do with affecting people at an emotional level. People 
gain access to it through almost every story-filled media, such as books, television, 
magazines, and the nightly news human-interest stories." So, the appearance of 
Sentimental Discourse in Job's writing is not as striking as the appearance of Social 
Constructivist Discourse, which people gain access to mainly through academia at this 
point in time. 
In Unit 2 another subject position is made available through Social Constructivist 
Discourse, that of "revisionist." Social Constructivist Discourse provides people access 
to knowledge about power relations and the constructed nature of knowledge. This 
discourse can provide subject positions that if taken up can lead people to question their 
own assumptions and those assumptions of others. Job does not take up the subject 
position of "revisionist" which is more radical because it represents someone who is 
revising a story, usually to change power relations to make them more favorable to those 
who have been subjugated by the previous telling of the story. Job does not do this when 
he "reorders" his memories. He is reorganizing to gain new meaning, but that meaning 
does not involve power relations. I would say Job was trying out Social Constructivist 
Discourse in this first essay, but he did not choose to bring it back into any of his other 
essays. 
Unit Three 
Assimilation Discourse has a lot of power in immigrant communities when it 
comes to questions of language assimilation and assimilation for educational purposes. In 
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both Maria and Job's families that was the case. Assimilation Discourse runs against the 
grain of the overall Social Constructivist message of English 111, although it is a major 
discourse in Unit 3. Cultural Empowerment is the discourse which matches more closely 
the message of course. Unit 3 presents the two opposing discourses, Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse and Assimilation Discourse. In my opinion this is because the 
authors wanted students to see how conflicting discourses interact with each other in 
relation to a particular issue. 
Cultural Empowerment, which Maria took up, calls for repositioning a subjugated 
culture, giving it more power, either personally as with Maria, or socially. Job does not 
spend time drawing on Cultural Empowerment Discourse. He is attempting to gain 
access to subject positions made possible through Assimilation Discourse at this point in 
his life. He was influenced by the Assimilation Discourse drawn on in the excerpt from 
Rodriguez’s Hunger of Memory (See Maria’s case study for a discussion of the excerpt 
from Rodriguez’s Hunger of Memory.) 
Conclusion: How This Case Study Contributes to the Developing Story 
Job's case study offers an interesting counterbalance to Maria and Brian's case 
studies. It contributes to this study of students' writing, identity and course material. 
While Brian identifies closely with the dominant Anglo-American culture, both Maria 
and Job have much more complex cultural identifications. Maria is at a point in her life 
where she is taking up the subject position of someone who wants to be culturally 
empowered, so Autoethnographic and Cultural Empowerment Discourses are useful to 
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her. Job, although he shares Maria's marginal cultural status, does not seek to take up a 
cultural empowerment subject position, at this time. Assimilation promises to give him 
access to subject positions related to educational and economic success and therefore he 
draws heavily on Assimilation Discourse and Liberal Humanist Discourse. While Job 
and Brian overlap in their use of Liberal Humanist Discourse, and both seem to take up 
subject positions related to "individual freedom" (to express in Brian's case and to 
succeed in Job's), Job takes up the additional subject positions of "spiritual person" and 
"intellectual" through his use of Transcendental Discourse. 
The case study provided an answer to the first research question: What aspects of 
students’ autobiographical selves do they bring to the course? Job brought with him and 
included in this writing the subject positions of "dedicated student" and "advocate of 
language assimilation," which were made available through Liberal Humanist Discourse 
and Assimilation Discourse, respectively. He also brought with him the subject positions 
of "spiritual person" and "intellectual," made available through Transcendental 
Discourse. 
The case study provided an answer to the second research question: What 
discourses and subject positions are evident in students' writing? The discourses and 
subject positions make up the "discoursal selves" presented in his writing and include 
both those brought to class and those accessed through the class. A broad way to 
categorize the discourses Job includes in his writing would be to split them into two 
categories. First, there are discourses dealing with more abstract matters: emotions, 
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spiritual ideas and philosophical ideas and second, there are those that concern more 
practical concrete matters: assimilation, job security, success in education. 
In the category of more abstract matters, Job, like Brian, drew on Sentimental 
Discourse. This discourse offers him the associated subject positions having to do with 
"connectedness" and "emotion." Job talks in his interview about wanting to connect with 
people through his writing. He is a person for whom writing is an opportunity to gain 
access to subject positions which will present an emotional connection to his subject 
matter and to his audience. He also drew on Transcendental Discourse in his writing, 
taking up subject positions related to being a "spiritual person." This was particularly 
significant because Transcendental Discourse has historically not been particularly 
compatible with essay writing done in first-year college writing settings. This is not a 
discourse that has a lot of power in the University. However this discourse has a lot of 
power in many communities. This discourse can help and hurt and students' ability to 
take on the subject position related to being a student, "intellectual." Job’s involvement 
with Transcendental Discourse, seems to give him access to the subject position of 
intellectual because he is used to thinking about abstract matters, as opposed to sticking 
only to physical details. On the other hand it seems like Transcendental Discourse could 
potentially interfere with a student’s access to the intellectual subject position because 
intellectualism is built on ideas of individual agency, where religious belief is built on 
ideas of divine agency. Stephen North (1986) reports that the Christian Transcendental 
Discourse his student Alyson drew on "accounts for her philosophical coherence" (237). 
But North finds that this discourse also threatens to block her access to the subject 
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position of "philosopher." North writes, "again and again, she [Alyson] returns to her 
faith as the basis for her positions—indeed, to the extent that at times it threatens to 
undermine her freedom to think, to philosophize." (237). 
In one of Job's discussions of abstract matters, Job drew on Social Constructivist 
Discourse, a discourse introduced by the course, taking up the associated subject position 
of "meaning-maker." It is possible that Job's openness to and enjoyment of thinking in 
abstract and intellectual terms helped him gain access to Social Constructivist Discourse, 
the descriptions of which are often abstract. Another thing that may have helped Job take 
up this discourse is his occupation of many cultural subject positions which are 
marginalized as compared to the powerful position of Anglo-American, such as Haitian- 
American, African-American, and non-native English speaker. Perhaps his marginalized 
positionings have made him more receptive to the messages of Social Constructivism and 
its use as a tool for creating "new constructions." I do not, however want to overstate my 
point here because although Job drew on Social Constructivist Discourse, taking 
advantage of its value for "reordering information" to "reorder" his memories about 
particular places, he did not examine cultural issues or power relationships as Maria did. 
Job drew on Liberal Humanist Discourse, and took up the associated subject 
positions having to do with being a "hard worker" and "individualist." This discourse and 
these subject positions, and Assimilation Discourse and subject position "advocate for 
assimilation," are expressions of Job's experience with and continued project of working 
to attain academic success and assimilation to Standard English. His experience as an 
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immigrant and his knowledge of his parents ongoing work to gain financial security have 
made these discourses and subject positions important to him. 
Interestingly, several of the discourses and subject positions I've been discussing 
in relation to Job are conflicting and appear together side by side in Job's essays. Liberal 
Humanist and Assimilation Discourses, associated with working hard for individual 
success potentially conflict with Transcendental Discourse, because of its more spiritual 
focus. For that matter, Transcendental Discourse and Social Constructivist Discourse, 
with its lack of belief in essential truth potentially conflict. Job does not draw attention to 
any of these conflicts in his writing. The overall effect is a discoursal identity that is both 
spiritual, emotional, and intellectual and practical and pragmatic--a multiple and 
conflicting identity. 
Most of the autobiographical selves Job had shared in his interviews were 
reflected in the discoursal selves created in his essays. The exception to this was the 
emotional discoursal self created through Sentimental Discourse which did not come 
through as an autobiographical self. Probably it is more accepted to express 
sentimentality in writing, if the writing context and genre encourage it, as opposed to an 
interview with a teacher about yourself and your writing. 
The case study also provided an answer to the third research question: How does 
the class influence the discourses and subject positions in students' writing and therefore 
influence their multiple and changing identities? Like Maria, Job came to class with 
projects" related to his multiple and changing identity, and he used the course to further 
those projects. For Job those projects were assimilation and the communication of ideas. 
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He drew on Assimilation Discourse offered through the class to make his case for 
assimilation, based on his own experience and struggle to assimilate, primarily in terms 
of language. Job had access to Assimilation Discourse before he came to English 111, 
but drawing on this discourse to take a position about bilingual education enabled him to 
take up the new authoritative subject position of "advocate for language assimilation" in a 
public way through his writing. 
Job's "trying out" of Social Constructivist Discourse presented in the class seems 
different than Maria’s use of the related Autoethnographic Discourse. While Maria used 
this discourse to make sense of her cultural position, Job used Social Constructivism to 
"reorder" memories, which do not highlight his cultural position (although cultural 
information is in the memories). Social Constructivist Discourse, along with Sentimental 
Discourse did not seem to impact his identity greatly. These discourses, and their 
associated subject positions, may have enhanced Job’s ability to communicate his ideas 
and therefore may have enhanced his subject position of’’intellectual.” 
Job’s lack of focus on connecting with his "cultural background" contrasts with 
Maria’s strong interest in becoming "more Puerto Rican." Perhaps these two case studies 
reveal something about discourses and power. Maria, who already gained power from 
drawing on Assimilation Discourse and taking up the associated subject position of one 
who has assimilated, was in a powerful enough position to draw on Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse and take up the subject position of "bicultural person.” Job is 
still in a position where he needs the power he gets from Assimilation Discourse and the 
associated subject position of "one who is assimilating." It would be a mistake to assume 
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that students who identify as bicultural or multicultural non-white non-mainstream 
Americans all have the same relationships to discourses and the power these discourses 
wield. 
Job's case study shows how discourses such as Transcendental Discourse, which 
don't normally have power in academia can be woven into a student's essay. I was an 
accepting audience for Job's use of Transcendental Discourse. Perhaps another teacher 
would have thought Job's use of Transcendental Discourse was "off-key" for Academic 
writing. In the collection Alt Dis, edited by Christopher Schroeder, Helen Fox and 
Patricia Bizzell (2002), compositionists argue that they are seeing alternative discourses 
mixed into academic work by scholars and students. Published academic writers, such as 
Keith Gilyard (1991), June Jordan (1985), and Victor Villenueva (1993), mix cultural 
discourses in with academic writing "successfully" for an academic audience. I see two 
reasons Job’s writing might be vulnerable to critique, unlike those published writers. 
First, "religious, spiritual" discourse is probably more discordant with academic writing 
than other cultural discourses, and second, as a student still mastering essay writing, he 
does not have the "savvy" about mixing discourses in a way that the power of both 
discourses is exploited, that these published writers do. Job, like Maria, reflects back a 
discoursal identity in at least some of his essays which includes a cultural subject position 
which is outside of the academic realm. The difference between Maria and Job in this 
respect is that Maria talks of consciously trying to make this happen, where Job just does 
it, perhaps even unconsciously, but does not talk about it. 
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CHAPTER 9 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Overview of the Chapter 
The goal of this dissertation study has been to explore the discoursal makeup of 
student writing in order to better understand the relationship between identity and 
writing. In the first chapter I explained why such a study was needed and outlined my 
study. In the second chapter I reviewed literature to build a theoretical framework in 
which to ground my study. In the third chapter I explained the methodology I used to 
conduct my study. The fourth through the ninth chapter were chapters where I reported 
the findings of the study. The fourth chapter contained definitions of the discourses and 
genres found in the course text and student writing. In the fifth chapter I described the 
discoursal elements introduced in the course and pedagogical discourses I drew on in my 
teaching. The sixth, seventh, and eighth chapters reported findings in the form of case 
studies of the three student-participants whose writing I studied. In this final chapter, I 
would like to discuss the findings of my study as they relate to the research questions 
guiding this study. The first section of this chapter will focus on sharing broad findings, 
drawn from across the case studies of the earlier chapters. The second section will be 
devoted to discussing the implications of the findings for theory, research and pedagogy. 
My research questions, which I outlined in chapters one and three were as follows: 
1. What aspects of students’ autobiographical selves do they bring to the course? 
2. What discourses and subject positions are evident in students’ writing? 
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3. How does the class influence the discourses and subject positions in students’ writing 
and therefore influence their multiple and changing identities? 
Summary of Findings 
Students Bring Nonacademic Discourses to Academic Writing 
This study shows how students take up what are traditionally nonacademic 
discourses in their academic writing. What these nonacademic discourses and subject 
positions have in common is that the worldviews they represent are different from, and 
often in conflict with, the values, beliefs and ideologies of Western academic discourses 
and subject positions. Western academic writing has been described as representing a 
worldview which values objectivity, detachment, literalness, liberal thinking, secularity, 
and clear cause and effect (Fox, 1994; Farr, 1993). The nonacademic discourses that 
students include in their writing represent other values, such as the non-materialistic 
spirituality of the Transcendent Discourse Job drew on, the value for emotionality of 
Sentimental Discourse and the extreme view of the Conservative Discourse which Brian 
drew on, or the cultural belonging expressed by the Puerto Rican Cultural Discourse 
Maria drew on. 
Students’ Have Many Reasons For Taking Up Or Not Taking Up Discourses and 
Subject Positions 
Students take up both nonacademic and academic discourses and subject positions 
in their academic writing for many reasons. The discourses and subject positions 
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students had taken up before they got to the course, referred to as autobiographical selves 
in this study, seemed to play a large role in which discourses they would or would not 
take up. For example, Maria’s identification as someone who was bicultural and 
interested in the conflicts embodied by this subject position, seemed to make her more 
open to taking up the discourses introduced by the course which valued cultural 
critique—Social Constructivist Discourse, Feminist Discourse and Cultural 
Empowerment Discourse. Job did not identify himself as someone who was interested in 
pursuing issues of cultural conflict, but he did identify himself as someone who “thinks 
about life,” and he took up that position in his writing by drawing on Transcendental 
Discourse. 
The course readings seem to play a large role, offering invitations to students to 
use particular discourses and subject positions. I found from Maria’s case study that her 
exposure to Cofer’s “Silent Dancing,” which had elements of autoethnography, led her to 
write her own autoethnographic piece. Reading “Silent Dancing” and writing her own 
autoethnographic piece seemed to encourage Maria to take up Social Constructivist 
Discourse and the related subject positions of “cultural observer” and “social critic.” 
This study showed that all students may not take up Social Constructivism, even 
if it is the dominant discourse of a class, and those that do may take it up in varying 
degrees. The writers of the English 111 course text Composition of Our ”selves ” 
attempted to help students move from writing that draws from Sentimental Discourse to 
writing that includes more explicit socio-cultural analysis and draws on Social 
Constructivist Discourse. They did this through drawing on Social Constructivist 
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Discourse, which is probably a new perspective for many first-year students, while 
discussing pieces written on Sentimental Discourse, which is a more familiar discourse. 
This strategy did seem successful in the cases of both Job and Maria. For Brian, 
however, the Sentimental Discourse of the essays “Dragonflies” and “Generations” were 
still more resonant than the new Social Constructivist perspective. 
Students’ Identities Are the Sites of Competing Shifting Discourses 
The students’ discoursal identities are sites of competing discourses, which change each 
time a new discoursal identity is created in writing. In addition to academic and 
nonacademic discourses and subject positions, which conflict, there are other conflicting 
discourses and subject positions that exist side by side in students’ essays. Their 
existence together can produce complexity of meaning and confusing discord, even in the 
same essay, such as in Job’s essay “True Success” or in Maria’s essay “Flowers Always 
Bloom.” Job uses Liberal Humanist Discourse and Transcendental Discourse to create a 
sense of the importance of earning success, instead of being handed it; however, the two 
discourses part ways at a certain point, with Liberal Humanist Discourse valuing success 
more than Transcendental Discourse. Similarly, Maria draws on both Liberal Humanist 
Discourse and Social Constructivist Discourse when she is painting a “bicultural” future 
for herself. Both discourses address the issue of a bicultural future, but through Social 
Constructivist Discourse she is calling for a societal change, and through Liberal 
Humanist Discourse she is willing herself to work harder, as if she can bypass the social 
problems through her hard work. 
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Students’ Writing Is Influenced By Genres, Subject Positions and Discourses From 
the Course Reading 
The students’ writing showed strong intertextual links with some of the course 
readings and pedagogy. It was interesting how clearly students’ essays echoed the class 
readings, and my own model paragraph for the persuasive essay. In general, on a 
discoursal level, student essays were influenced by genres, discourses and subject 
positions from the class. 
In the cases where students drew on a genre from a class reading, the genre 
affected the discourses and subject positions they drew on as well. For example, Brian 
and Job both imitated elements of the Harris’s essay “Dragonflies,” which was written in 
the sub-genre of personal essay Newkirk (1997) calls a “narrative of developmental 
progress (22). This sub-genre is associated with Sentimental Discourse, which Harris 
draws on in “Dragonflies” and Job and Brian draw on in their essays. Similarly, when 
Maria drew on Autoethnographic Discourse, for her essay “Flowers Always Bloom, she 
drew on the related Social Constructivist Discourse and associated subject positions. 
The students were all influenced, to some degree, by the compromise subject 
position between assimilation and cultural empowerment I began with in my model 
essay. Whereas different readings may have resonated for particular students, a teacher’s 
model may have a more universal influence because she will evaluate the students’ work. 
Perhaps this is a window in to seeing the amount of influence subject positions and 
discourses have on students when they are coming directly from teachers. I was not able 
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to focus on this question in this study, but my finding about the affect of my model 
indicates it would make an interesting inquiry. 
Conclusion of Findings 
Overall, I found, as Ivanic (1998) talked about in her study, that the students’ 
autobiographical selves, along with “encountered discourses and subject positions” 
(Ivanic, 330) showed up in the discoursal identities created in their essays. The class 
readings had an influence on students’ discoursal identities as well. This influence was 
from the discourses and subject positions made available through the readings and section 
introductions of the class text, as well as from me, in particular from my model paragraph 
for Essay Three. Students autobiographical selves seemed to play a role in determining 
which discourses and subject positions they took up. In this next section I will talk about 
what implications these broad findings have for theory, research, and pedagogy. 
Implications for Theory, Practice and Research 
Using Poststructural Theory To Study Writing 
The findings of this study have implications for using poststructuralist ideas to 
theorize the study of writing. Poststructural theory conceptualizes identity as constantly 
being formed and reformed through the use of discourses and subject positions in 
language (Ivanic, 1998; Brodkey, 1996), so therefore it would follow that each time a 
person writes she is creating an identity through drawing on discourses and subject 
positions. I found this to be a useful way to conceptualize the relationship between 
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identity and writing. It was clear from interviews and from essays that my students’ 
identities were multiple and conflicting and drew on particular worldviews which often 
conflicted. It was clear to me that the worldviews presented through students’ words 
were representing particular values, beliefs and ideologies. Their language was not 
neutral. 
There is growing interest in documenting the existence of hybrid academic 
writing (Schroeder, Fox & Bizzell, 2002). Poststructuralism allowed me to look at my 
students’ writing as a hybridized combination of discourses and subject positions, many 
of which conflicted. Nonacademic discourses and academic discourses were side by side 
in Maria’s essay “Flowers Always Bloom” and Job’s essay “Life Is a Complete Dream.” 
It was using a poststructural lens that allowed me to see this hybridity. Composition 
scholars have praised hybrid academic writing for making new forms of scholarship 
possible (Bizzell, 2002) and for offering a place where resistance to dominant discourses 
can take place (Brodkey, 1996; 1994). The implication of using poststructuralist theory 
to study writing is that one can see hybridity and understand more about its role in the 
academy. A poststructuralist lens would allow researchers to explore these possible 
benefits of hybridity. My study supports the idea that it is important to continue the 
conversation about the benefits of hybrid academic writing. 
Poststructuralism allows us to understand that hybridization of academic writing 
is happening all of the time, just as all language types are in flux. Students influence the 
discourses and subject positions found in academic writing as they bring their 
autobiographical selves to their academic writing. The academic writing is actually 
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changed by this contact, just as the students are changed by their contact with academic 
writing. Wall and Cole (1991) describe the effect students have on academic writing this 
way: “...since the knowledge that academic discourse constructs is established by the 
dialogue of any of its participants, admitting new kinds of participants necessarily alters 
academic discourse and the knowledge it produces” (237). Like Bahktin’s (1981) 
unintentional, unconscious hybridity,” this mixing of academic language and influence 
of those who contact it is happening all the time. As scholars have begun to see the value 
of hybridity for academic work, or for political purposes, published writers, teachers and 
students have begun to purposely write in this manner. This purposeful use of hybridity 
in academic writing may be what Bahktin called “intentional hybridity”—hybridity 
achieved on purpose for affect. 
Though there is a growing group of composition scholars interested in hybrid 
academic writing (Schroeder, Fox & Bizzell, 2002), the conversation about hybrid 
academic discourse is still emerging. Bizzell (2002) writes that there is a “...growing 
awareness that these new discourse forms are developing because they enable kinds of 
rigorous work that simply cannot be done within the traditional discourse (*).” At the 
same time that some scholars explore the new sorts of work hybrid academic writing 
supports, others are concerned that the characterization of hybridity as simply naturally 
occurring diminishes the struggle and “risk” for those who use nonacademic discourses in 
an academic setting (Canagarajah, 1999; Willet, 1999). Although I did not focus my 
study on the kind of risks students take when they bring nonacademic discourses and 
subject positions to their academic writing, my findings of discourses which are not 
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powerful, or even accepted, in the academy, such as Transcendental Discourse and 
Cultural Discourses, show the sort of vulnerable position a student who uses these 
discourses in her writing might face. This conversation about the risks and vulnerabilities 
that may result from engaging in hybrid academic discourse is an important discussion. 
In addition, poststructuralism allowed me to see my students not simply as 
individuals but as culturally located individuals. It helped me to see what was at stake for 
each student in terms of larger social political issues. For this, and all of the above 
reasons, the findings of this study point to the importance of poststructualist theory as it is 
applied to the study of writing. 
Implications of This Study for Theorizing the First-Year Composition Experience 
In composition literature there has been an ongoing discussion of how to imagine 
first-year students in relation the first-year writing experience. Revising the belief that 
first-year composition is meant to "acculturate" or "initiate" students into the academic 
community's ways of writing and thinking, some scholars are now drawing on 
poststructural theory, as well as other related perspectives, to reconceptualize the 
experience as what Wall and Coles (1991) called a “dialectical...two-way process of 
interaction...” Wall and Coles term this conceptualization of teaching first-year 
composition “interactionist.” They say that this view of composition creates a pedagogy 
that ... if ,t succeeds, necessary involve teachers and students in the re-formation of both 
discourses” (235). 
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My research has relevance for this reconceptualization of first-year writing 
classes as “interactionist.” The finding that students take up both discourses and subject 
positions introduced in class as well as nonacademic discourses not directly supported by 
the course supports this vision of the composition class as an “two-way interaction.” 
Through the students’ writing, nonacademic discourses and subject positions are brought 
into the academic realm, where composition and language theorists are saying that they 
are changing academic discourse (Bizzell, 2002, Wall & Coles, 1991). Wall and Coles 
describe this interaction this way: “.. .academic discourse of any kind is a product of all 
participants in it, even the most marginalized, and so is shaped by what they bring to it_ 
their beliefs, their experiences, their culture” (237). 
Interaction” seems to have potential for increasing students’ investment in their 
own educational process. Goldblatt (1998) shares the story of an African American 
education student whose professor invited her to write about the “educational history of 
the women in her family.” Goldblatt writes, “I had never seen her work so hard or care 
so much about how the paper was arranged and worded as she did when she was writing 
and rewriting that paper” (48). About this student and another student who had a similar 
experience, Goldblatt concludes: 
This phenomena is more than merely ‘writing about what you know.’ 
The excitement and authorial responsibility these students felt was 
directly related to the sponsorship they received from institutions with 
which they identified. At the same time, of course, they were writing 
for and within other institutions that had seemed alien and hostile to 
them before. But in these instances the coincident powers worked 
together. (48) 
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Herrington and Curtis (2000) found that having such “sponsoring ground” inside 
the academic realm helped one student, Rachel, feel more comfortable writing in the 
university, as compared to the other students in their study who did not find this 
affirmation. Rachel, was able to write about the effects of alcoholism on families, which 
was a topic she was deeply invested in, for her psychology course. Drawing on Kohut’s 
idea of self-objects Herington and Curtis describe the sort of experience Rachel had as 
“offering a feeling of twinship, an affirmation of one’s own interests, and a way of 
realizing one s potential, specifically by helping connect personal with social project and 
sponsoring pursuit of those projects in academic /public venues” (371). 
While my study supports the general notion that academic and nonacademic 
discourses interact within the site of students’ writing, it also suggests, along with 
Herrington and Curtis’s study, that how this contributes to students’ comfort in an 
academic setting is uneven. While Job and Brian brought nonacademic discourses with 
them, and both had times when they seemed to find themselves sponsored by the course, 
they did not seem to experience the same sense of “twinship” in the course material that 
Maria did when she brought Puerto Rican cultural discourses into the course. 
Implications for Social Constructivist Composition Classes 
My study supports Skorczewski’s (2000) findings that even if an instructor 
intends to introduce students to Social Constructivist Discourse and subject positions 
made available by that discourse, students may find other discourses more compelling. 
Sometimes, Skorczewski’s notes, a student “cannot sustain a critical voice for very long 
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in an essay and ends up in a final paragraph that asserts the truth of statements such as 
‘everybody can do it if they try,’ or ‘if we ask too many questions, society as we know it 
will fall apart’” (221). Her first-year composition students, like Job, and even Maria, 
seem to take small steps in the direction of Social Constructivism, but do not embrace it 
entirely. As to why students may choose to either embrace or resist a Social 
Constructivist curriculum, my study echoes what Skorczewski concludes. She asserts 
that students need to hold on to the optimism embodied by what she terms cliches, which 
resemble what I am calling Liberal Humanist Discourse. That also seemed to be the case 
in my study for Maria and Job. 
Students who embrace this sort of curriculum more than others, such as Maria, 
may have personal goals which are in line with the curriculum upon entering the course. 
For example, Maria was looking for a way to reconstruct her own view of her cultural 
location as a Puerto Rican-American. Her goal meshed well with the goal of English 
111. Brian, on the other hand, did not come to class with this sort of goal. 
Intertextual Links: The Importance of Class Readings as Models 
My study’s findings echo Ivanic’s (1998) conclusions concerning the 
“mtertextuality” in students writing. Although my study does contribute to the general 
understanding about intertextuality as a process where students “gain access to them 
(discourses and associated subject positions) through actual encounters...” by giving 
some sense of where students have gained access to discourses and subject positions in 
general, I think my stronger contribution is to show the particular intertextuality between 
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students’ writing and the texts they read in class (330). This finding has implications for 
Composition theory pedagogy and deserves additional research. If, building on 
Goldblatf s (1995) and Herrington and Curtis’s (2000) ideas about “sponsoring 
institutions,” we think of readings as “sponsoring institutions,” since they do contain 
discoursal material which makes them representatives of these institutions, then class 
readings take on new importance. Maria seemed sponsored by Cofer’s use of 
autoethnographic writing and Social Constructivist Discourse and associated subject 
positions, as she wrote her own autoethnographic styled piece. On the other hand Brian 
did not seem sponsored by this or other similar readings, but he did seem sponsored by 
the discourses and subject positions presented in Harris’s more sentimental “Dragonfies.” 
Implications for Future Research 
I think more research is needed which follows up on the findings of this 
dissertation, as well as recent studies which have taken an in depth look at student writing 
and identity (Chiseri-Strater, 1991; Ivanic, 1998; Goldblatt, 1995; Herrington and Curtis, 
2000). From these studies, a picture is emerging of students’ engagement with their 
writing in college and their education in general. This picture shows some students who 
through their writing and school work see themselves reflected in the academy, and 
others who do not. 
1 think it is important to be able to enhance methods for gaining information about 
students’ autobiographical selves and the influences of their writing. More longitudinal 
studies like Chiseri-Strater (1991) and Herrington & Curtis (2000) may prove important 
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for gathering that kind of information. Also, conducting follow up interviews with 
students to attempt to trace suspected discoursal influences could be helpful. In order to 
understand how students are using discoursal elements to represent themselves and their 
perspectives, it is important to know as much about them as possible. I was able to find 
out some autobiographical information in my study, but I think it would be beneficial to 
learn more. The influences, or discourses and subject positions students bring with them 
may enhance or obstruct their engagement in their writing classes or other classes, so it is 
important to learn as much as possible about these influences. 
The developing conversation about hybrid academic writing suggests that 
research which focuses on discourses and influences that are not typically found in 
academia, like Transcendental Discourse, are needed. My study, and studies I have 
mentioned above all point to the existence of these discourses in students’ writing, but 
they do not focus primarily on them. 
There are many areas to explore farther in the area of the discoursal makeup of 
student writing and identity. Doing this research has made me realize how much more 
future research could be done in this area. 
Conclusion 
1 have to go back for a minute to the inspiration for this study—the pieces of 
student text that caught my attention for their non-academic quality. They were what I 
characterized then as “Puerto Rican symbols,” “hip hop language,” “emotional 
language,” “religious imagery.” I was inclined to think that these bits signaled something 
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about student identity and academic writing. I saw that these bits seemed important to 
students and that made me want to find out more. I also saw that more academic writing 
I was reading seemed to be a mixture of what I thought of as non-academic writing and 
academic writing, echoing what I had found in my students’ essays. I wanted the 
opportunity to explore these issues by looking at the writing of real students, while at the 
same time probing what was being said in the field of composition about this sort of 
mixing of writing types. My understanding of language as imbued with issues of power, 
as opposed to neutral led me to the theoretical framework of poststructuralism, which 
conceptualizes language as the medium through which power is wielded. 
Poststructuralism maintains that language is made up of discourses, each of which 
presents reality through its own values and ideologies, which exist together, often in 
conflict. 
I think I was right in thinking that the bits that caught my attention in students’ 
papers were important. Seen through a poststructual lens, these types of writing revealed 
connections between first-year students’ identities and their writing. 
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APPENDIX A 
CONSENT FORM 
Informed Consent Form 
The Experiences of First-Year Composition Students 
Dear Students, 
As a doctoral student in the Language, Literacy and Culture Program in the 
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts, I am conducting a study 
that looks at the experiences of students in a first-year writing course. I am 
particularly interested in the writing students do over the course of the semester. 
My hope is that my study may contribute to composition teachers’ understanding 
of their students’ experiences. 
As part of this research I will be observing and taking notes during this English 
111 class. I will also audiotape selected portions of classes. In this letter I am 
asking for your permission to use spoken and written comments, class 
discussions, course activities, information about you as a member of this class, 
as well as audio recordings of classes, as part of the data. In no written reports 
of this research will you, or other persons or institutions named by you, be 
identified. Pseudonyms will be used in all written reports for all participants, 
and for other persons and institutions mentioned during the research. 
The results of this research will be reported in my doctoral dissertation and may 
also be reported in graduate education classes, in professional journals and at 
professional conferences. Participation in this study is entirely optional and will 
not affect your grade in this composition class. You may withdraw from the study 
at any time before the end of the semester. If you are uncomfortable about 
Particular material that has to do with you being included in my study, you can 
ask that it be deleted, also by the end of the semester. At your request, I would 
be happy to provide portions of a draft of my study, which contain material about 
you, for your review and comments. 
I will also be looking for student volunteers who would be willing to be 
interviewed, two times, for about one hour each time, during the semester about 
their experiences with writing. If you are interested in being interviewed please 
check the space provided below. 
Thank you for your time. 
Sincerely, 
Pam Weisenberg 
Doctoral Student-Language, Literacy and Culture 
I»—___ agree to be a participant in 
the research conducted by Pam Weisenberg as described in this consent form. 
Signed:__ 
(Participant’s Signature) 
Dated: _ 
I am interested in being interviewed for this study._ (please check 
if interested) 
Consent Form for Interviewees 
Study of Students' Writing Experiences 
in a First-Year Composition Course 
I have already volunteered to participate in a dissertation study of the 
experiences of students in a first-year writing course at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst according to the guidelines outlined in an initial 
consent form which I have signed. The study is being conducted by Pam 
Weisenberg, a graduate student in the Language, Literacy and Culture 
Program, which is within the School of Education. I have also volunteered to 
be interviewed, three times, for about one hour each time, for the same study. 
I understand that the purpose of the study is to learn more about our 
experiences with writing in general and our experiences with writing as a 
student in a first-year writing course at UMass. 
As a participant, I give my permission to the researcher 
to interview me; and 
to use excerpts from interview comments in this study. 
I understand that in any written materials using this material, a pseudonym 
will be used. 
The results of this research will be reported in my doctoral dissertation and 
may also be reported in graduate education classes, in professional journals 
and at professional conferences. Participation in this study is entirely 
optional. You are free to participate or not without prejudice. If you are 
uncomfortable about particular material that has to do with you being 
included in my study, you can ask that it be deleted, by the end of the 
semester. At your request, I would be happy to provide portions of a draft of 
my study, which contain material about you, for your review and comments. 
Signed 
Date 
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APPENDIX E 
STUDENTS' WRITING FROM ENGLISH 111 
ryW'cx3 9sso^' 
Flowers Always Bloom Before They Die 
By 
English Writing 111 
them. On the other hand, life goes 
At the start of my youngest through so many twist and turns getting 
sister’s, Miriam, graduation party, I walk complicated as you grow older. 
into the living room where everyone in Then I glance over to the left and 
the family is gathered. My little sister I see the older women of family, mostly 
and our cousins are dancing ecstatically mothers, gathered close together on the 
to the song DLG as it blasts through the sofa. They are all dressed very refined 
speakers. I can feel the rhythm of the in what looks like their Sunday best. 
Latin beat vibrate A ^ 
under my feet sending ^ VT fj 
an energetic groove up J* 
Dresses like those in JcPenny catalogs. I 
could just imagine what they could be 
saying about the girls on the dance floor 
my body. The younger children in their high heels, clogged shoe. 
oblivious to those around them run pass polyester bellbottoms and top that 
the dancers laughing as they chase each asentuate their bodies. The women are 
other throughout the house. As I stand all in deep conversations, although they 
watching, I notice how carefree the little make sure to look up once and awhile to 
ones seem that I feel like joining in. spot a victim to criticize so to add taste 
Childhood is so simple and the easiest to their stories. I pray that gossiping is 
stage in life to live through; they know 
not a dominant family trait and I will not 
what to expect and what is expected of grow into it. I could never understand 
10 
why people were attracted to gossip. 
These grown women look more like 
bickering school girls. I am glad my 
mother is not a mind reader because she 
would definitely have a hissy fit if she 
knew the disrespectful thoughts going 
through my mind. 
Next I spot my cousin Maribel 
sitting in the comer with her four year 
old daughter, Isabel, on her lap. Her 
daughter looks like one of those 
porcelain dolls you would buy on 
the Home Shopping Network, in 
her pinkish flowery red dress and 
mi 
>—f, 
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her wavy, short, light reddish-brown hair 
wrap with a white ribbon and her rosy 
cheeks on a pale complexion like her 
mother. She looks as if Maribel had 
gone through considerable amount of 
trouble to dress her up and therefore did 
not have time to bother much with 
herself, yet she stands out among the 
other women. Unlike the sister-in-law in 
“Silent Dancing ' who "...doesn t have a 
trace of what Puerto Rican calls la 
mancha...”(Cofer 26). Maribel has 
become completely Americanized living 
in the US all her life that she does not 
seem to fit in the picture among the older 
women who have the traces of Puerto 
Rico in their blood. I rush over to 
Maribel and pour on her all about my 
academic accomplishments. I tell her I 
got accepted to Clark University and 
Providence College as I whine about 
how I have no a clue how I going to pay 
for these fine schools. As I continue on 
my conversation with Marible my 
attention drifts off to a reverie in my 
head in which I am living her luxurious 
life. I will never forget my first and last 
visit to her home. She had a variety of 
cheese and crackers set out for my 
mother and I on an expensive glass 
coffee table. The living room was 
simple, but very elegant looking. The 
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sofa and rugs go well together and went 
brilliantly with the curtains. Two 
charming Siamese cats sat politely by 
her side as she went on about her 
honeymoon on a cruise. My mothers 
beckoning calls breaks into my thoughts 
and I walk away hoping I left a 
exceptional impression on my cousin. 
In the kitchen I start to serve the 
guests plates of food; although I hate 
having to act like a servant on these 
family occasions I still enjoy being 
surrounded by the Puerto Rican 
traditional foods because it is like getting 
a taste of the island. I am surrounded 
by the aromas of strong spices in the 
arroz con gandules, the tangy adobo 
seasoning in fried chicken, the sweet 
whiff of the thick Goya beans, and the 
Peppery smell as the steam of the roast 
P°rk surrounding me every time the 
0Ven ^ open. Finally when I am just 
about done scooping the last serving of 
arroz con gandules on a plate, my 
mother and her sister are in some deep 
conversation that involves my cousin 
Maribel. I cannot block out the 
conversation, instead I find myself 
getting sucked into it and contemplating 
what I have heard. My mother is 
irritated at the fact that Maribel had 
specifically asked for a cup of milk 
instead of orange soda my mother was 
serving to the rest of the children, and 
how she insisted that her daughter 
should not get any candy because she 
would not want her to get jumpy and 
start running around and getting dirty, 
and what got her the most furious was 
that Maribel would not answer her back 
at all in Spanish knowing my mother has 
trouble with her English. She felt that 
Maribel thought she was too good for 
everyone in the family. I am so wrapped 
up in the conversation I made my 
presence obvious so on that account my 
12 
mother shifts the conversation with a 
smile coming over her face that she 
seems to glow. She happily changes the 
subject to include that I am graduating 
with honors and will be attending 
college in the fall. She adds that I made 
her and everyone in the family proud 
and that I hold a great example to the 
younger children. I can only half gloat 
my mothers praises because I do not 
think I deserve to hear them. 
By then I look away from the 
kitchen towards Maribel and pity her as 
she sits alone and as I watch her I can 
almost see part of her spirit leave her 
body; the part the holds her culture and 
pride of being Puerto Rican. Her spirit 
disappears like a child running away 
form home because of years of neglect. 
I pity her because I feel it is not all her 
fault she distances herself from her 
family. She only wants to be successful 
and have economic stability like 
everyone else in the world. She chooses 
to struggle less by discarding a culture 
that is not accepted in her new life. Her 
will power is weak. She cannot adjust 
and adapt, but she is not alone. I feel 
like I have only accomplished one part 
of my task in life because I too like 
Maribel am living in a world that cannot 
let a person be proud of their ethnicity 
and culture, but instead judge and 
label them. I feel like a rose bud 
that can only truly show off its 
beauty once it has bloomed. In fact, I 
know I can continue to have pride in my 
culture and continue with my success. 
13 
Cofer, Judith Oritz. 
Curtis, et al. 
Work Cited 
“Silent Dancing.” The Composition of Our“selves”. Ed. Marcia 
Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1997. 24-30. 
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Silencing Our Language 
By 
Elsa Reyes 
English Writing 111 
Most people would agree that 
education is the key to success and the 
environment of the schools affects the 
steps taken to accomplish such a task. 
Languages create an environment of 
diversity that can be used as a tool to 
identify with ones culture, which also 
becomes an obstacle because it can 
conflict with learning Standard English. 
For this reason, Bilingual Education was 
created to prevent educational struggles 
and the lost of one’s culture. I have had 
the opportunity to experience Bilingual 
Education indirectly in my high school 
as I went through my own mainstream 
education. Bilingual Education and 
mainstream education both have its 
flaws. As Rodriguez states, “...it would 
have pleased me to hear my teachers 
address me in Spanish when I entered 
the classroom...and for how long could I 
have afforded to delay? -learning the 
great lesson of school, that I had public 
identity”(398). Rodriguez suggests that 
he felt some comfortable attachment to 
his native language, yet the acceptance 
in the English speaking community is 
most important. He also faintly adds the 
importance of the role of the teacher to 
help make the student feels welcome to 
use his own language; this creates a 
comfortable learning environment for 
the student. The controversy with 
Bilingual Education is a hopeless fight 
because there is a better and more 
effective alternative. 
In my educational experiences. 
Standard English was perceived as the 
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powerful and dominant language above 
all other languages. On the first couple 
of days in my kindergarten class I was 
pick out by the teacher to name the 
picture of an orange on a flash card she 
was holding. I was willingly ready to 
answer until I realize I did not know 
what an orange was called in English. 
Instead, I nervously replied by saying, 
“China”; the Spanish word for 
orange. The room was filled 
with laughter and I was confused 
because I did not intend for it to be 
taking as a joke. At that period of my 
life I was still ambivalent to the idea that 
language was more than a form of 
communication, but a representation of 
ones culture. 
In addition, my experience in a 
public school education was another 
incident in which my native language 
was ridiculed. As I sat silently in social 
studies class listening to the teacher 
ramble on about the history around the 
Declaration of Independence, the sudden 
change in the teacher’s voice startled 
me. The chatter of a couple of students, 
who were speaking in Spanish, he felt 
was disrupting his class. I stared along 
with everyone else towards the direction 
of the accused students. The teacher 
then added, “This is America so speak 
English”. I found this to be very 
disturbing, yet I took his advice as if the 
idea was reflected towards me. Since 
that incident I had been afraid to speak 
Spanish in school and made in effort to 
speak the language that was demanded 
by all teachers; that is Standard English. 
This incident led me to believe that 
Standard English was the only lead to 
success. Like Rodriguez who took the 
ultimate step to learn the language asked 
by his teacher: 
“Only then did I 
determine to learn 
17 
classroom English. 
Weeks after, it happened: 
one day in school I raised 
my hand to volunteer an 
answer. I spoke out in a 
loud voice...That day, I 
moved very far from the 
disadvantaged child I had 
been only days earlier. 
The belief, the calming 
assurance that I belonged 
in public, had at last taken 
hold”(400). 
Rodriguez says that after taking on 
Standard English as his own language 
and removing himself from his own 
native language he was then able to feel 
a successful drive into the dominating 
Standard English speaking community. 
With my transition from a predominately 
white catholic school to a diverse public 
school, I was face with the challenges of 
balancing two languages, which later 
became an impossible task. I had 
suppressed my native language to fit the 
ideals and standards of a language that I 
was force to master. Even though I 
would probably been able to preserve 
my native language in a Bilingual 
Education I would not; however, have 
had the opportunity to push myself to 
strive at learning English perfectly. 
Now that the tables were turn I 
felt my great progress in school had been 
the result of my ability to speak the 
language that was asked of everyone. I 
was able to speak English with ease, but 
my Spanish as a result was impaired. 
My aunt who was visiting from Puerto 
Rico noticed how I struggled to describe 
to her how my summer went in Spanish. 
Some of the ideas and points were lost in 
my inability to find the right words in 
Spanish. It was exhausting for me to 
keep up the conversation and for this 
reason I quickly gave up my futile 
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attempts and ended the conversation. 
Even Rodriguez experienced similar 
circumstances when he tired to hold up a 
conversation with his parents at the 
dinner table, but quickly became 
frustrated when his parents 
misunderstood him saying, “Never 
mind”, and dropped the subject(402). 
The process of sacrificing ones own 
native language came with 
consequences. 
Eventually when I began to 
understand that language is a 
representation of one’s culture; I began 
to feel apart from the individuals within 
my ethnic group. This feeling was 
especially evident when I struggled to 
speak with peers in Spanish. Struggling 
with the language created a sense of 
isolation between my ethnic group and 
myself. This feeling; however, was 
mutual. These individuals were part of 
the Bilingual Program in my high school 
and they struggled in communicating 
with others in English. This struggle 
with English created separateness with 
everyone else outside the Bilingual 
Program. This is evident in one 
experience during a National Honor 
Society meeting held after school. 
Hispanics were outnumbered in this 
organization; as a result, the individuals 
who took part in Bilingual Education 
isolated themselves from the rest of the 
crowd. As I observed, the language 
barrier was not the problem, but how the 
other members perceived these 
individuals. The mainstream students do 
not see Spanish as a language of culture, 
but more like an inferior language over 
Standard English. These individuals see 
Bilingual students as the minority and 
therefore they make the association that 
their language is inferior and treating 
them as such. The students isolated 
themselves; Bilingual education created 
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a separate school within a school. With 
my case I struggled to learn proper 
English and I felt inferior to the 
language when I was learning it. What 
makes these students struggle is the 
transfer form their normal language in 
which they identify with to that of a 
dominant language; Standard English. 
The prior experience led me to 
the realization that I lost my sense of 
identify when I gave up my native 
language. My native language is the 
culture that identifies me to my ethnic 
group. I did not realize how much a 
one’s language ties into one’s culture 
and one’s identity until it was too late, 
but I was clear that I need to focus on 
Standard English to succeed. It is 
difficult to balance two languages in a 
classroom; neither Bilingual Education 
nor mainstream education works 
effectively to make the learning process 
comfortable for the Hispanic students. 
Instead of focusing on language in the 
classroom, putting the focus on language 
within the school environment proves to 
be more effective. That is, eliminating 
the idea that language is a just mere form 
of communication and emphasizing the 
cultural aspect of language enable the 
Bilingual students to feel a sense of 
acceptance among the whole student 
body. Bilingual clubs and organization 
help facilitate the language process and 
barrier. For this reason, I joined the 
Bilingual Club which I looked at as hope 
to get in touch with my culture that I was 
slowly drifting away from. 
Moreover, my experience in 
these clubs and my feelings are evident 
that this is a better solution in preserving 
language and culture as opposed to the 
controversy of Bilingual Education as 
the key answer. I remember once 
timidly entering the classroom for the 
Bilingual Club meeting, that was being 
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held after school, I was quickly 
surrounded by laughter that was also 
accompanied by Spanish words that I 
was not accustomed to hearing in school. 
As I continued to go to these meetings I 
felt acceptance to my ethnic group and 
was beginning to feel in touch with my 
culture and language in the school 
setting that I had once needed to put 
aside for my learning English. This 
transition of the language into the school 
environment had convinced me that my 
native language was not constrain only 
for home with family. As with 
Rodriguez, he felt the closeness of his 
language was private and can only be 
gained at home: 
“My parents would say 
something to me and I 
would feel embraced by 
the sounds of their words. 
Those sounds said: I am 
speaking to with ease in 
Spanish. I am addressing 
you in words I never use 
with los gringos. I 
recognize you as 
someone special, close, 
like no one outside. You 
belong with us. In 
family ”(396). 
Finally, I could speak and be surround 
by my native home language in school 
without the fear that was instilled years 
before. 
Along with, the school taking 
part in these organizations help create 
pride and the ability to identify with 
ones culture when surrounded by people 
of the same ethnicity and other ethnicity. 
For example, Puerto Rican Week, 
organized by the Bilingual 
Club, was an event that 
allowed the whole student 
body along with the teachers 
to take part in. After the days event I was 
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astonish and delighted to hear individual 
of other ethnicity discussing positively 
this event. For the first time I was 
hearing words of respect of my culture. 
It does not make the language seem 
inferior if the culture is respected. 
Feeling comfortable in the school and 
among the student body makes learning 
a more comfortable learning process. As 
oppose to the National Honor Society 
where culture and language was 
suppressed and the Hispanic members 
felt isolated and inferior. It is the job of 
the teachers and school system to 
prevent this isolation. As Rodriguez 
himself suggest “...my teachers were 
unsentimental about their responsibility. 
What they understood was that I needed 
to speak a public language...Silent, 
waiting or the bell to sound, I remained 
dazed, diffident, afraid”(399). Such 
clubs and organizations in which the 
school gets involved, assist the 
understanding of the culture around this 
foreign language. It is not just a form of 
communication but a form of 
identification. I could not identify in 
classes but I could do so in these clubs 
and still secure the knowledge of 
Standard English. Not until my 
experiences in the clubs did I realize 
how important language was and I 
became proud of speaking my native 
language and pride in my culture. 
My need to speak proper English 
caused me to lose my own native 
language and created embarrassment in 
speaking Spanish because I could not 
speak it properly and with ease. The 
tables were turned and I could not do 
both; speak good English and preserve 
my language. Can Bilingual clubs and 
organizations be more helpful and 
successful in preserving Hispanic 
cultures and languages? The answer is 
obviously yes. Like Rodriguez privet 
22 
language at home, this can be a Bilingual within the club. This creates unity and a 
student’s privet language at school; comfortable setting for learning. 
Work Cited 
Rodriguez, Richard. “Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard Rodriguez.” The 
Latino Reader. Ed. Harold Augenbraum, et al. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1997. 392-405. 
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The World is Place in the Hands of 
Men 
Elsa Reyes 
Eng. WR. Program 111 
Throughout many years a battle 
of the sexes has penetrated in lives of 
men and women. This battle is more of 
a fight by women to gain equal power 
and opportunities similar to what men 
have always had. Women find it 
difficult to gain equality because society, 
not man, has molded and created the 
idea that men are the superior being; 
therefore, the world belongs in the hands 
of men not women. As stated in 
Anderson’s book entitled Reality Isn 7 
IVhat it Used to Be, “...differences 
between the female and male sexes may 
be inborn but differences between 
feminine and masculine genders are 
constructed”(138). This quote suggest 
that what separates men from women is 
not mainly gender, but other external 
influences. External influences, like the 
media and family values, add to the 
struggle of women’s attempt to achieve 
equality in society. 
First, culture is one social 
influence that shape both men and 
women. In my personal experience, 
being part of a Puerto Rican family, the 
concept of "machismo” plays a large part 
in the idea that men are dominant and 
the most superior beings; therefore, 
should be respected by all individuals 
and especially by females. The female 
members also hold a certain place in my 
culture, which is to serve the men in our 
families. Their job is to live for and 
serve the men in their family and give 
them their unending love and devotion; 
on the other hand, men are not obligated 
to follow the same rules. Not only are 
the adult male treated in this way, but 
also parents reared their children to learn 
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where one's place is. The daughter will 
be trained even to serve and respect her 
brother, "the next man of the house”, as 
she also begins to learns how to serve 
her husband in the future. At a young 
age, the families of these children are 
helping to give them the idea that they 
must “...to conform to our society’s 
norm and become 
individuals’^ Anderson, 137). As these 
children grow older, the daughter will 
find it difficult to see herself as more 
then a mere housewife and the son will 
go through life expecting to feel 
superior. The male child is giving no 
choice when he is brought up in this type 
culture, but to give in to the concept that 
he is superior; that is by no fault of his 
own. This concept will linger in the 
mind of these children throughout their 
existence and will find it difficult to 
break it as it continues in their battle of 
the sexes. This concept of "machismo" 
does not only exist in my culture, but in 
other Hispanic groups. 
For instance, through my 
experiences in a Media Literacy 
Program and to my understanding, the 
media uses subliminal messages in 
advertisements that target gender to 
persuade consumers to buy their 
products. These advertisement agencies 
use specific colors and dialogue as 
subliminal messages. Commercials that 
try to sell dolls to young girls, for 
example, use “girly” colors like pink and 
purple and dialogue 
like “cool”, “pretty” 
and “wow” to attract 
these girls and make 
them believe that 
having matching 
outfits and many accessories is the basis 
of true happiness. Similarly, toys that 
aim to attract young boys use dark color 
in their commercials like green or black 
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and phrases that deal 
with saving the universe 
or car racing. Such 
commercial plays into 
their sub-conscious and makes them 
believe that boys must play the part of 
being “macho”. When a child walks into 
a toy store, they beg and plea their 
parents to buy the toy that has been 
penetrated in their mind as the preferable 
toy for their gender. The little girl will 
break down in tears if she cannot get 
Barbie’s collections of accessories or 
Barbie’s “dream house” or “dream car”. 
The little boy would throw a hissy fit if 
he cannot get Pokemon playing cards or 
the new laser pistol to play with in his 
imaginary game of saving the planet 
from evil doers. At a young age children 
are being exposed to a part of reality that 
society has constructed for them to 
follow in their future lives. 
As these children grow older 
they will be surrounded by more mature 
commercial ads that will target their 
gender. Advertisements sell products be 
focusing on sexuality. This is usually 
done by degrading women in a way that 
makes them look inferior and men look 
superior. These ideas can be seen in 
many advertisement ads in television, 
magazines, billboards, etc. To 
demonstrate the idea of sexuality be the 
media, a few ads from the many ads out 
there in the media can be used a s 
examples. In a “Tommy” ad, a girl is 
sandwich between to men as a sign that 
women need to have men around them 
to be happy. The ad is for “tommy” 
perfume, but the picture of the perfume 
bottle is not quickly notice because the 
focus is on the people. The perfume 
capture and attracts the opposite sex. 
The next advertisement is for lingerie. A 
women is wearing seductive underwear 
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and is sitting down as if stating that men 
are worth waiting and time and energy is 
worth spent or wasted on men. There is a 
quote above her that states, “Wiser, 
freer, sexier, better. Who says time is the 
enemy?” These are only the few 
examples of the way women are 
portrayed in the media; there are still 
more abundant ways; in which, women 
are degraded in the media and viewed as 
sexual objects. 
After taking in ideas that media 
and culture puts out for people, men and 
women find it difficult to see the 
alternatives, that men and women can 
have equal opportunities if given the 
chance. With this in mind, men and 
women can work together, share the 
same profession, and earn the same 
salary. The alternatives for women are 
different from all that they were led to 
believe growing up; for this reason, not 
all women can adjust or accept such 
change. The place for women is not 
only that of housewife or mother. If 
women can become more 
knowledgeable and break through the 
obstacles they began to believe earlier, 
they can become more successful and 
powerful than they were years before. In 
this case, Anderson states that “...some 
women recognize that the new beliefs 
and new ways are matters of 
choice”(143). Women need to sort out 
and make sense of what they were taught 
and must work in changing it for their 
benefit. That is, women can take on the 
superior roles as men because the power 
of men in life is invented and created for 
them; on that account, it is clear that 
men themselves are not superior beings, 
rather, they are led to believe that they 
are superior. This realization poses a 
problem for most men because as 
Spender states“...that they are only 
losing what was not rightfully theirs, but 
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that which they appropriated in the first 
place”(163). This point brings about the 
understanding of why men act a certain 
way towards women in society. Men 
sexually harassing women in the 
workplace is a serious occurring issue. 
Rape occur because men feel dominant 
over women and feel they must 
demonstrate there power over women. 
Throughout their experience growing up 
they have been giving the idea that they 
dominate and have power over women. 
The battle of the sexist becomes the only 
solution to reverse what society has 
constructed as the truth for men and 
women to follow. 
All in all, the influence of the 
media and culture creates difficulty for 
women to achieve equality in society 
and for men to give up the notion that as 
human beings they are not superior over 
women. The battle of the sexes; 
however, will continue to affect the lives 
of men and women until such is 
accomplished. In this case, overcoming 
society’s reality of gender will continue 
to be a battle. 
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“Staying at Grandpa’s House” 
Growing up, I spent a lot of time at my grandpa's house. Bryan, my brother, and I would 
go over there during the summer or weekends or whenever. My grandpa would have us work out 
in the field where he had a garden sometimes. In the garden, there were tomatoes and cucumbers; 
sometimes we'd pick them and make salads that night for supper. There were stables, too. My 
grandpa owned three horses, and when it needed to be done, we'd have to clean out the stables. I 
always thought it was weird how horse manure smelled like ammonia. 
When I was younger going over my grandpa's house was something I would look 
forward to although I was never a fan of the forty-five minute drive. I didn’t have all that long of 
an attention span. Whenever I visited, my brother would come with me. We did pretty much 
everything together growing up. He was like an extension of myself. Grandpa had had little or no 
commitments when Bryan and I would go over. Whatever attachments he did have were over by 
four in the afternoon. My grandpa, William Emerson O'Brien, owned a sweeping company that 
worked in and around Boston. The only work I ever saw him do was deskwork in an office he had 
set up next to his house. When he wasn’t around, my uncles would entertain Bryan and myself I 
remember one time I was there, my grandpa had made a spaghetti lunch. My uncles watching us, 
were being themselves, cracking jokes on the two of us. Eventually, I had spewed milk from my 
nose all over my lunch. The two of them each played the guitar. The older of the two, Colin, was 
in a band for a couple years named Ivy Stone. They got pretty good and eventually released a CD. 
Now he teaches guitar and is no longer in the band. 
After a couple years, my grandpa had started to see a woman from up the street, Kay 
Bell. She was a nice lady; exactly what my grandpa had needed after his second wife. I don't 
really remember her, but from what I understand she was a bitch. My grandmother, my mother's 
mother, had died of cancer when my mother about seven. With Kay Bell, there came two new 
people into my life, Richard and Susan. They were what made me enjoy going to North Reading 
to see my grandpa. When we'd visit him, Bryan and I would accompany him on his nightly visits 
to Kay’s house. The four of us, Bryan, Sue. Rich and I would go and hang out in the kids’ room as 
they watched TV in the living room downstairs. Til always remember being yelled at for being 
too loud or rough, bouncing around their room. When we were up in that room a lot went on- 
Rich, when he was younger, felt the need to impress Bryan and myself by beating on his sister. It 
wasn’t a harsh beating, just like a pillow fight - it was kind of loving. Things like this would get 
us yelled at. It was times like-these that, as insignificant as they seemed at the time, brought us all 
closer together. 
As time went on. Rich joined football. If you ever saw Rich, you'd see he didn't 
really belong in football. Rich was really skinny and had mental problems. I remember Kay sat 
me down and told me once what it was, but I was too young to comprehend it exactly. After a 
year or two. Rich made tri-captain of his team. This gave him a little of an inflated ego. Because 
of his appearance, people wouldn't really hold back from telling him that the reason he made tri¬ 
captain wasn't because of his ability, but for his dedication that the coach saw in him. Sue, on the 
other hand, strived to be part of the popular crowd. Trying this, she started hanging out with the 
girls that started having sex way too young. These people must have lead Sue into the world of 
smoking and drinking. Let me clear that up by saying she never got to deep into it where I had 
ever seen her drunk, but she had drank in front of me. When Sue started being" iike this, none of 
us could really stand to talk to her. She thought that she was high above everyone. It eventually 
got old; we really didn’t want to deal with her anymore. 
When I got older. Sue would try and get me to drive her around town. She became one 
of those people that would use others in any possible way to her benefit. Sue would be nice to you 
but if friends were around, she'd talk down to you to look good for her friends. I never really 
understood her mentality at the time. Rich now was still a good friend and a good kid. I could tell 
Rich a lot and he'd never judge or look down on me. That's one thing I hated most about high 
school, the way that people allowed their peers to choose their friends rather than picking them for 
themselves Rich was always a good friend and I think that the people in his town allowed his 
image to keep him away from them. 
Being the oldest, about fifteen or sixteen now, I'd still mess around with Rich and Sue. 
‘fighting’ and what-have-you. When this went on, my grandpa would come in and say smfflike. 
"You're the oldest here and I expect more from you." He'd say stuff like this when it was 
convenient, otherwise he'd treat me like a child like all the other kids. He’s have run him errands 
and take the kids out, but he never really treated me like I had grown up at all. This led me to 
dislike coming over. 
Until this past summer, I kept myself from going over to his house. Over the summer 
though. I'd go visit grandpa and the kids and they were different, as was I. It may have been 
because I had graduated and that was more of a sign of my maturing than my age. At my going 
away party, two days before I was leaving, everyone had done at least a one hundred-degree turn. 
It's not like a complete turn around, but it was definitely a noticeable one. Relatives weren't 
concerned with what they were saying in front of me anymore. They were using more explicit 
language than I think I've ever heard them use. The thing I remember most about that evening is 
the last thing Sue said to me when I was leaving. She was candid about her feelings for the first 
time in a long time. She came out and told me how she missed how we’d come over and just hang 
out like we used to. I couldn’t believe how she was talking. She didn't care about what she was 
saying; it was all from her heart. I could tell, just the way she spoke and the way she chose to 
word it all. It meant a lot to me and I don't think HI ever forget it. 
“^Do You Have Any Spanish Comics?” 
It is no longer uncommon that children in America are bilingual. It’s not the white-American kids 
that are bilingual; it’s everyone else. These Spanish, Cambodian, Chinese, French or whatever speak 
English as well as their native language. They may be able to speak both languages, but they’ll always (at 
least I think and have been taught) feel more comfortable with their own language, I know that I have had 
six years of French and am in no way ready to try to converse with a Frenchman. I wouldn't feel adequate. 
I feel I don’t know that language well enough and that would stop me from speaking. This is probably true 
with the bilingual people today. They speak English when necessary, but any other time they don’t. 
Richard Rodriguez states in his essay that, “In an instant, they agreed to give up the language (the sounds) 
that had revealed and accentuated our family’s closeness” (99). When he couldn’t speak his native 
language with his own family, Rodriguez felt stolen from. No longer could he feel comfortable in his own 
home. These people need to speak their own languages, if not to feel comfortable then to remember whom 
they are. 
Something like this had happened to me this summer. I worked at Larry’s Comics, located right in 
the middle of Lowell, Massachusetts. Kids would come in and out of there all the time. There was a 
certain few I could remember, but there were groups that I always knew when they came in. It was like a 
fog scurrying down the stairs to the basement-like setup of the store. They would blow in and they’d speak 
these fast languages (mainly Spanish, and what I think was the Cambodian language). I’d feel strangled in 
the way I couldn’t understand what they were saying. At the time I thought it was rude. I knew that they 
could speak perfect English and then they’d just speak Spanish to each other. If put in a similar situation; 
I’d probably still feel the same exact way. If I were out with my family. I’d probably speak English if in 
another country. 
Everyone feels more comfortable speaking their native language. If they're in another country, 
then they have to speak that language. If they find a person that knows their’ language, then they should be 
able to speak that language; the language that they have to suppress On public, at least) to speak one foreign 
to them. I can understand this need, but it still bothers me not being able to understand some people when 
going down the street. I guess I feel like Rodriguez felt when he said, "...Td listen to sounds more than 
words...the butcher or the lady at the drugstore said something to roe, exotic polysyllabic sounds would 
bloom in the midst of their sentences. "(96-97) If you don't know the language, ail you really hear then is 
the sounds and not the meaning. 
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“Women Are Weird Folk* 
After reading all these stories with the feminist overtones, I found one thing to be 
true: women are weird folk. I don't, by any means, want to come off sounding 
chauvinistic, but this is how I perceive the types that think they can change this language. 
Some women talk about how they need to be more accepted and involved in 
society, but some of these women are radicals. These groups of women rally together for 
women’s rights. Have women’s equal rights! Have a women’s equal rights cake walk 
through Tian’anman Square, but don’t think that you can change a language! Who takes 
radicals like that seriously? No matter what they may say, people will be turned away by 
their extremist ways. 
In Taking Women Students Seriously, Andrienne Rich says that "The 'great men’ 
talked of other 'great men’, of the nature of Man, the history of mankind, the future of 
Man..."(167) were taught to her. Women, from what I understand, take offense to the 
fact that everything includes a masculine reference, like male and female or man and 
woman. These are regular terms that some of these people have trouble holding onto for 
much longer. They seem not to like the fact that they have the term "male” and "man” in 
«* 
terms that describe their feminine selves. In The Politics of Naming, Dale Spender states 
how Mary Daly has "called for a castration of language”.(163) This means she wants to 
‘cut out of the whole male basis’ scene that envelops our language. Til assume. You can’t 
just drop that big a part of a language, we’d have to start a whole new women friendly 
language (and this one is hard enough); featuring new words and probably new sounds. 
In The Politics of Naming Spender makes reference to a quote from one Benjamin Whorf 
(1976), “...as if asked to make fried eggs without eggs.”(160) These women activists are 
u 
asking the impossible, similar to the quote: they want to remove the language from the 
English language. Even though some ‘girls’ (no male reference) think that the masculine 
tones of the English language are insulting or discouraging, just think if the change was 
made to be more sex friendly. Different words. Different structure. There would be a 
whole new language we’d have to learn. ‘Girls’, pay attention to what I’m saying here. 
Try not to be offended. 
After all that is said, I feel that if the changes to make a more woman- 
friendly English language would prove a stereotype. This would negate the whole 
purpose of what is trying to be done. The stereotype is this: women are always difficult, 
always making man’s life harder, and always will. Please, ‘girls’, don’t shoot the 
messenger. 
--Please note that the above statement is not a view of the author. It is just a 
stereotype. Not a fact. Don V believe in it, *girls \ Don 7 be a stereotype.-— 
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At a certain moment of your life, while you are going through a few events about 
your past You do not notice it, but when reflecting about it later it becomes meaningful. 
Essentially, what really matters is how these memories can bring happiness to your life. I 
think I understand life differently compare to a lot of other people. Generally, every one 
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has their own particular way to look at the structure of life. I would like to share a few 
experiences that 1 had in my iife and how I interpret them these days. In this essay 1 will 
draw on my past and present experiences to provide information of my understanding 
about life. 
Many years ago, I used to live in Dudley, a convenient town with a fair 
population, near Roxbury in Massachusetts. Roxburv is a big town in Massachusetts. 1 
used to go there with my cousin to visit our aunt Jasmine. 1 was probably ten and my 
cousm three years older than 1. At that time Roxbury was a place of terror, violence, 
murder, drugs abused, rape and suicide. Most of the time I hated to go to my aunt’s 
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house because the place was scary The killing rate was highly rated in that town and 
insecurity was a big factor within the community. 
Everyone had their minds focused on changes and social support for that particular 
town. I am not trying to belittle Roxbury at all because it was not the only frustrated 
town in the city. As a matter of fact, it has an extraordinary reputation for most of its 
schools, especially Latin Academy high school. I had to move out of town because my 
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father, Jean Alexandre, bought a nice house in Roslindale and 1 never went back to visit 
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my aunt Jasmine since. Approximately three years later my aunt was also moving to 
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River, another town in Massachusetts. My brother Winder, my cousins and 1 went to 
help her pack her baggage. She was amazingly excited. Quickly after we left the house, 
1 went to Jerry’s house, another cousin of mine who inhabited the same area as my aunt. 
I could not believe the changes that the government established in Roxbury. New houses 
were built, more police officers were circulated in the quarters and people had a better 
living condition. I was extremely happy to see all those changes in Roxbury; I wanted to 
ask my aunt why is she moving. Since then it became a better place than it used to be 
and everyone was glad to live a better life. Now I have a new insight about Roxbury, 
something may look bad today, but eventually there might me a good chance that it will 
be changed. I think this is a good reflection about my life. 
Another example of what I remembered from my boyhood is the fun that i used to 
• • V. v 
have with my family and friends. My grandfather. Alias, worked at a tremendous farm. 
North of Haiti, with his brother Eric, a tall man approximately the same size as Anas 
whose height was 6.4”. My brother Winder and I would stop by most of the time to help 
vvwwwwwwwww 
them with their labors. It was very fun, usually during the summer time going down the 
alley in the flamboyant forest till we reach the farm. Our house was a half-mile away. 
and vve frequently walked to get to the place. As a boy growing up near a farm, I learned 
how to shovel, plant seeds, and cut lots of woods with my grandfather’s ax. The farm 
had several trees planted in the north end. Apple trees, mango, avocado and papaya for 
the most part were really vast. Habitually, on Saturday we would awake early in the 
:&SL 
morning to go clean the nutrient plants on the farm It was an exiting time for me. I 
moved again to another area, Walpole, and I never returned to the farm again. My 
cousins wTote me to let me know about the neighborhood and remind me of the fun we 
used to have together. After many years, I returned to the quarter and everything had 
totally changed. There were no more farms but only houses and buildings. Today I still 
remember all those fabulous times. Hellas, (unfortunately) they will never come back in 
this lifetime. 
Nowadays, 1 do not have these kind of fun times I had as a kid. C’est la vie, (it’s 
life). It is just a modem life. Somewhat along the way I encountered a variety of things 
'that makes me giggle, smile, laugh and even think back to the old times. These modem 
things would not change my fantasies; I will still stay the person 1 am now because my 
life has transmuted. In other words, the things 1 used to see, play with, and what I used to 
do are gone. 1 know instinctively that most of the thoughts and the ideas of the past are 
still part of my life because you do remember about the good moments you had. The fact 
is, however, that they can not come to reality any more even though I have memories of 
them. 
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In ^Dragonflies” an essay written by Gianni Harris. The description of the scene of 
his childhood also changed his comprehension of the world forever and left her to 
question her own prior beliefs of what is natural, continuous, and right. Gianni’s story 
was related to a lot of fun he had as a boy, but at some point there was a difference in his 
life. He described the environment that he lived in during his childhood as a place of 
influence and experience that he learned. Gianni’s parents lived in New Orleans. Gianni 
and his brother usually visited Mr. Jack, a Creole or a Cajun as they thought, down the 
road. He used to help Jack with the grass when it was time to clean it up. Gianni would 
see dragonflies pass by, drinking Coca-Cola and pivoting around the field. When he 
returned to New Orleans after his departure, everything had changed completely, but he 
still had the memories of the past when he used to play and enjoy in New Orleans. 
Insightfully, every individual has had several experiences that make him/her think about 
him/her past, and therefore, view life differently. 
Throughout many experiences that I had, mostly as a boy growing up, my 
understanding of how life is has remarkably changed. One major factor about human’s 
soul is that eventually at a point during your life you will think back about certain things 
that occurred in your past. **I believe and will profoundly believe that every one on this 
planet who perceives their lives through experiences, mostly about the past, is an agent of 
life dreaming.” Whether it is about positive events or antagonistic events, what really 
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counts is how you view these episodes in your present lifetime and how you de 
them perpetually as memories that affect your life now. 
This essay that you are going to 
read is about success and money. You 
will encounter a variety of examples 
from experiences, which differentiate 
money and success. I went through 
many processes to finally write this 
essay the way I wanted to write it. Like 
I said earlier, you’ll find a lot of 
experiences and comments in this essay 
that makes money and success different 
in our society. This essay was difficult to 
write because I could not come up with 
all the ideas that I was looking for. 
Fortunately 1 went to a process of 
interviewing people, asking them 
question about what they think when 
money as a key to success is viewed in 
our society. I found a lot of good and 
bad answers which truly help me arrive 
at bragging points to write the essay the 
way I wanted it to. One question I 
would like you to think about when you 
are finished reading this essay. Do you 
think money is the source through 
success? 
Today our world is a world 
where money talks in which most 
individuals put their beliefs. True 
success is from the heart and the soul, 
not from the ’’Power of Money.” The 
power of money is highly sufficient to 
make mankind feel great and even more 
powerful than they used to be at a certain 
moment of their lives. In fact, most 
people think in order to succeed and to 
have a good life you need money, which 
4k 
absolutely can be destructive in a way. 
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This essay that you are going to 
read is about success and money. You 
will encounter a variety of examples 
are finished readina this essav. Do vou 
think money is the source through 
success: 
from experiences, which differentiate 
money and success. I went through 
many processes to finally write this 
essay the way I wanted to write it. Like 
I said earlier, you'll find a lot of 
experiences and comments in this essay 
that makes money and success different 
in our society. This essay was difficult to 
write because I could not come up writh 
all the ideas that I was looking for. 
Fortunately I went to a process of 
interviewing people, asking them 
Today our world is a world 
where money talks in which most 
individuals put their beliefs. True 
success is from the heart and the soul, 
not from the "Power of Money.'’ The 
power of money is highly sufficient to 
make mankind feel great and even more 
powerful than they used to be at a certain 
moment of their lives. In fact, most 
question about what they think when 
money as a key to success is viewed in 
our society’ I found a lot of good and 
bad answers which truly help me arrive 
at bragging points to wTite the essay the 
ua> 1 wanted it to. One question I 
would like you to think about when vou 
people think in order to succeed and to 
have a good life you need money, which 
absolutely can be destructive in a wav. 
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You can take your time to analyze what I 
am going to say and also think about it. 
The more money you have, the more 
affluent you become the more powerful 
you become. You can acquire kindness, 
or you can become an arrogant person 
due to the power of the money, but there 
is one thing in life and in the entire 
humanity that a lot of people don't think 
about. Is money the real key to success, 
or is it yourself with your pure heart, 
vour destinv, and your soul who is the 
- •> ' « 
real key to success? 
Generally, true honesty and self- 
confidence that lead to success come 
from a pure heart and a straight minded, 
not from money. Every one is not the 
same. Everybody does not think the 
same way as others, and they do not 
have the same quality' either personally 
or mentally. I am saying all these things 
lor one particular reason, to show that to 
be really successful, you need to have a 
heart, self-confidence and a soul, not 
money. An example of this reason is an 
experience that occurred in mv life 
recently, and l want to share this 
experience with you. 
There I was playing basketball in 
the park; 1 was really having fun. 
Suddenly, my uncle parked his Toyota 
4-runner across the street and called 
upon me. It was warm that afternoon so 
1 felt suspicious asking myself, “ Is there 
something wrong?" I thought Uncle was 
going to tell me to go home and study as 
he usually does. Fritzner is a tall man 
exactly 6.2, curly hair, and handsome. 
He likes to help teens and most of the 
time you could see him joking around 
when it is appropriate. Uncle Fritzner is 
not the richest man that 1 know, but I 
think he has a lot of money. He is an 
electrical engineer and a businessman 
and has a great family. "What do you 
AjLA. 
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say about a wager ", he said. If you can 
bring me a report card of straight A's, I 
will give you an amount of money that 
you would never thought I’ll offer you. 
He was so... serious about the offer. I 
felt like a dog that has been dreaming for 
the w'hole day because 1 could not 
believe what he told me was true. 
I thought if 1 win it would be 
fantastic, and if 1 lose it would be totally 
a miserable high school year for me. I 
spent most of my time reading and 
studying. I quit my job because of the 
offer, for I knew he is a generous man. 
After a couple of weeks, I made the 
straight A's in the second term report 
card and the bet w;as totally over. Two 
days later, I went over rhv uncle's house, 
handed him the report card and waited 
for my money. He was very' proud of 
me, so was his wife Helen, a beautiful 
lady, light skin, approximately 5.9, with 
a good sense of humor. “ Well son k\ he 
said, “ you made it with patience and 
courage. I assure you are going to be 
very successful in life if you keep this 
attitude.” He did not give me the money, 
instead he said, " I gave it to you son, 
now you have a better understanding of 
how to do things for vour future, that is 
the amount I promised you. 
Suddenly. 1 thought for a while 
about what he said and left. That was the 
most amazing thing someone ever told 
me in my entire life, and that day' I found 
out that success depend on a person with 
a great confidence and a straight mind 
but not on money. When my uncle 
made the proposal a few weeks, before I 
could anticipate winning the wager. My 
ideas were typically on the money, but 
after I won the bet and he said. ” you can 
make it anywhere and he successful if 
you truly believe in yourself not in 
monev because things changed.” At that couldn't afford to bring her to the clinic 
moment, i totaJiv forgot about his offer every day. She even compared herself 
because that was the most amazing and like a design on a carpet in the story due 
courageous thing somebody ever said to to her disabilities, but she had a pure 
me. Today, I can think about it, see it. heart, a good soul, and a great 
and also learn about what my uncle had confidence that helped her succeed. 
said is worth a trillion dollars times an Rebecca succeeded through tasks that 
offer. she liked, with her mind and her 
In the essav of Oliver Sacks. reliance, not with money. 
"Rebecca” Rebecca was a girl who had A lot of people think because 
success through life even though she was they are so rich that thev can be 
mentally retarded. Because she had self- successful. It could be possible but not a 
confidence, destiny, and a mind like 100%. The fortune you have could help 
every one else she succeeded. In his you in many ways and lead you to 
essay, Oliver Sacks said, "... if one sees success, but you have to think which 
Rebecca on stage, for theatre and the ways are the best, otherwise, it could be 
theatre group soon became her life, one a fatal destruction. 
would never even guess that she was 1 had a friend of mine, Frederick; 
mentally defective. (P81) Rebecca was he was a light brown skin boy. very nice. 
nineteen years old, and was totally helpful and twenty-one years old. We 
defective but she still had success. Her 
used to hang out together, joke, laugh 
mother would take her to a clinic ottenly 
etc. Frederick's parents own two houses 
hut not even- single day because she and had lots of money. These people are 
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s0 wonderful and nice that sometimes 
I’d say to myself “ these folks should 
have been my family “ Frederick, their 
only son, thought that money was the 
only kev to success. Sometimes he 
would ask me a few questions about my 
personal life, like: how much money do 
you make at your job or my parent s 
income etc. I did not care because he 
was my friend. I know this may hurt a 
lot of you who are reading this story 
right now. but you also have to think if it 
were yourself what would you have 
possibly done. This is also another 
particular reason of the statement that I 
stated in the fourth sentence of the 
introduction in this essay. It says, “ In 
fact, most people think in order to 
succeed and to have a eood life vou need 
money, which absolutely can be 
destructive in a way." Frederick became 
involved in a few bad actions because he 
started making new friends. I was not 
jealous about his friends, though I cared 
a lot for him as a true real friend. Those 
guys were really bad. They acted like 
animals with strange attitudes, but 
Frederick told me he wanted to help 
them succeed because they didn’t have 
any help financially. His friends knew 
he had lots of money; they abused him 
unfairly. 1 would never forget when the 
ambulance came to transport Frederick 
to the hospital, but it was to late for him 
to be saved because he died in mid-way. 
He was an innocent euv. he did not 
w ~ T 
deserve to die but his new friends caused 
his death. Frederick got shot 
accidentally while hanging out with his 
friends and died for no particular reason. 
Frederick could have succeeded 
but too much money lead to his death. 
Sometimes. I would say to myself 
mavbe it is because Frederick cared 
about money too much instead of having 
confidence that he could have succeed 
without money, which also caused his 
death. This is what Michael White and 
David Epston said in their essay “Story , 
Knowledge, and Power'* They said, "... 
power is repressive in its operations and 
in its effects, that it is negative in force 
and character. Power is said to 
disqualify, limit, deny and contain." 
(P50) The same fact is also true for 
money with its contents. Monev could 
be said to disqualify, limit, deny and 
contain. Look what happened to 
Frederick and think about it? Fie could 
have made it just like “Rebecca" in 
Oliver Sacks and Fritzer's nephew, but 
he did not have a really pure heart, self- 
confidence. a real destinv and a good 
— w 
soul that could have lead him towards 
accomplishment. 
Lived experiences that you lived 
through out your whole life are very 
greatly meaningful. Personally, f regard 
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lived experiences as extremely 
meaningful and significant. Sometimes, 
when reflecting on experiences, you do 
not notice it, but it could bring courage 
to vour life and make your journeys 
more successful. What my uncle, 
Fritzner, did for me when I was a junior 
in high school was the best event so far 
in my entire life. Frederick's death was 
a dramatic event. Rebecca's disabilitv 
was very painful and embarrassing. 
However, these lived experiences of 
these individuals and the events of mine 
make me think more closely about the 
power ot money in our society. The 
more money you have the richest vou 
are, the more powerful you are. You 
could become more knowledgeable. 
kind, or you could be arrogant and 
different. I hope that most readers who 
read this passage might need to think 
about the power of money, while, on the 
other hand, you might also need to think 
closely if money can buy the power of 
success with a pure confidence, a pure 
heart, a pure destiny and a pure soul. 
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make the language of alien citizens 
“Language is Power” Well, it is public are unfair. Rodriguez thought 
true but language also has its own that he would have been happy to be 
importance when we talk about different 
nations. In this essay you will read 
about the importance of Standard 
Language and how a few people 
surrounded by “private language”, 
however; the focus of “public language 
was his ideal because he thought it 
would be feasibly better to concentrate 
interpret it contrarily to traditional 
language. 
A Standard Language is an 
extremely important factor within a 
society that should be used socially 
■J ? 
politically, culturally and properly. In 
Aria , Richard Rodriguez self-portrayal 
expose of his own school days and 
skirmish to learn English, Rodriguez 
said> ” - In recent years there have been 
attempts to make the language of the 
a,len Publl'c language...”(P101). 
Rodriguez believed that the attempts to 
on learning English. In this essay I will 
show the importance of these Standard 
Language both privately and publicly. 
Language is power that 
individuals should acquire to express 
themselves in a particular and good 
manner in society. Bilingual Education 
has to help foreign individuals, mainly 
students, and it should be motivated and 
well taught thoroughly every where 
possible. It is very important to Ieam 
Standard English in order to be 
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understood perfectly, but Bilingual 
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systematically within a country, you 
education should be remain active to 
help the non Standard English speaker. 
Rodriguez was against the idea of 
Bilingual education because he believed 
that one’s must speaks “public 
language’', the standard language of a 
country while still considering “private 
language”, someone’s common 
language. In fact, he believed that by 
speaking and using a Standard Language 
effectively, the language becomes a 
powerful instrument in life culturally 
and socially. 
Good communication, which 
emphasizes “public language”, is 
usually used in various environments 
have to know the Standard Language of 
the country. Standard English is the 
language spoken in most part of United 
States, consequently, it is very important 
to speak the current language instead of 
“private language.” In truth, most 
individuals tend to understand you better 
when using Standard English. I 
remember once, when 1 was in 
York. I was 
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like: offices, hospitals, clinics. 
Elementary school in Brooklyn, New 
.*> 
m 
Program. It was helpful for me because 
I was able to learn English quicker. I did 
not know Standard English as well as I 
know it currently. It was sometimes 
difficult for me to communicate with the 
teachers. Sometimes when I took a 
dialogue with a few teachers, and we 
started to communicate, my teachers told 
■> V 
me they could not comprehend clearly 
some of the words or sentence I used. 
courthouse, etc. In order to operate 
Growing up in New York for a 
few years, I learned Black English, and I 
used it inside of my conversations. I 
guess that was the reason why some of 
my teachers could not understand me 
when we conversed sometimes. After a 
couple of years, I started to learn 
Standard English because it was 
meaningful. My communication ability 
afterwards became much better. 
According to Rodriguez, I personally 
think the “public language” used in 
United States is the best way to 
communicate. It is efficient for a 
bilingual person to use “private 
language” at home, but it is soberly 
necessary to speak the formal language 
of a country in order to make known and 
to be understood informatively. 
In the essay of James Baldwin, “ 
If Black English Isn’t a Language, Then 
Tell Me, What Is?” Baldwin argues that 
language with all its components give a 
description of mankind contrarily. A 
prominent example he stated is the 
difference of language used in 
Marseil les, France and inside of Quebec, 
Canada. The sounds of these languages 
are the same, however, they do not have 
the same dialect, syntax and structure. 
In his essay James Baldwin said, 
“People evolve a language in order to 
describe and thus control their 
* 
circumstances, or in order ndt to be | 
submerged by a reality that they cannot 
articulate”(Pl30). Argumentatively, 
what he said in his essay is veritable. 
Using the correct Standard Language of 
a country is better to be comprehended 
publicly instead of using “private 
language \ Reflecting on Rodriguez’s 
point of view there is a complete accord 
between his statement and James 
Baldwin’s statement. Both individuals 
pictured language as a source of success 
and self-work within a person. 
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In general, it is evident when you 
reflect and think about what Baldwin 
said about the importance of language in 
his story. 1 had a state of affairs 
sometimes that could not resolve quickly 
to the point because I did not know 
Standard English well back then. I 
speak three languages: French, English 
and Creole. There are a lot of people 
who spoke these languages in 
Elementary school. Middle school and 
high school to cite a few of them. 
Furthermore, I had lots of conversations 
with kids plus other folks, and I could 
not understand everything they were 
saying because we had different 
background. To the same extent, we 
spoke the same languages. Generally, 
the importance of a Standard language of 
a country is consequential; nevertheless 
many individuals could speak it 
differently. 
The Standard Language of a 
country could be spoken in other 
countries while the usage and 
components are totally different like 
English. Notwithstanding, it remains 
officially significant. People tend to 
understand and communicate to each 
other wisely in any milieu when the right 
language is properly used. When 
conversing with someone, (depend who 
you are talking to) it is definitely more 
appropriate to use a Standard language. 
Using a different language while 
conversing in very-greatly surroundings 
may cause lack of cognizance within 
these milieus. In due course, a Standard 
Language is an extremely important 
factor within a society that should be 
used properly, politically, culturally and 
socially. 
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This essay, “Men and Women 
are viewed Contrarily" is a particular 
one that I would like you readers to put a 
lot of emphasis on. There is big 
question in today’s society about men 
and women that needs to be answered. I 
mean well answered with a lot of 
confidence and honesty. Do you think 
men and women should be equal? If yes, 
try to justify how the world would look 
like? 
You will encounter lots of great 
comments in this essay of how men and 
women are viewed in society. The 
process of writing this essay was a 
hardship, but I ended up making all the 
points I wanted to state. 
Were men and women created to 
be equal? Many areas in our lives are 
part of our equality including our words. 
I am giving you a suggestion in this 
paper. After you are finished reading this 
paper -1 do not care if you are a man or 
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a woman - ask yourself this question and 
think about it profoundly. What would 
our communities look like if women and 
men were equally appreciated at 
everything in this world? There are 
many words that categorize men and 
women differently. Examples of these 
words are power, intelligence, wisdom, 
creativity, knowledge, etc. These words 
may be spelled exactly the same and 
these words could have the same 
meaning. However, these words are 
interpreted differently in our society 
when we are talking about men and 
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